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Abortion PBS NewsHour  

013500
The Oklahoma Legislature has passed a sweeping ban on abortions in the state, marking the latest in a 
national trend of red states implementing restrictive abortion laws. NewsHour's Adam Kemp reports from 
Oklahoma City, and Mary Ziegler, author of "Abortion and the Law in America: Roe v. Wade to the 
Present," joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013506

Restrictive abortion laws continue to pass in state legislatures across the country. Florida signed a 15-week 
abortion ban into law on Thursday soon after Kentucky’s new abortion bill was implemented, one that 
opponents say effectively shuts down all abortion access. Shefali Luthra, a health reporter for The 19th, joins 
John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

As Democrats and Republicans react to the leaked Supreme Court draft on reproductive rights, we take a 
look at how a potential end of Roe is being navigated on Capitol Hill. Congressional correspondent Lisa 
Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 2 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

A Supreme Court decision to end Roe v. Wade would mean states can decide who can get an abortion, along 
with when and under what circumstances for the first time in nearly 50 years. Some states will virtually ban 
abortions, while others are working to expand and codify access. Democratic Connecticut Gov. Ned Lamont 
joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

An early draft of a coming Supreme Court decision, leaked to the public late Monday, suggests that by this 
summer a majority of the justices will overturn Roe v. Wade, the landmark decision of 50 years ago that 
established a constitutional right to abortion. John Yang reports on the abortion rights debate.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

With the Supreme Court considering a decision that could overturn Roe v. Wade, lawmakers who support 
abortion rights are searching for ways to codify reproductive rights. Sen. Patty Murray of Washington, the 
highest-ranking female Democrat in the Senate and chair of the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and 
Pensions Committee, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

A day after a Supreme Court document on abortion became public we look at the legal and political 
implications. Marcia Coyle, chief Washington correspondent for the National Law Journal, and Mary 
Ziegler, a Florida State University law professor and author of "Abortion and the Law in America," join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013519

Arkansas is one of 13 states with a so-called "trigger law" that would immediately ban abortions if the 
Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade. Arkansas Attorney General Leslie Rutledge joins Amna Nawaz to 
discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013521

The draft opinion that was leaked from the U.S. Supreme Court could have enormous implications, 
especially for abortion providers in 26 states where new restrictions or outright bans would go into effect. 
Dr. Sarah Traxler in St. Paul, Minnesota, who travels every few weeks to South Dakota to perform 
abortions, and Dr. Bhavik Kumar, an abortion provider in Houston, join Lisa Desjardins to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013522

In the leaked Supreme Court draft opinion striking down Roe v. Wade, Justice Samuel Alito writes that the 
nation has had an “unbroken tradition” of criminalizing abortion. But as John Yang reports, the history is 
much more complicated.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013524

The leaked Supreme Court draft opinion shows justices appear poised to overturn Roe v. Wade, which 
would result in the biggest change to abortion rights since the 1992 case Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 
which reaffirmed the right to an abortion with restrictions. Former Pennsylvania Attorney General Ernest 
Preate, who argued that case and asked the court to overturn Roe, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/10/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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Abortion PBS NewsHour  

013525
Republicans in the U.S. Senate blocked efforts on Wednesday to enshrine abortion rights into federal law. 
Democrats fell well short of the 60 votes needed to break a filibuster on codifying abortion access, with 
Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin joining all Republicans in voting against the Women’s Health Protection Act. 
Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff from the U.S. Capitol with more.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013530

Abortion access is now a key issue in races across the U.S. after news the Supreme Court is on the verge of 
overturning Roe v. Wade. But the stakes are especially high in Pennsylvania, where two candidates with 
sharply divided stances on the issue will face off for governor in an election that may determine abortion law 
in the state. Lisa Desjardins reports on how the issue is shaking up the race.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013531

The leaked draft opinion from the Supreme Court that suggests the justices may soon overturn Roe v. Wade 
has made abortion one of the biggest political debates of the year. On Thursday, the Oklahoma Legislature 
passed a near-total ban on abortion. Our new PBS Newshour/NPR/Marist poll sheds new light on 
Americans’ views on the subject. Lisa Desjardins walks us through some of the numbers.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013551

Last month, a leaked draft opinion showed that the Supreme Court may soon overturn Roe v. Wade, the 
landmark 1973 case that provided a right to abortion across the country. That decision is not yet final, but as 
special correspondent Cat Wise reports, the work by abortion-rights opponents to arrive at this moment has 
been decades in the making.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013554

In light of the leaked Supreme Court opinion that would reverse the landmark Supreme Court case Roe v. 
Wade, the country faces the prospect of a future where abortion will no longer be legal nationwide. Amna 
Nawaz spoke to women who remember what life was like for them before Roe.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

Michael Gonidakis, president of Ohio Right to Life, has been working toward the goal of overturning Roe v. 
Wade for more than a decade. On the day when federal protections for abortion have been overturned, he 
joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the need for a robust social safety net in his state, where an injunction was just 
lifted on its six-week ban.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

An estimated 26 states are certain or likely to ban abortion following the Supreme Court’s ruling. What’s 
next in the legal battle over abortion? Mary Ziegler, law professor at the University of California and author 
of "Dollars for Life: The Anti Abortion Movement and the Fall of the Republican Establishment," joins John 
Yang to discuss the future of abortion laws.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

Today saw a tectonic shift on abortion rights. The U.S. Supreme Court remade the legal landscape, throwing 
out the precedent laid down 50 years ago in Roe v. Wade. John Yang explores the decision, the praise, the 
protest and how the day unfolded in Washington and around the nation.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

As abortion is banned in many parts of the U.S., it is “unconscionable” to ask states’ pandemic-strapped 
health care systems to absorb more patients, said Kelly Davis, executive director of New Voices for 
Reproductive Justice. Davis joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the realities and growing burdens facing many 
women who seek abortions, and why it’s not so simple as vowing to increase support.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

After celebrating a victory in the Supreme Court, activists will work in every state to further restrict access 
to abortion according to Marjorie Dannenfelser, president of Susan B. Anthony Pro-Life America. 
Dannenfelser spoke with Judy Woodruff about public support for banning abortion and how states should 
support women and children in post-Roe America.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Abortion PBS NewsHour  

013557
The Supreme Court’s decision to overturn abortion law in the U.S. rocked the nation, but the court’s 
conservative majority wasn’t unanimous. Marcia Coyle of The National Law Journal explains how Chief 
Justice Roberts responded to the decision and how the liberal dissent argues against creating a patchwork of 
laws across the nation.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013557

Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart and Washington Post opinion columnist Michael 
Gerson join Judy Woodruff to discuss what the Supreme Court’s decision to overturn abortion rights means 
to the nation in a moment of great political and cultural discord.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 14 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013558

The Supreme Court’s decision to overturn Roe v. Wade has set off a frenzy of responses across the country. 
From anger and protest by some to celebration by others, the effects of this decision are reverberating 
throughout all corners of America, especially at the state level. Our latest PBS NewsHour/NPR/Marist poll 
shows how Americans are reacting. Lisa Desjardins walks us through the numbers.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013558

Louisiana is one of the states with a trigger law where the ban on performing abortions went into effect on 
Friday. A state judge on Monday granted a request from the Hope Medical group for women in Shreveport, 
one of the state’s three abortion providers, to block the law for now. Kathaleen Pittman, Hope Medical 
Group’s clinical administrator, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Abortion PBS NewsHour  
013558

NPR’s Tamara Keith and and Annie Linskey of The Washington Post join Laura Barrón-López to discuss 
the latest political news, including what the Supreme Court's decision overturning Roe v. Wade could mean 
for November's election, President Biden's meeting with G-7 nations and support for Ukraine, primary races 
and testimony from Jan. 6 committee hearings.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Agriculture PBS NewsHour  
013524

Extreme heat is gripping large parts of India and Pakistan, affecting hundreds of millions of people in one of 
the most densely populated parts of the world. Temperatures in India’s capital rose above 100 F again this 
week. The NewsHour looks at how people there are coping.

6:00 PM 05/10/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Agriculture America’s Heartland 
(APT)

Celebrates the men and women across who grow the country's crops, raise its livestock, tend its nurseries 
and prepare its food. Taps into the national fascination with food and curiosity about unfamiliar places and 
ways of life, while also exploring the American values of family, hard work and the spirit of independence in 
the Midwest.

12:00 PM Sundays 30 Minutes

Agriculture Market to Market 
(CPM)

Provides timely news and market analysis to the agricultural community and is an important source of 
information to all rural Americans on a wide range of issues such as industry trends, electric utilities, farmer-
owned community based cooperatives and new technologies.

11:30 AM Sundays 30 Minutes

Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction PBS NewsHour  
013511

While the country is still wrestling with the COVID-19 pandemic, deaths from drug overdoses have been 
spiking -- and are expected to top 100,000 for 2021. On Thursday, the White House released its plan to 
address the crisis.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction PBS NewsHour  
013525

New CDC data released Wednesday indicates that deaths from drug overdoses in the U.S. reached a record-
high last year. More than 107,000 Americans died of drug overdoses in 2021, the highest annual death toll 
ever recorded. Deaths from fentanyl, methamphetamine and cocaine rose sharply. Dr. Nora Volkow, the 
National Institute On Drug Abuse director, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction PBS NewsHour  
013556

After a two-year review, the Food and Drug Administration announced Thursday it will ban all vaping and e-
cigarette products sold by Juul. It's part of a series of more aggressive moves by the FDA to target vaping 
and smoking. Matthew Myers, president of the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, joins William Brangham 
to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 7 Minute 
Segment

American History/Biography Benjamin Franklin 
#101 (PBS)

After building a printing empire in Philadelphia with his wife Deborah, Benjamin Franklin gains worldwide 
fame from electricity experiments, then spends years in London trying to keep Britain and America together 
as his family comes apart.

7:00 PM     
9:00 PM

04/04/22 2 Hours
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American History/Biography PBS NewsHour  

013498
When humans first populated North America and how they arrived has long been a matter of spirited debate. 
A recent study detailing what archeologists believe are the oldest known footprints in the United States is 
sparking new questions and upending long-held beliefs. Stephanie Sy reports.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 6 Minute 
Segment

American History/Biography Benjamin Franklin 
#102 (PBS)

In wartime Philadelphia, Benjamin Franklin helps Thomas Jefferson craft the Declaration of Independence. 
In Paris, he wins French support for the American Revolution. Back home, he works on the Constitution of 
the new United States.

7:00 PM     
9:00 PM

04/05/22 2 Hours

American History/Biography Road to Santa Fe 
(NETA)

The Santa Fe Trail played a pivotal role in the westward expansion of the United States. Extending across 
the mid-continent from Missouri to New Mexico, it became a prominent commercial trail involving both 
American and Mexican merchants. Over six decades, beginning in the 1820s, the trail supported a vast 
network of commerce, enabled the U. S. to annex much of northern Mexico and led to the relocation of the 
Plains Indians. By 1880, the construction of the railroads brought an end to the flow of freight wagons on the 
Santa Fe Trail, now designated a national historic trail.

1:30 PM 04/10/22 1.5 Hours

American History/Biography Legacy of 
Cottonwood Ranch 
(LOWRY)

The Legacy of Cottonwood Ranch tells the story of how one family's history and home, preserved and 
recorded through the decades in ledger, photo and stone, became a historic package that provides a unique 
understanding of early settlement on the high plains of the Sunflower State. In this one-hour documentary, 
long-time Cottonwood Ranch State Historic Site curator Don Rowlison, shares the story of the Pratt family's 
immigration from England, the construction and restoration of the beautiful stone buildings of the ranch, and 
the development of this out-of-the-way historic treasure in Northwest Kansas.

3:00 PM 04/10/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Return to Auschwitz: 
The Survival of 
Vladimir Munk 
(APTEX)

RETURN TO AUSCHWITZ: THE SURVIVAL OF VLADIMIR MUNK is a moving documentary focused 
on the life of Czech Holocaust survivor and retired U.S. professor Vladimir Munk. The program follows 
Vladimir in 2020, at age 95, as he returned to Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration and extermination camp, 
one of the camps where he was held prisoner during World War II. This trip was his last chance to honor 30 
of his close relatives, including his parents who were murdered there.

8:00 PM 04/11/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#809 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. guides Regina King and Damon Lindelof, the creative forces behind a visionary 
television series, as they discover that they have more in common than meets the eye.

7:00 PM 04/12/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Rise of the Nazis: 
Dictators at War #101 
(NPS)

Facing defeat on the Eastern Front, resistance builds as Hitler pushes Germany to untold destruction. This is 
the story of why dictatorships fail, and of the hubris that nearly destroyed freedom, but ultimately destroyed 
itself.

8:00 PM 04/12/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Secrets of Sacred 
Architecture 
(APTEX)

For most of America's history, sacred buildings represented our greatest feats of innovative engineering and 
artistic design. For a time, America's tallest structure and its largest-capacity building were churches, and a 
Maryland church organ stood as the most complex machine ever built. SECRETS OF SACRED 
ARCHITECTURE unlocks the elements of design that make these innovative structures so fascinating and 
unveils the meaning embedded in religious architecture.

1:30 PM     
6:00 PM

04/17/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#810 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. journeys with Erin Burnett, Amy Carlson and Andre Leon Talley, three guests from 
diverse backgrounds, as they meet the ancestors who laid the groundwork for their success.

7:00 PM 04/19/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Rise of the Nazis: 
Dictators at War #102 
(NPS)

It's 1942, and Hitler has just lost the Battle of Moscow. Now winter in Russia, German troops are in 
desperate need of fuel and resources.

8:00 PM 04/19/22 1 Hour
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American History/Biography Poetry Deal: A Film 

With Diane Di Prima 
(NETA)

An impressionistic documentary about legendary poet Diane di Prima, the most famous female poet of the 
Beat Generation, di Prima was named Poet Laureate of San Francisco in 2009. "The Poetry Deal: a film with 
Diane di Prima" is the only film exclusively about her, and it showcases her fierce, funny, and philosophical 
essence while featuring many archival and live poetry readings. Di Prima's life and work have been 
celebrated around the world. When di Prima passed away in October 2020, worldwide memorials and media 
coverage commemorating her work demonstrated how many lives she touched.

2:30 PM 04/24/22 30 Minutes

American History/Biography Big Sonia (PBSPL) In the last store in a defunct shopping mall, 91-year-old Sonia Warshawski-great-grandmother, 
businesswoman, and Holocaust survivor-runs the tailor shop she's owned for more than thirty years. But 
when she's served an eviction notice, the specter of retirement prompts Sonia to revisit her harrowing past as 
a refugee and witness to genocide. A poignant story of generational trauma and healing, BIG SONIA also 
offers a laugh-out-loud-funny portrait of the power of love to triumph over bigotry, and the power of truth-
telling to heal us all.

8:00 PM 04/25/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Rise of the Nazis: 
Dictators at War #103 
(NPS)

After Stalingrad, Hitler's stress intensifies. For once there is no master plan. Hitler leaves it to the men 
around him to pull Germany back from the abyss.

8:00 PM 04/26/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography We Remember: Songs 
of Survivors (NPS)

Holocaust survivors partner with songwriters to turn their life experiences into powerful music for a 
community concert. The resulting songs, filled with joy and healing, celebrate the extraordinary lives of this 
resilient generation.

7:00 PM 04/26/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography My Grandparents' 
War #101 (NPS)

Follow actress Helena Bonham Carter as she explores the heroism of both sets of her grandparents during 
WWII -- her grandmother, an air warden and outspoken politician, and her grandfather, a diplomat who save 
hundreds from the Holocaust.

9:00 PM 05/01/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#503 (PBS)

Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. shows journalists Christiane Amanpour, Ann Curry and Lisa Ling that the 
stories within their own family trees are every bit as compelling as the news stories they have been covering 
for the world.

7:00 PM 05/03/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography My Grandparents' 
War #102 (NPS)

Follow actor Mark Rylance as he explores the extraordinary story of his grandfather, who spent nearly four 
years as a Japanese prisoner of war during World War II, and examines his own beliefs about war and peace 
in the process.

9:00 PM 05/08/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#507 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. shows comedians Seth Meyers, Tig Notaro and Sarah Silverman that their family 
tress are filled with people whose struggles laid the groundwork for their success. Gates also reveals to each 
one news of an unexpected DNA cousin.

7:00 PM 05/10/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography My Grandparents' 
War #103 (NPS)

Follow actress Kristin Scott Thomas as she pieces together a lost chapter of her family history, learning how 
her grandfather, a Royal Navy officer, saved thousands at Dunkirk and survived some of World War II's 
most devastating battles.

9:00 PM 05/15/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Lucy Worsley 
Investigates #101 
(NPS)

What really happened to the Princes in the Tower? Lucy Worsley uncovers the story of the two boys whose 
disappearance in 1483 has led to centuries of mystery and speculation.

7:00 PM     
11:00 PM

05/15/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#505 (PBS)

Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. delves deep into the roots of two African American guests, actor S. Epatha 
Merkerson and athlete and television personality Michael Strahan. Both discover unexpected stories that 
challenge assumptions about black history.

7:00 PM 05/17/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography American Masters 
#3102 (PBS)

Discover the art, life and enduring impact of Tyrus Wong, the renowned Chinese-American painter behind 
Bambi and Rebel Without a Cause, via new and never-before-seen interviews, movie clips and art. Wong 
once exhibited with Picasso and Matisse.

9:00 PM 05/17/22 1.5 Hours
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American History/Biography My Grandparents' 

War #104 (NPS)
Follow actress Carey Mulligan as she travels to Japan to learn about her grandfather's experience as a British 
naval officer during World War II, including the Kamikaze attack he survived, and the extent of the 
devastation he witnessed.

9:00 PM 05/22/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Lucy Worsley 
Investigates #102 
(NPS)

How did George III's mental illness change Britain? Lucy Worsley uncovers Royal papers and explores how 
the assassination attempt on his life changed psychiatry forever.

7:00 PM     
11:00 PM

05/22/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography American Veteran 
#101 (NPS)

As recruits take the oath to serve, they leave the civilian world to become a soldier, sailor, marine, airman or 
woman. This is the start of their transformation. Narrated by TV host and former Marine Drew Carey.

6:00 PM 05/22/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#615 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the family secrets of journalist Gayle King, director Jordan Peele and 
comedian Issa Rae, introducing them to ancestors who are both black and white, raising profound questions 
about their family trees.

7:00 PM 05/24/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography American Veteran 
#102 (NPS)

Military life shapes servicemen and women in profound, unexpected ways. Veterans' stories showcase the 
raw impact of these experiences. Hosted by Senator Tammy Duckworth.

6:00 PM 05/29/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Misty Experiment: 
The Secret Battle for 
the Ho Chi Minh Trail 
(APTEX)

THE MISTY EXPERIMENT: THE SECRET BATTLE FOR THE HO CHI MINH TRAIL is an hour-long 
documentary about a special U.S. Air Force squadron whose pilots volunteered for one of the Vietnam War's 
most dangerous air missions. Their assignment: search for enemy supply transports and anti-aircraft 
installations concealed within the web of trail paths and waterways collectively known as the Ho Chi Minh 
Trail. The squadron also directed on-site rescue operations for U.S. and allied aircrews shot down while 
flying over the jungles of North Vietnam and Laos.

2:30 PM 05/29/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography They Volunteered for 
This: Merrill's 
Marauders (APTEX)

Narrated by television news icon Tom Brokaw, THEY VOLUNTEERED FOR THIS: MERRILL'S 
MARAUDERS is an hour-long film focusing on one of World War II's most heroic and least talked about 
units. "Merrill's Marauders" fought in Burma in 1944-1945 under the legendary General Frank Merrill. The 
Marauders were all volunteers who specialized in "hit and run" tactics in the jungles and mountains of 
Burma. The unit received the Congressional Gold Medal in 2020 for their sacrifice and accomplishments.

3:30 PM 05/29/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Shrapnel Down: My 
Korean War Story 
(APTEX)

In 1952, Gunner's Mate Bill Rector was serving on the USS Los Angeles during the height of the Korean 
War. Using an 8mm camera, Bill documented his war experiences, including battles during the Blockade of 
Wonsan - the longest naval blockade in modern history.

4:30 PM 05/29/22 30 Minutes

American History/Biography PBS NewsHour  
013538

Gen. Dwight Eisenhower’s prepared remarks if D-Day failed, and warnings President John F. Kennedy 
would have issued in Dallas had he not been assassinated are among many potential addresses examined in a 
new book, "Undelivered: The Never-Heard Speeches that would have Rewritten History." Amna Nawaz 
spoke with author Jeff Nussbaum, President Biden's former senior speech writer, to learn more.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#504 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores with Marisa Tomei, Sheryl Sandberg and Kal Penn the tremendous 
challenges faced by their immigrant forebears. From Italy, Russia and India to America, their histories show 
success could take generations to achieve.

7:00 PM 05/31/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#603 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Sterling K. Brown, comedian Sasheer Zamata and musician Jon Batiste 
discover the unexpected places their ancestors called home, providing new insight into the people and places 
that made them who they are today.

9:00 PM 05/31/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography American Masters 
#3404 (PBS)

Joe Papp, founder of The Public Theater, Free Shakespeare in the Park and producer of groundbreaking 
plays like Hair, A Chorus Line and for colored girls, created a "theater of inclusion" based on the belief that 
great art is for everyone.

8:00 PM 06/03/22 1.5 Hours
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American History/Biography Beyond the Canvas 

#303 (PBS)
Uncover hidden history and see how creators use art to advocate for good and change the world. 9:30 PM 06/03/22 30 Minutes

American History/Biography Slavery by Another 
Name (PBS)

Discover the little-known story of the labor practices and laws that effectively created a new form of slavery 
in the South that persisted into the 20th century. Laurence Fishburne narrates.

2:30 PM 06/05/22 2 Hours

American History/Biography Ken Burns: 
Muhammad Ali (FRP)

Go behind the scenes to learn about the making of the four-part series on the heavyweight boxing champion. 
Featuring new and exclusive interviews with Ken Burns and the team that created the eight-hour series. 
Hosted by Keith David.

7:00 PM 06/06/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Water of Life 
(PBSPL)

The Water of Life is a feature documentary that focuses on the craftsmen, chemists, and renegades at the 
heart of the whiskey revolution that turned the stagnant scotch whiskey industry of the 1980s into the titan it 
is today.

10:00 PM 06/12/22 1.5 Hours

American History/Biography American Masters 
#3502 (PBS)

Explore the life and career of Brian Wilson, singer, songwriter, and co-founder of The Beach Boys, as he 
and Rolling Stone editor Jason Fine drive around Los Angeles. The film features Wilson?s candid reflections 
on his life and legendary career, includes interviews with Elton John, Bruce Springsteen, Nick Jonas, Linda 
Perry, Jim James, Gustavo Dudamel and Al Jardine, and introduces ?Right Where I Belong,? an original 
song written and performed by Brian Wilson and Jim James for this film.

2:00 PM 06/19/22 1.5 Hours

American History/Biography American Veteran 
#103 (PBS)

Hollywood war stories seem to end with the hero's triumphant return, but in reality, the road back to civilian 
life is often less certain. Hosted by actor, Vietnam War veteran and Native American activist Wes Studi.

6:00 PM 06/19/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography When Patsy Cline 
Was Crazy (APTSY)

WHEN PATSY CLINE WAS CRAZY is an acclaimed documentary about an American music icon. From 
humble roots, she grew into that rare and mythical artist - a self-taught singer with a distinctive, precise, 
disciplined voice and a unique depth of emotional expression.

8:00 PM 06/20/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Finding Your Roots 
#603 (PBS)

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Sterling K. Brown, comedian Sasheer Zamata and musician Jon Batiste 
discover the unexpected places their ancestors called home, providing new insight into the people and places 
that made them who they are today.

7:00 PM 06/21/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Training for Freedom 
(APTEX)

In 1890, Mississippi had 190,000 registered Black voters. By 1966, that number was reduced to 2,000 due 
to a complicated voter registration process. TRAINING FOR FREEDOM captures the transformational story 
of how idealistic college students and Black activist teachers came together at the height of the civil rights 
movement, in a small Midwestern town, for a two-week training session aimed at teaching Mississippi 
African Americans how to register to vote.

1:30 PM 06/26/22 30 Minutes

American History/Biography American Veteran 
#104 (NPS)

Veterans reflecting on their service ask how we -- veterans and civilians together -- can move America 
forward. Hosted by Army veteran, actor and motivational speaker J. R. Martinez.

6:00 PM 06/26/22 1 Hour

American History/Biography Original Jayhawker 
(SVICO)

Original Jayhawker is a documentary centered around the quaint town of Mound City, Kansas. Located in 
Eastern Kansas, not far from the Missouri border, Mound City is nestled among hills filled with Sugar 
Maples. The film captures the spirit and history of Mound City and its inhabitants. Spanning nearly 200 
years of history, Original Jayhawker highlights the historical significance and its small town culture through 
the generations.

4:00 PM     
1:30 PM

04/10/22     
05/29/22

1 Hour

American History/Biography Ken Burns: The 
National Parks (PBS)

Explore the beauty and grandeur of our nation's magnificent parks, from Acadia to Yosemite, Yellowstone to 
the Grand Canyon. Filmmakers Burns and Dayton Duncan vividly reveal fascinating behind-the-scenes 
stories about the making of the series.

7:00 PM     
7:00 PM

06/05/22     
06/09/22

2 Hours        1 
Hour

American History/Biography Antiques Roadshow 
(PBS)

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard sale bargains and long-lost items 
salvaged from attics and basements, while experts reveal the fascinating truths about these finds.

7:00 PM Mondays 1 Hour
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Arts PBS NewsHour  

013497
With the Grammys set to take place Sunday night, the artist Yola is in the running this year in two categories, 
including "Best American Roots Song" and "Best Americana Album." Jeffrey Brown went to see why the 
musician has chosen Nashville as her homebase to shake things up with her fusion of many genres. It’s part 
of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/01/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013499

"Time Is a Mother" is Ocean Vuong's second collection of poems being released this week. A winner of 
major literary prizes and a MacArthur Fellowship, Vuong searches for life among the aftershocks of his 
mother’s death. He shares his brief But Spectacular Take on "reclaiming language for joy" as part of our arts 
and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/05/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013501

"Artists' Call" was the name of the effort in 1984 when the artistic community throughout North America 
rallied to protest U.S. intervention in Central America. An exhibition at the Tufts University Art Galleries 
focuses on that nearly forgotten moment that ultimately provided a blueprint for movements to come. Jared 
Bowen of GBH Boston reports as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/07/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013502

Prosecutors this week declined to charge a white Minneapolis police officer in the fatal shooting of a Black 
man, Amir Locke. It comes nearly two years after the murder of George Floyd. Those killings have forced 
parents to grapple with how to talk to kids about racism and policing. Fred de Sam Lazaro looks at 
“Something Happened in Our Town,” a book-turned-play helping with those conversations.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013504

A major retrospective at the New Museum in New York looks at the remarkable life and work of artist Faith 
Ringgold, 91, who has fought for change in the art world and beyond for 60 years. Jeffrey Brown visited 
with the artist and has this profile for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/12/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013506

How does a musical artist develop a unique style? There’s talent, hard work and also inspiration. At the age 
of 26, guitarist Yasmin Williams is combining those key ingredients to create a sound that's wholly her own. 
Special correspondent Tom Casciato has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/14/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013508

A new poetry anthology called “Dear Vaccine: Global Voices Speak to the Pandemic” illuminates how 
people around the world have experienced COVID-19. Jeffrey Brown sits down with Naomi Shihab Nye, an 
author, editor and current Young People’s Poet Laureate, to talk about shaping the book and the outpouring 
of interest from people who don’t necessarily identify as poets.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013509

At the Currier Museum in Manchester, New Hampshire, you can find two homes designed by architect 
Frank Lloyd Wright on the same street—a rarity. Curators say they not only offer a window into the past, but 
important lessons for the future. Special Correspondent Jared Bowen of WGBH Boston brings us the story 
of how these homes, now open to the public, came to be.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013511

Michelle Sugihara is the executive director at the Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment (CAPE) and 
has long been a champion for Asian representation both on and off the screen. As part of our arts and culture 
series, CANVAS, Sugihara shares her "brief but spectacular" take on changing the world through stories.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013514

Columbia University professor Farah Jasmine Griffin was deeply troubled by the political turmoil happening 
across the U.S. during the 2016 presidential campaign. She began writing a literary memoir, "Read Until 
You Understand," which explores what democracy means for the lives and work of Black authors and 
activists, and herself. Here's her Brief But Spectacular take on Black life and literature.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 4 Minute 
Segment
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Arts PBS NewsHour  

013515
The New Bedford Whaling Museum in Massachusetts is hosting the new exhibit "Loomings," inspired by 
the title of the first chapter of "Moby-Dick." Painter Christopher Volpe has created works prompted by the 
novel that take on an apocalyptic tone, with a focus on climate change and our reliance on fossil fuels. Jared 
Bowen of GBH Boston reports as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/27/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013518

Sir Zanele Muholi has been documenting queer and trans people in South Africa for decades with the aim of 
celebrating life, joy and the beauty of the community. An exhibit at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in 
Boston that focuses on work by Muholi is being shown across the country and world this spring. Jared 
Bowen of GBH Boston reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/02/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013520

Roxane Gay has used writing as a means to untangle and communicate her own trauma since childhood. 
Now a successful author, professor and mentor to many, she advises young women and aspiring writers on 
how to harness their voices. Gay shares her Brief But Spectacular take on effective ways of being heard.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013523

Multi-talented musician Jon Batiste received the most nominations of any artist at the recent Grammys, 
capturing a total of 11 in all in a wide variety of categories. He also came away with the most wins, 
including the biggest, "Album of the year," for his recording titled “We Are." Jeffrey Brown spoke with 
Batiste about what has led to his success for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013526

Two years ago, four museums were set to present a retrospective of painter Philip Guston. But then, in one of 
the biggest controversies to hit the art world in the last few years, it all imploded. Now, the show has finally 
launched at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH Boston has the 
story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013528

In 2021, more than 1,500 children and teenagers in the United States were killed by gunfire. Activists across 
the country are working to shed light on that issue through a series of plays written and performed by young 
adults, many of whom have had direct experience with gun violence. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts 
and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/16/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013530

Barkley L. Hendricks was a contemporary American painter who made pioneering contributions to Black 
portraiture and conceptualism. Special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH Boston takes us to an exhibit of 
his work at Brandeis University's Rose Art Museum, and shows us how Hendricks used the camera as what 
he called his “mechanical sketchbook." It's part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/18/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013531

MerleFest has been a mainstay on the music circuit since 1988. People flock to the foothills of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains in North Carolina each year to celebrate music of the Appalachian region, which has 
helped the local economy. Jeffrey Brown went to take a look for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/19/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013536

The biggest international prize in architecture will be awarded Friday in London to an architect known for 
his work on buildings that address social needs, particularly in African countries. This year’s prize also made 
history, as Francis Kéré became the first African and first Black architect to receive the honor. Jeffrey 
Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/26/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013538

Peanuts cartoonist Charles Schultz offered this piece of advice to the next generation: “learn to laugh at 
yourself.” Cartoonist Will Wilson has taken that lesson to heart. His syndicated comic "Wallace the Brave" 
appears in more than 100 newspapers nationwide. But the inspiration for it is found closer to home in the 
country’s smallest state. David Wright of Rhode Island PBS Weekly reports.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Arts PBS NewsHour  

013539
Maya Lin is known for her memorials, architecture, and her art. A new project adds a very personal side to 
her story and of millions of other Asian Americans. As the Museum of Chinese in America seeks to expand 
its own presence and the larger American story. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, 
"CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/31/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013544

Singer-songwriter Syd is one of the pioneering and most prominent voices to sing about same-sex 
relationships in R&B music. She has now released solo music after working with hip-hop collective Odd 
Future, and her own Grammy-nominated band The Internet. Syd offers her Brief But Spectacular Take on 
her path to being an artist.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013544

Writer and director George Stevens Jr.'s life has long been at the center of culture and politics. He details his 
extraordinary life and fascinating career in his book, "My Place in the Sun." Judy Woodruff spoke with 
Stevens about his life, career and growing up as the son of a legendary director.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013549

What happens to an artist when one of the very tools he uses -- his hands -- are changed in an instant? Jeffrey 
Brown visited a sculptor in New York's Hudson Valley, who has had to pivot on how he does his art and the 
art itself. The story is part of our coverage of the intersection of medicine and arts, and our ongoing arts and 
culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/14/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013550

The National Farmers’ Bank in Owatonna, Minnesota, is one of the most significant architectural works in 
the country, part of the Prairie School of Design. Kaomi Lee of Twin Cities PBS went to see why this 1908 
building, which is on the National Register of Historic Places, continues to attract tourists from around the 
nation and the world. It’s part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/15/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013555

Bluegrass guitar picker Molly Tuttle is at the top of her profession. Named the International Bluegrass Music 
Association’s Guitar Player of the Year, she was drawn to this traditional American art form from the cradle. 
But the story of how her career evolved is not entirely traditional. Tom Casciato reports as part of our arts 
and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/22/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013558

About half of the nation’s hospitals include arts programming, and the trend appears to be growing. One of 
the leading centers for studying how art can influence health is the University of Florida’s arts in medicine 
program, where students can earn a degree in the field. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, 
"CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/27/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Arts PBS NewsHour  
013561

During Pride Month, parades and other celebrations have been held in some of the nation's largest cities to 
celebrate LGBTQ rights, but smaller towns have also been marking the occasion. Cat Wise traveled to rural 
Kansas, where an artist is using his craft to raise awareness and foster understanding in his community. Her 
report is part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Business/Industry PBS NewsHour  
013513

Elon Musk and Twitter announced a $44 billion deal Monday for Musk to buy the company and take it over. 
The deal would be the largest to take a public company private in decades. It's also led to major concerns 
about how Musk, who is one of the world's richest men, will approach questions of extreme content and free 
speech. The Washington Post's Elizabeth Dwoskin joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Business/Industry PBS NewsHour  
013514

After years of unlimited spending and major growth, the era of peak streaming may be ending. Streaming 
services are adjusting their plans, including most notably Netflix. This is leading to changes in pricing and 
the addition of more advertising, while content could be affected too after major streaming companies spent 
billions in investments. Geoff Bennett breaks down what it could all mean.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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Community Politics, Government PBS NewsHour  

013505
In a survey conducted by the Brennan Center last month, three-quarters of local election officials said they 
think threats against them have increased. One in six say they have personally been threatened because of 
their work. In Maine, a new law now makes those threats against election workers a misdemeanor. Maine 
Secretary of State Shenna Bellows joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Community Politics, Government PBS NewsHour  
013511

The Walt Disney Company is more than a giant corporation. To many, it's long been synonymous with 
family entertainment. It's now caught up in a much larger battle in Florida tied to the country's cultural and 
political divides, prompted by its opposition to the governor's stance on LGBTQ issues.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Community/State Culture Inspire #101 (KTWU) On the premiere episode of !nspire, we discuss Women's Suffrage and equal voting rights. Sarah Bell from 
the Watkins Museum of History in Lawrence, KS discusses the history of the Chataqua Movement and how 
it plays into the Women's Suffrage Movement, and Equity Advocate, Linessa Frazier discusses with us the 
importance of equal voting rights, the importance and voting and the passage of new voting laws aroung the 
country that could pose a threat to the votes for communities of color. !nspire Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, 
Danielle Norwood and Amber Dickinson

2:30 PM 06/10/22 30 Minutes

Community/State Culture IGI #1206 (KTWU) On this episode of IGI, we feature an analysis of the 2022 Kansas Legislative Session. What decisions were 
made and how will these bills impact Kansans? Featured guests: Tim Carpenter, Senior Reporter for the 
Kansas Reflector; Dr. Michael Smith, Emporia State University Professor of Political Science; and via 
zoom, Dr. Alexandra Middlewood, Assistant Professor of Political Science for Wichita State University. 
Host: Dr.Bob Beatty

7:30 PM 06/16/22 30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3211 (KTWU)

We visit Abilene, KS, and see the result of an extensive remodeling effort at the Eisenhower Museum; we 
see how history tours of Lawrence, KS share the rich heritage of that town; and in our studio segment, we 
meet Courtney Garcia, who shares with us the significance of Fiesta Mexicana and the many ways it 
highlights Mexican culture.

8:30 PM 06/23/22 30 Minutes

Community/State Culture I Just Want to 
Testify....Brown Vs. 
Board 65th 
Anniversary (KTWU)

I Just Want To Testify is a conversation with 20 students and teachers from the segregation era. For the first 
time ever, students and teachers from the four segregated Black schools in Topeka will talk about their 
community and educational experiences prior to segregation and after integration.

2:00 PM 06/26/22 1 Hour

Community/State Culture Inspire #204 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we talk wine and chocolates with Nick Xidis from Hazel Hill Chocolates and Lori 
Henderson from Crooked Post Winery. Join us as we guide you through the best chocolate and wine pairings 
for your memorable date night meals. !nspire Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amber 
Dickinson

8:00 PM 06/30/22 30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3212 (KTWU)

We visit the Great Plains Theatre in Abilene, KS, and see how they have recovered from a devastating fire 
that destroyed their building just four years ago; then it's off to The Flint Hill Shakespeare Festival in 
Manhattan, KS, where classic works are portrayed in a popular festival; and in our studio, we meet Craig 
Fisher, the artistic director of the Ad Astra Theatre in Topeka, KS, that utilizes the historic Jayhawk Theater 
for some of their productions.

8:30 PM 06/30/22 30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3113 (KTWU)

We visit SubTropolis, an underground facility in Kansas City; we learn about the dangers of aquatic invasive 
species like Asian Carp and Zebra Mussels; we travel to Southeastern, Kansas, and see how the mining of 
coal, lead and zinc tied into the local economy in early 20th century.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

03/31/22     
04/02/22

30 Minutes
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Community/State Culture !nspire #208 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we feature women making moves in sports. Interviews include Kaylee Manns, 

Professional Volleyball player and Linda Hargrove, Retired Basketball Coach. Linda started as a Scout, then 
Assistant Coach, then GM of the WNBA team of the Washington Mystics, WSU women's basketball coach 
from 1989-1998, was on the 1992 Barcelona Olympics women's basketball team coaching staff that won 
bronze metal, and started women's sports programs following Title IX at Cowley College. Hosts: Betty Lou 
Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amy Kelly

2:30 PM     
1:00 PM

04/01/22     
04/03/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture 50 Years of Kaw 
Valley Bicycle Club 
(CRESS)

In 1971 three Topeka bicycle enthusiasts started an organization that would defy the odds. This is a story of 
perseverance and the dedication of countless volunteers that have helped keep the club going for 50 years. 
But by 2002 it was all about to unravel. How did this Northeast Kansas club survive when other cycling 
groups did not? 2021 marks the 50th Anniversary of Kaw Valley Bicycle Club. In the middle of this 
celebration, new challenges are testing the limits of keeping this group together.

11:30 PM     
1:30 PM

04/01/22     
04/03/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture !nspire #209 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we feature women-owned and operated farming operations. Guest: Nancy 
Vogelsberg-Busch, Owner of Bossie's Best Organic Beef. Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and 
Leslie Fleuranges

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

04/07/22     
04/08/22     
04/10/22    

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3201 (KTWU)

We travel to Johnson County, KS, to find out about efforts to preserve prairie habitat in their park system, 
which includes seed saving and prairie restoration efforts in Shawnee Mission Park; we head to the 
Southeast Kansas Nature Center in Galena, KS, to learn the history of Schermerhorn Park; we meet Emi 
Greiss from the Helping Hands Humane Society, who talks about the nuances of touring Kansas with pets on 
board, and utilizing social media, we share images that our viewer's have posted.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

04/07/22     
04/09/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture !nspire #210 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we discuss the challenges and rewarding experiences of raising children with 
special needs. We feature the support and resources available to these strong families and the importance of 
parents/caregivers practicing self-care to help manage their own difficult emotions. Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, 
Danielle Norwood and Amber Dickinson

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

04/14/22     
04/15/22     
04/17/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3202 (KTWU)

We visit the town of Sawyer, KS, and see how the Family Food Store, a business built around on its Old 
German Baptist Brethren values, has become a destination spot for anyone who loves homemade breads, 
pies and deli meats; then, it's off to Salina, KS, where we find out how the Prairieland Market connects 
citizens of the area with local artisans and farmers; and in our studio, we meet Louise Hanson, a Humanities 
Kansas speaker who has done extensive research on how important food is in the ethnic traditions of the 
people who originally settled our state.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

04/14/22     
04/16/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Working Capital #704 
(KTWU)

Join us on Working Capital for a look at Putting It Together ? Art and Business with guests Amanda Wilson 
of A+X Puzzles and April Lemon of More Than Lemons. Host Jay Hurst

7:00 PM     
1:30 PM

04/21/2022     
04/24/2022

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture I've Got Issues # 1204 
(KTWU)

On this episode of IGI, we discuss severe weather preparedness and how to protect you and your family 
during severe weather season. We'll also discuss the deadly wildfires that have plagued Kansas in recent 
years. Guests: Chad Omitt, National Weather Service...Dusty Nichols, Shawnee Co. Emergency 
Management...Eric Ward, Assistant Fire Management Officer, Kansas Forest Service.

7:30 PM     
2:00 PM

04/21/2022     
04/24/2022

30 Minutes
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Community/State Culture !nspire #211 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we discuss Chapter 205, a law designed to quarantine people for disease. It was 

primarily enforced against women. In practice, women detained under Chapter 205 spent an average of four 
months at the Farm. While at the Farm, inmates received treatment for their diseases and were subjected to a 
plan of moral reform that focused on the value of hard work and the inculcation of middle-class norms for 
proper feminine behavior. Typically the women that were incarcerated here actually were infected by their 
partners and husbands, showing the hypocrisy of this law, punishing the women instead of the men. Guests: 
Nichole Perry, Author "Policing Sex in the Sunflower State" and Kerry Wynn, Assistant Professor of History 
Washburn University. Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, Amber Dickinson, Leslie Fleuranges

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

04/21/22     
04/22/22     
04/24/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3203 (KTWU)

We uncover the history of Cyrus K. Holliday, one of the founders of Topeka and learn about the 
contributions he made to the region; we explore the Women's Suffrage movement, and see how it is being 
acknowledged for its 100th anniversary; we return to our studio to meet Jennie Chinn, director of the Kansas 
State Historical Society, to find out how people can interact with the historic past of our region utilizing the 
resources at the state's museum and research facilities.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

04/21/22     
04/23/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Poetry Out Loud - 
Kansas Competition 
2022 (KTWU)

The Kansas Poetry Out Loud competition is a competition featuring the best in young high school poets 
throughout the state. Watch as our finalists compete for a spot in the national competition in Washington 
D.C. in late April 2022. Poetry Out Loud is a national arts education program that encourages the study of 
great poetry by offering free educational materials and a dynamic recitation competition for high school 
students across the country. This program helps students master public speaking skills, build self-confidence, 
and learn about literary history and contemporary life.

3:00 PM     
6:00 PM     
2:30 PM

04/24/22     
04/24/22     
05/15/22

1 Hour

Community/State Culture !nspire #212 (KTWU) In the U.S., 84% of sexual assault victims are female, and worldwide almost 1 out of 3 women have been 
subjected to abuse (physical or sexual) by an intimate partner. On this episode of !nspire, we discuss this 
global phenomenon and what resources are available to help women, and how women can protect and 
defend themselves. Guests include: Megan Stuke, Executive Director of The Willow Domestic Violence 
Center in Lawrence; Becca Spielman, Program Director, Center for Safety and Empowerment; and Emily 
Steimel-Handy Public Education Coordinator, Center for Safety and Empowerment, YWCA Northeast 
Kansas. Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amber Dickinson

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

04/28/22     
04/29/22     
05/01/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3204 (KTWU)

We look into the state's efforts to make hemp production emerge as part of the Kansas agricultural economy; 
we talk to Ron Wilson of the Huck Boyd National Institute for Rural Development and hear Ron define the 
term "Ruralprenaur," - a rural entrepreneur who has a vested interest in making a small town grow, including 
two examples, B&W Trailer Hitches in Humboldt, KS, and the Landoll Corporation in Marysville, KS; in 
our studio segment, we meet Darin Miller, the owner of co-working spaces in Wamego and Manhattan 
where his members nurture individual small businesses.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

04/28/22     
04/30/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #213 (KTWU) On today's episode of !nspire, we focus on self-care. Women are more likely to neglect self-care, as they are 
typically caregivers for their children and family, parents, friends, loved ones. We discuss the importance of 
self-care, including taking care of our physical and mental health, and the benefits of focusing on YOU. 
Guests: Dr. Rhonda Peterson Dealey, DSW, LSCSW, MSW Program Director, Assistant Professor, Dept. of 
Social Work, Washburn University and Brent Trammell, WU Employee Wellness Coordinator Hosts include 
Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amy Kelly.

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

05/05/22     
05/06/22     
05/08/22

30 Minutes
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Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 

#3205 (KTWU)
We ride on a bus tour sponsored by the continuing Education Department of Wichita State University to 
Dodge City, KS, and see how participants experience local history lessons with writer Beccy Tanner as tour 
guide; we travel north of Topeka to observe the stars at the Banner Creek Science Center and see how the 
facility focuses on the nighttime sky without interference from city lights; we find out how the Shawnee 
County Parks and Rec department can deliver a recreational experience outside of an established park setting 
with their new Mobile Van.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

05/05/22     
05/07/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #214 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we take look at the pressures women face to meet what society deems as 
beautiful. This could encompass a discussion that includes age, race, weight, sexual orientation, and the 
different standards women in these groups face depending on their own personal characteristics. Hosts: 
Betty Lou, Danielle, Leslie

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     

05/12/22     
05/13/22     
05/15/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3206 (KTWU)

We visit the Mulvane Art Fair on the campus of Washburn University, to see how this juried show features 
artists from 15 different states, as well as live music in an atmosphere filled with creativity; then it's off to 
the Little House on the Prairie Museum in Independence, KS, where an annual festival pays tribute to the 
author Laura Ingalls Wilder; and in our studio segment, we visit with Rosa Cavazos, from the Greater 
Topeka Partnership, who give us tips on how a town can promote an event or historic festival using social 
media.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

05/12/22     
05/14/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #215 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we feature women who love their wheels. Join us for an engaging discussion 
about women's love for cars with Deanna Flanagan from the SCCA, and Ann Palmer, board member of 
Midwest Dream Car Collection in Manhattan, KS and photographer of antique car hood ornaments. Hosts: 
Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amber Dickinson.

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM     
9:30 PM

05/19/22     
05/20/22     
05/22/22     
06/13/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3207 (KTWU)

We start with an introduction to the Kansas Black Farmer's Association, an organization founded in 1999 by 
farmers of Nicodemus, KS who utilize their combined support to help other Kansas farmers in both rural and 
urban situations; we visit the Red Tractor Farm, just south of Lawrence, KS, and meet Jessica Pierson and 
Jen Humphrey who share their passion for organic agriculture; and in our studio segment, we introduce you 
to Dr. John Richard Schrock, a retired biology professor from Emporia State University who talks about the 
"Kansas School Naturalist," a publication that's been produced since the mid-1950s and is devoted to natural 
history and nature education.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

05/19/22     
05/21/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Working Capital #705 
(KTWU)

Join us on Working Capital as we take a turn through Cycles of Business with guests Mike Patterson of 
Historic Harley Davidson and Dan Hughes of Sunflower Outdoor & Bike Shop. Host Jay Hurst

7:00 PM     
1:30 PM     

05/19/22     
05/22/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture I've Got Issues # 1205 
(KTWU)

This episode features a conversation with Irina Nosok, who fled the war in the Ukraine with her children and 
is currently living in Topeka...and Yana Ross, a Topekan who was born in the Ukraine. Hosted by LeTiffany 
Obozele.

7:30 PM     
2:00 PM

05/19/22 
05/22/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #216 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we talk about a big milestone in the lives of many women turning 50. Some see it 
as a negative, some as a positive. !nspire hosts and guests talk about the life after 50, the benefits of post-
menopause, the empty-nesters, marriage and romance, feeling sexy after 50, the feeling of starting a new 
chapter in life. Guests include Dr. Leigh Eck, Endocrinologist at The University of Kansas Health System 
and Dr. Jessica Kalender-Rich, Geriatric Medicine and Hospice and Palliative Medicine. Hosts: Betty Lou 
Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amy Kelly.

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM      
9:30 PM

05/26/22     
05/27/22     
05/29/22     
06/14/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3208 (KTWU)

We start in Topeka and discuss how the Topeka Metro Bikes program has grown through the years, yet 
suffered budget cuts in 2019 resulting in the end of the program unless last-minute funding emerges; then we 
are off to Hutchinson and see the construction of the familiar yellow buses that many of us grew up with at 
the Collins Bus Corporation; and we meet Joe Hirsch, who purchased his own bus to tour people around 
Kansas.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

05/26/22     
05/28/22

30 Minutes
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Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 

#3209 (KTWU)
We follow the journey of the Little Jerusalem area as is it becomes a public state park; we find more unusual 
entries on National Register of Historic Places found right here in Kansas, and in our studio segment, we 
meet George Frazier, an author who has written a book about our state called "The Last Wild Places of 
Kansas."

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

06/02/22     
06/18/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #205 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we discuss women in politics, and how this can impact the political process, 
influence discussion on topics that matter to women, and inspire future generations of women leaders.Guests 
include Joan Wagnon, Retired American Politician and Vicki Schmidt, Kansas Insurance Commissioner. 
!nspire Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amy Kelly.

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM

06/02/22    
06/03/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #102 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, it's time for travel and we explore travel options, tips for traveling solo and with 
the girls, or family when traveling locally, nationally and worldwide. We also discuss staycation options, 
changes in travel prices due to COVID and how to deal with crises while traveling. !nspire Hosts: Betty Lou 
Pardue, Danielle Norwood and Amy Kelly

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM

06/16/22     
06/17/22     
06/19/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Working Capital #706 
(KTWU)

Join us on Working Capital as we make some noise with local businesses with guests Jason Degenhardt of 
TreeHouse custom Drums and singer Eddie Wakes. Host Jay Hurst.

7:00 PM     
9:30 PM

06/16/22     
06/21/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Sunflower Journeys 
#3210 (KTWU)

We start in Manhattan, KS, and are introduced to the S.A.V.E. Farm program which strives to encourage 
returning veterans to develop a career in agriculture; then we visit the Washburn University campus and see 
how a workshop for high school and college students endeavors to turn out the leaders of tomorrow through 
an interactive simulation program; and we discuss opportunities for 60+ seniors to audit college courses in 
Kansas, tuition-free, and interview Bob King, an eager participant, and Steven Grenus from the Washburn 
University registrar's office.

8:30 PM     
5:30 PM

06/16/22     
06/25/22

30 Minutes

Community/State Culture Inspire #104 (KTWU) On this episode of !nspire, we discuss the history of women in the military, the challenges of allowing 
women in the service, safety while serving and the experience of serving in a male-dominated profession, as 
well as the resources available to women in the service. Guests include: LuAnne Maddox, Lt. Colonel, 
Retired and Kerry Wynn, Professor of History, Washburn University. !nspire Hosts: Betty Lou Pardue, 
Danielle Norwood and Leslie Fleuranges

8:00 PM     
2:30 PM     
1:00 PM

06/23/22     
06/24/22     
06/26/22

30 Minutes

Consumerism PBS NewsHour  
013527

A baby formula shortage has become a major problem for parents around the U.S., one without quick 
solutions. About 40 percent of formula is out of stock nationwide due to supply chain disruptions, inflation 
and a recall by one of the biggest producers. Meanwhile, the White House announced steps to address the 
shortage. Brian Dittmeier, of the National WIC Association, joins Ali Rogin to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013502

A Michigan jury found two men accused of plotting to kidnap Gov. Gretchen Whitmer not guilty Friday and 
failed to reach a verdict against two others. Federal prosecutors allege they planned to take Whitmer in the 
hopes it would disrupt the 2020 presidential race and maybe even spark a civil war. Mark Chutkow, former 
U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013502

In our news wrap Friday, a second Proud Boys member pleaded guilty to conspiracy in the Jan. 6 attacks, the 
White House celebrated Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson's Supreme Court confirmation, Pakistan's prime 
minister accepts ruling blocking bid to dissolve parliament, France readies for presidential election, and 
SpaceX launched the first private charter to the International Space Station.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013504

Police in New York City are looking for the gunman who opened fire on a subway train Tuesday morning 
when at least 10 people were shot and 19 others hurt. The rampage left smoke in the station and people 
wounded on the platform. William Brangham reports.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 2 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement Searching for Justice: 

Life After Lockup 
(NPS)

PBS NewsHour follows four formerly incarcerated individuals and highlights the challenges they face as 
they return to society.

9:00 PM 04/13/22 1 Hour

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013505

More than 70 million Americans have an arrest or criminal record that in many cases prevent them from 
getting housing, work and reconnecting with their families after incarceration. Those challenges are the 
subject of a NewsHour documentary premiering Wednesday on PBS called “Searching for Justice: Life 
After Lockup,” produced by Mike Fritz and Frank Carlson and hosted by Amna Nawaz.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013505

In our news wrap Wednesday, the CDC extended a COVID mask requirements for air travel and public 
transit for two more weeks, the head of the WHO said Ukraine gets far more attention than those suffering in 
non-white nations, police in New York arrested the man wanted in Tuesday's mass shooting on a subway 
train, and a dispute over immigration policy led to gridlocked at the Texas border.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013506

A Grand Rapids, Michigan police officer has been put on paid leave after killing a Black man who tried to 
flee a traffic stop April 4. Patrick Lyoya, a 26-year old Congolese immigrant, was shot in the head during a 
struggle with the officer. Protests erupted in the city Wednesday after a video of the incident was released. 
Bridge Detroit reporter Bryce Huffman joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013509

Shootings in Pittsburgh and South Carolina this past weekend brought the year’s number of mass shootings 
(in which four or more people were killed) to 146. William Brangham talks to Mark Follman, a journalist 
who has long covered gun violence, about the deadly mix of political volatility, pandemic stress and rise in 
gun sales, what people get wrong about mass shootings and how to break the cycle.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013510

New Jersey will be the latest state to allow sales of recreational marijuana -- one of 19 states where such 
sales are legal or about to begin. But it’s still illegal under federal law. William Brangham talks with 
Politico’s Natalie Ferteg about the challenges this disconnect creates for businesses and broader 
decriminalization efforts, and where efforts on federal marijuana legislation stand.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013513

The Supreme Court on Monday once again tackled a question that's lingered since our country's founding: 
where exactly to draw the line between church and state. Correspondent John Yang breaks down the 
arguments in this case as they played out on the football field and before the nation's highest court.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013513

The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals granted a stay of execution for 52-year-old Melissa Lucio, a woman 
who had been set to be the first Hispanic woman put to death by the state in modern history after being 
convicted of beating her 2-year-old daughter to death in 2007. Vanessa Potkin, director of special litigation 
at the Innocence Project, which is representing Lucio, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013514

We're not even four full months into the year and it's already been a deadly one for too many children and 
teens. About 500 have lost their lives to gun violence in the U.S. so far in 2022, according to the Gun 
Violence Archive. Amna Nawaz looks at a sobering new analysis of related data that underscores just how 
big a problem we have.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013517

Thirty years ago on Friday, parts of Los Angeles erupted in unrest after a jury acquitted four White Los 
Angeles police officers over the videotaped beating of Rodney King, a Black motorist. Stephanie Sy revisits 
the fallout from the assault on King and examines what has and has not changed since then.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 8 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013518
In our news wrap Monday, the Jan. 6 congressional committee has asked three more GOP House members to 
testify, a federal jury in Washington, D.C. convicted a retired New York police officer of assault and other 
charges in the Jan. 6th Capitol riot, the biggest wildfire in the U.S. keeps growing in New Mexico, and a 
former Philadelphia police officer was charged with murdering a 12-year-old boy.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013519

In our news wrap Tuesday, the Biden administration has determined that Russia is wrongfully detaining pro 
basketball star Brittney Griner, voters in Ohio and Indiana took to the polls, former President Trump's 
inaugural committee and business will pay $750,000 to settle allegations over his D.C. hotel, and rolling 
blackouts in India are cutting power to swaths of the country amid extreme heat.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 2 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013520

If the Supreme Court strikes down Roe v. Wade it will have a major impact in states across the U.S. that 
have already signaled their intention to restrict or ban abortion. Samuel Rodriguez, president of the National 
Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference, and Michele Goodwin, law professor at the University of 
California, Irvine and author of "Policing the Womb," join Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013521

In our news wrap Thursday, three people were stabbed to death near Tel Aviv as Israeli police search for for 
a pair of suspected Palestinian attackers. Also, President Biden named Karine Jean-Pierre as his White 
House press secretary, dust storms engulfed Iraq, parts of Texas and Oklahoma pick up the pieces after 
tornadoes, and OPEC and its allies plan to continue gradually increasing production.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013523

In our news wrap Monday, the son of one-time Philippines dictator Ferdinand Marcos scored a landslide 
victory in the country's presidential election, Sri Lanka's prime minister resigned after weeks of protests, the 
death toll continues rising in Havana, Cuba after Friday's explosion at a luxury hotel, and authorities in 
Shanghai intensified COVID measures Despite a drop in cases.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement Independent Lens 
#2314 (PBS)

After being shot in the face by 15-year-old Nathan King, Claude's path to recovery leads to forgiveness. But 
that path is paved with the complexities of race, violence, and justice.

3:30 PM 05/15/22 1.5 Hours

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013528

In our new wrap Monday, police in southern California have charged a Las Vegas man with murder and 
attempted murder in a Sunday shooting at a church that left one person dead and five wounded, President 
Biden is redeploying U.S. troops to Somalia, McDonald's says it will exit Russia, and the Supreme Court 
allows political candidates to lend money to their own campaigns and then get repaid.

6:00 PM 05/16/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013528

Federal authorities are investigating the massacre in Buffalo as a potential hate crime. Law enforcement 
officials also reported Monday that the accused gunman had planned to continue his shooting spree at 
another location if he had escaped. That news came as communities in Buffalo mourned the losses from an 
attack that claimed 10 lives. All were black. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports.

6:00 PM 05/16/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013528

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Lisa Desjardins to 
discuss the latest political news, including the response of political leaders after the attack in Buffalo, the 
move of white “replacement theory” to the mainstream, and upcoming primary elections.

6:00 PM 05/16/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013529

After 10 people were killed last weekend in a mass shooting in Buffalo, we take a moment to reflect on their 
lives and the legacies they leave behind.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 4 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013529
President Biden offered both consolations and a call to reject racism, extremism and white supremacy 
Tuesday during a visit to Buffalo. The president delivered his remarks less than 72 hours after a white 
supremacist allegedly shot 13 people, killing 10, in an attack on African Americans in the city. Special 
correspondent Cat Wise reports from Buffalo.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013530

Taliban fighters last year swept through Afghanistan and seized the capital in a matter of weeks. How they 
were able to do so and why the Afghan military collapsed so quickly has been debated ever since. A 
government watchdog on Wednesday released the first U.S. report on what happened. Special Inspector 
General for Afghanistan Reconstruction John Sopko joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013530

New York Gov. Kathy Hochul took steps Wednesday to strengthen the state’s “red flag” law after an 
accused gunman in the Buffalo massacre bought the weapon used in the attack despite being held for a 
mental health evaluation last year. Hamline University criminal justice professor Jillian Peterson, a forensic 
psychologist and co-founder of The Violence Project, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013532

In our news wrap Friday, children in the U.S. ages 5 to 11 began receiving their Pfizer COVID vaccine 
booster shots after the CDC gave its final approval, a federal judge rules COVID asylum restrictions must 
continue on the border, the Justice Department unveiled new efforts to combat hate crimes after the massacre 
in Buffalo, and Russia claims it's taken full control of the city of Mariupol.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013532

After hitting near historic lows pre-pandemic, crime has been spiking in many parts of the U.S., including in 
the nation's most populous city. Shootings in New York City have more than doubled this year compared to 
the same time period in 2019. The city's new mayor has made public safety his top priority, while polls show 
half of New Yorkers view crime as the leading issue. Jeffrey Brown reports.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013534

Gunfire erupted Tuesday afternoon at a Texas elementary school where at least 18 children were killed. As 
new details about the rampage emerge, gun advocates in Texas say they have been calling for changes to 
state gun laws for years after a number of high-profile shootings. Nicole Golden, executive director of the 
advocacy group Texas Gun Sense, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013534

A gunman killed 18 children and a teacher at an elementary school in south Texas Tuesday. Gov. Abbott 
says the 18-year-old shooter was killed by police. The mass shooting took place in the city of Uvalde about 
85 miles west of San Antonio. Tony Plohetski, an investigative reporter for the Austin American-Statesman 
who is covering the shooting, joins William Brangham with more.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013534

Texas state officials say a gunman killed 18 children and at least two adults, including one teacher, at an 
elementary school Tuesday in the city of Uvalde outside San Antonio. The 18-year-old shooter was 
reportedly killed by police. Taylor Pettaway, a reporter at the San Antonio Express-News who is covering 
the shooting, joins William Brangham with more.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013534

The rampage in Texas Tuesday that took the lives of children and staff at an elementary school has once 
again renewed calls on Congress to make changes to federal gun laws. Kris Brown, president of Brady, the 
advocacy campaign that focuses on preventing gun violence, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013535

Two years after George Floyd's death, President Biden on Wednesday signed an executive order aimed at 
overhauling policing practices. Among other actions, it revises use-of-force policies for federal law 
enforcement agencies and creates a national registry of officer misconduct. Christy Lopez, of the 
Georgetown University Law Center, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013535
The Uvalde massacre is leading to tough questions all over again about how adults should talk to children 
about these shootings. Dr. Melissa Brymer, director of terrorism and disaster programs at the UCLA-Duke 
University National Center for Child Traumatic Stress, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013535

A day after a massacre at a Texas elementary school took the lives of 19 children and two teachers, the 
shooting in Texas has renewed calls for more gun regulations as Congress remains gridlocked on the issue. 
Democratic Sen. Chris Murphy represents Connecticut, where the deadliest elementary school shooting in 
American history happened in 2012. He joins Judy Woodruff from Capitol Hill to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013535

Investigators looked for a motive Wednesday in the elementary school shooting that killed 21 people, 
including 19 children, in Uvalde, Texas. Gov. Greg Abbott said the gunman had shared messages about his 
intentions on Facebook shortly before the attack, while calls grew in Washington and elsewhere for changing 
gun laws. In Uvalde, the community grieved after devastating loss. Amna Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013536

The horror of what happened in Texas is leaving yet more families, friends and community members 
grieving and reeling over the loss of loved ones. It is an experience that many survivors and families know 
all too well from previous attacks at Sandy Hook, Aurora, Parkland, Columbine and too many others to 
count. John Yang talks about that with Aalayah Eastmond, a survivor of the Parkland shooting.

6:00 PM 05/26/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013536

There were growing concerns Thursday about how police responded to the deadly elementary school 
massacre in Uvalde, Texas that left 21 people dead, 19 of them children. Police indicated the school doors 
may have been unlocked when the gunman entered and that he managed to stay inside for an hour before he 
was killed. Amna Nawaz reports from Uvalde.

6:00 PM 05/26/22 11 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013538

Nearly a week has passed since the school shooting in Uvalde, Texas, where 19 children and two teachers 
were murdered. The Justice Department said Sunday it will investigate law enforcement’s response to the 
massacre as questions and frustration mount. Tony Plohetski, a reporter with the Austin American-Statesman 
who has been on the ground reporting in Uvalde, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013538

The release of a new trove of hacked Chinese police records offers one of the most extensive accounts yet of 
the mass internment of the mostly Muslim minority Uighurs. Human rights groups have accused China's 
government of detaining more than a million Uighurs in Xinjiang. The files were leaked to Adrian Zenz, of 
the Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation, who joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013538

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join William 
Brangham to discuss the latest political news, including the elementary school massacre in Uvalde, Texas, 
Washington’s familiar debate over guns, and former President Trump’s influence.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013539

In our news wrap Tuesday, funerals have begun in Uvalde, Texas, one week after a gunman killed 19 
children and two teachers at an elementary school. Two 10-year-old victims were remembered in the first of 
11 services this week. Also, authorities in Iran cut off internet access to silence public anger over a deadly 
tower collapse, and Eurozone inflation hit a record 8.1 percent annual rate.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013539

The U.S. Department of Justice announced it is launching an investigation of the law enforcement response 
to the Uvalde shooting. Juliette Kayyem, professor at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government, former 
assistant secretary at the Department of Homeland Security and author "The Devil Never Sleeps," joins 
Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013539
A jury on Tuesday acquitted attorney Michael Sussman on the charge of lying to the FBI, the first case 
brought to trial by special counsel John Durham, who was appointed during the Trump administration. 
Former President Trump hoped the probe would uncover illegal behavior by officials who investigated his 
alleged links to Russia. NPR's Carrie Johnson joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013540

In our news wrap Wednesday, a grand jury in Buffalo formally charged a white 18-year-old suspect for the 
massacre of 10 Black people at a supermarket, Sheryl Sandberg is stepping down as chief operating officer 
for Meta, Shanghai residents celebrated the end of a COVID lockdown, President Biden held a roundtable 
with baby formula makers and Adm. Linda Fagan became Commandant of the Coast Guard.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013540

In Uvalde, it will take two full weeks for the community to hold funerals for the 21 lives lost in the school 
shooting. But even as the grieving continues the community is awaiting reports about the law enforcement 
response amid serious divides about the need for more action on gun safety and gun laws. Texas State Sen. 
Roland Gutierrez, who represents Uvalde, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013540

Canada unveiled legislation this week that would freeze new handgun purchases and create a mandatory 
buyback program for semi-automatic rifles. The announcement coincided with the funerals for 19 victims of 
the massacre in Uvalde, Texas, but it was years in the making. Nick Schifrin reports on how other nations 
responded to their own mass shootings.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013540

The Supreme Court on Tuesday blocked Texas from enforcing a new law that would prevent social media 
platforms from banning users based on their viewpoint. The law is part of the Republican battle over what 
they say is censorship of conservative and religious views. Carl Szabo of NetChoice and Adam Candeub, a 
Michigan State University professor, join John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013541

President Biden is speaking to the nation in primetime Thursday urging Congress to address mass shootings 
that have traumatized communities across the U.S., including in New York, Texas and Oklahoma. A 
shooting in Tulsa Wednesday left at least four people dead. It was the 233rd mass shooting in the country 
this year. Amna Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013541

In our news wrap: a Texas state senator said panicked 911 calls from children in Uvalde never got to the 
police commander at the scene of last week's school attack, President Zelenskyy says Russia controls one-
fifth of Ukraine, a truce in Yemen is extended for another two months, and the Education Department will 
forgive all remaining student debt for former students of Corinthian Colleges.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013541

A Virginia jury Wednesday ordered Amber Heard to pay her ex-husband Johnny Depp $15 million in 
damages in a defamation case. Depp was also ordered to pay Heard $2 million in damages. Depp sued his ex-
wife for defamation in 2019 after she published a piece about her experiences as a domestic abuse survivor. 
Ruth Glenn of the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013542

In our news wrap Friday, a federal grand jury indicted former Trump adviser Peter Navarro for contempt of 
Congress, the school police commander in Uvalde, Texas, reportedly did not have a radio following the mass 
shooting, a congressional committee will hear from parents and survivors of shootings in Uvalde and 
Buffalo, and the Florida peninsula is under a tropical storm warning.

6:00 PM 06/03/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013542
Gun violence and the lasting impacts of mass shootings in the U.S. have consumed much of the nation in 
recent weeks, after the massacres in New York, Texas, Oklahoma, and elsewhere. The New York Times' 
Elizabeth Williamson, author of “Sandy Hook: An American Tragedy and the Battle for Truth," joins Amna 
Nawaz to discuss how these attacks affect communities for years afterward.

6:00 PM 06/03/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013542

A reworking of Shakespeare "Hamlet" called "Fat Ham” recently won the Pulitzer Prize in drama. Jeffrey 
Brown has the story from New York for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/03/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013542

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
William Brangham to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's plea for "common sense" gun 
reform amid a spate of mass shootings and the potential for legislation on Capitol Hill to address the issue.

6:00 PM 06/03/22 13 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013543

In our news wrap Monday, the former leader of the far-right Proud Boys group was charged with seditious 
conspiracy in the Jan. 6 investigation, Russian forces continued their campaign to break through Ukrainian 
lines, gunmen in Nigeria who killed at least 50 people have escaped, the U.S. and South Korea tested 
ballistic missiles, and former Washington Week In Review host Ken Bode died at 83.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013543

It is primary election day Tuesday in seven states and rising crime is a top issue for many voters. That is 
especially true in a recall race for San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin, whose election three years 
ago brought hopes of criminal justice reform. Instead, his tenure has been tested by a spike in violent crime. 
KQED politics editor Scott Shafer joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013543

Gun violence ripped through multiple communities last weekend, with dozens killed or injured in shootings 
nationwide. A growing number of health care providers say gun violence is a public health issue. Dr. Joseph 
Sakran, a trauma surgeon at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore who survived a life-threatening gunshot 
wound as a teenager, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013545

In our news wrap Wednesday, a California man was charged with attempted murder after being arrested near 
the Maryland home of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh, Olympic champion Simone Biles and 
dozens of other gymnasts are suing the FBI, Ukrainian forces retreated from a a key eastern city, and 
Moderna says it's developed an COVID vaccine that works better against the Omicron variant.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013545

As negotiations on gun legislation continued on Capitol Hill, lawmakers on the House Oversight Committee 
heard wrenching testimony from those affected by recent mass shootings. Democrats on the committee cited 
these witnesses as motivation to push for stricter gun laws. But Republicans cautioned against any laws that 
would impact law-abiding gun owners. William Brangham reports.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013545

Next week is the 50th anniversary of the break-in at Democratic National Committee headquarters in 
Washington, an event that would bring down a U.S. president. The reporters at the heart of uncovering the 
Watergate scandal have reissued their book "All the President's Men" with a new forward drawing parallels 
to former President Trump. Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013546

In our news wrap Thursday, a Grand Rapids, Michigan, policeman faces trial for second-degree murder for 
killing a Black man during a traffic stop, a GOP candidate for Michigan governor was arrested for his role in 
the Jan. 6 Capitol riot, the House debates a bill to provide security for families of Supreme Court justices, 
and Ukraine forces claim gains in the eastern city of Sievierodonetsk.

6:00 PM 06/09/22 4 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013547
The Jan. 6 congressional committee is set to lay out its evidence in detail starting Monday after a dramatic 
opening night. In primetime Thursday, the panel accused then-President Trump of an attempted coup. In 
turn, the former president went online today to deny he urged supporters to storm the U.S. Capitol. Amna 
Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013548

Broadway attempted to stage a big comeback during Sunday’s 75th annual Tony Award, with some very 
familiar works being honored as well as innovations showcasing inclusion. Nicole Ellis has a look for our 
arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/13/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013548

For nearly a year, the House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol has worked mostly 
behind closed doors, gathering more than 140,000 documents and talking to more than 1,000 witnesses. On 
Monday, the committee shared new details from some of former President Trump's inner circle about the 
spread of the false narrative that the 2020 election was stolen. Amna Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013548

Even if the proposed framework for gun safety legislation is signed into law, the U.S. will likely still struggle 
with far too many mass shootings. Researchers are trying to better understand what's behind these shootings. 
Dr. Jillian Peterson and Dr. James Densley, who co-founded The Violence Project, join William Brangham 
to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013548

With the second day of Jan. 6 committee hearings complete, we get two perspectives on the day's events. 
Ben Ginsberg, one of Monday's witnesses and a longtime Republican elections attorney who has worked 
with the RNC and multiple presidential campaigns, and Cynthia Miller-Idriss, who runs American 
University's Polarization and Extremism Research Innovation Lab, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013548

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the latest political news, including the high-profile congressional investigation over the Jan. 6 attack 
on the U.S. Capitol and the bipartisan framework to address gun violence in America.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013549

Teachers from around the country told our team of producers they have long been frustrated with the larger 
public response to shootings and school safety and many have been particularly angry about the way this has 
long played out in Washington and state capitals. Tragically, the shooting in Uvalde reinforced and 
exacerbated many of these concerns. Here's what some of them had to say.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013549

If Congress approves a bipartisan agreement on guns and school safety, it would provide new resources to 
try and prevent shootings like the massacre in Uvalde. That would likely mean new money for mental health 
care, violence prevention and training for educators. But many educators want to see more action. Becky 
Pringle, National Education Association president, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013550

In our news wrap Wednesday, a white man accused of shooting 10 Black victims in Buffalo will face federal 
hate crimes, President Biden pushed oil companies to produce more gasoline, Michigan police officer 
charged with murdering Patrick Lyoya was fired, federal jury indicts man accused of plotting to murder 
Justice Kavanaugh, and the U.S. will send a $1 billion military package to Ukraine.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013551

The select committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol on Thursday spelled out how former 
President Trump repeatedly pushed Vice President Mike Pence to overturn the 2020 election. Rep. Adam 
Schiff of California, who is one of seven Democrats on the committee investigating the insurrection, joins 
Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 8 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013551
The desperate search for an Indigenous rights advocate and renowned journalist in a remote area of the 
Amazon in Brazil has apparently come to a grim conclusion. Bruno Pereira and Dom Phillips disappeared 10 
days ago, and now there are murder suspects in custody. Stephanie Sy reports, and speaks to journalist 
Andrew Downie to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013551

The Jan. 6 committee heard a third day of testimony Thursday as it sought to link former President Trump to 
the Capitol attack and his efforts to overturn the 2020 election results. Garrett Graff, author of "Watergate: A 
New History," and Ned Foley, who directs Ohio State University's election law program, join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013551

The Jan. 6 committee held its third public hearing Thursday afternoon. The focus was on the role of former 
Vice President Mike Pence during the counting of the Electoral College votes, and public and private efforts 
led by former President Trump and his allies to pressure Pence to throw out the results. NewsHour's Lisa 
Desjardins and Laura Barrón-López join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 13 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013554

Texas' top state law enforcement official on Tuesday called the police response to the Uvalde school 
massacre an "abject failure." Testifying at a state Senate hearing, Col. Steve McCraw said police could have 
stopped the gunman within 3 minutes, but put the safety of police before teachers and children. Tony 
Plohetski, a reporter for the Austin American-Statesman, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013554

After former President Trump’s false claims about fraudulent 2020 election results, local and state elections 
officials continue to face unprecedented pressures ahead of this year's midterms, including wide-scale 
threats. New Mexico Secretary of State Maggie Tolouse Oliver, a Democrat, and former Kentucky Secretary 
of State Trey Grayson, a Republican, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the challenges.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013554

The Jan. 6 committee on Tuesday held its fourth public hearing on the U.S. Capitol insurrection, focusing on 
the pressure former President Trump exerted on state legislators and state and local election officials to 
throw out the 2020 election results. NewsHour correspondents Lisa Desjardins and Laura Barrón-López join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss what we learned.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 13 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013556

The U.S. Supreme Court today struck down a New York handgun law, expanding the constitutional right to 
carry a gun outside the home. The ruling has far-reaching implications across the country, and comes as 
recent mass shootings have renewed the debate over gun safety measures. John Yang reports.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013556

The Biden administration on Thursday proposed new rules for how schools must treat sex discrimination 
under Title IX. If approved, the regulations would reverse Trump-era rules that limited the scope of sexual 
assault investigations on campuses. The Washington Post's Moriah Balingit joins Geoff Bennett to discuss 
the administration's proposal to level the playing field.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013556

In its fifth public hearing, the congressional committee investigating the Jan. 6 Capitol attack detailed its 
findings of how former President Trump pressured the Department of Justice to overturn the 2020 election 
results. NewsHour's Lisa Desjardins and Laura Barrón-López join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 13 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013558

WNBA star Brittney Griner appeared in a Russian court Monday and had her detention extended six months, 
while the court also set a trial date for July 1. Russia accuses her of cannabis oil possession, but the U.S. 
says she is “wrongfully detained.” Sarah Kate Ellis, president of GLAAD, an advocacy organization 
countering LGBTQ discrimination, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss efforts to free Griner.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  

013559
The U.S. and Mexican governments are investigating the deadliest human smuggling case in modern U.S. 
history. At least 51 people died after they were trapped in a sweltering tractor-trailer abandoned on the 
outskirts of San Antonio, Texas. Aaron Reichlin-Melnick, policy director of the American Immigration 
Council, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss the context in which these migrant deaths occurred.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013559

During the Jan. 6 committee hearing Tuesday, Cassidy Hutchinson, a former aide to White House Chief of 
Staff Mark Meadows presented the most compelling and detailed account yet of the actions of the former 
President Trump's inner circle. Andrea Bernstein, co-host of the “Will Be Wild” podcast, and Jamil Jaffer, a 
law professor at George Mason University, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013561

The Supreme Court’s decision on the “Remain in Mexico” policy is a surprise win for the Biden 
administration but comes with complicated political implications. NewsHour's Laura Barrón-López joins 
Judy Woodruff to give us a sense of how the White House is reacting to the news.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement PBS NewsHour  
013561

The U.S. Supreme Court has wrapped up a term that rewrote the law books on abortion, guns, climate 
change and asylum policy. That, in turn, set the stage for more history, when Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson 
became the first Black woman on the court. She was sworn in Thursday by Justice Stephen Breyer, who 
retired. The National Law Journal's Marcia Coyle joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013503

Andrey Kurkov is one of Ukraine's best-known novelists, and his new book, "Grey Bees" addresses his 
country's past struggles with Russia. It's set several years ago in the Donbas region of eastern Ukraine, amid 
what was then a simmering conflict that was little noted by the outside world. Jeffrey Brown talks to Kurkov 
for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013511

Michelle Sugihara is the executive director at the Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment (CAPE) and 
has long been a champion for Asian representation both on and off the screen. As part of our arts and culture 
series, CANVAS, Sugihara shares her "brief but spectacular" take on changing the world through stories.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013514

Columbia University professor Farah Jasmine Griffin was deeply troubled by the political turmoil happening 
across the U.S. during the 2016 presidential campaign. She began writing a literary memoir, "Read Until 
You Understand," which explores what democracy means for the lives and work of Black authors and 
activists, and herself. Here's her Brief But Spectacular take on Black life and literature.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013516

In Ukraine, as everywhere, much of contemporary life, including history and culture, is documented in the 
digital space. With so much at risk, new efforts are taking on a new kind of digital "cultural preservation." 
Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013523

Multi-talented musician Jon Batiste received the most nominations of any artist at the recent Grammys, 
capturing a total of 11 in all in a wide variety of categories. He also came away with the most wins, 
including the biggest, "Album of the year," for his recording titled “We Are." Jeffrey Brown spoke with 
Batiste about what has led to his success for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 05/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Culture PBS NewsHour  
013550

The National Farmers’ Bank in Owatonna, Minnesota, is one of the most significant architectural works in 
the country, part of the Prairie School of Design. Kaomi Lee of Twin Cities PBS went to see why this 1908 
building, which is on the National Register of Historic Places, continues to attract tourists from around the 
nation and the world. It’s part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/15/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Disabilities PBS NewsHour  

013552
Virginia Rose, who has been using a manual wheelchair for more than 40 years, knows how difficult it can 
be to enjoy nature as a disabled person. With her organization "Birdability," Rose finds ways to increase 
access to nature for people of all abilities and help others find community. She offers her Brief But 
Spectacular take on finding independence while birdwatching.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013497

As the White House tries to manage rising inflation, the U.S. labor market is bouncing back, adding another 
431,000 jobs in March and bringing the unemployment rate to a new pandemic-era low of 3.6 percent, 
according to the latest jobs report from the Labor Department. Bharat Ramamurti, deputy director of the 
White House National Economic Council, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013502

There are now thousands of cryptocurrencies, and every day it seems a new non-fungible token, or NFT, is 
marketed. But is “digital mania” just another historic bubble bound to burst? Our economics correspondent 
Paul Solman explores the digital asset boom.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013504

Despite rising inflation, major U.S. corporations are reporting record profits, as companies pass rising 
supply-chain costs onto consumers. Economics correspondent Paul Solman explores whether concentrated 
market power is contributing to inflation.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013507

As the deadline to file federal taxes approaches Monday in most states, questions remain for many about 
what to expect this tax season, and when to expect their refunds. The IRS is warning that refunds may be 
delayed for many this year due to budget constraints, staffing shortages and backlogs. Elaine Maag, a senior 
fellow at the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013507

A $2 billion investment to Jared Kushner from a fund led by the crown prince of Saudi Arabia has raised 
questions about the ethics of post-White House business. Kushner’s private equity firm secured the 
investment after Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman overruled a host of objections from the sovereign 
wealth funds’ advisers. Geoff Bennett reports.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013507

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's accusations that Russia 
committed genocide in Ukraine, rising prices in the U.S. continue to outflank the administration's efforts to 
contain inflation, and Saudi Arabia’s $2 billion investment in Jared Kushner.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 12 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013508

Facing rising prices, the Biden administration is forging ahead with a plan to sell new leases for oil and gas 
drilling on a small portion of federal land. Some climate activists say President Biden is breaking his 
campaign promise to end the nation’s dependence on fossil fuels, and that it might not do much to lower the 
cost of gas. Stephanie Sy talks with Coral Davenport of The New York Times.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013511

In our news wrap Thursday, winds are expected to intensify as firefighters battle a growing wildfire outside 
of Flagstaff, Arizona. The World Health Organization said today that global COVID-19 cases dropped by 
nearly a quarter last week. And the total number of Americans collecting unemployment aid hit its lowest 
mark in more than half a century -- underscoring the robust U.S. job market.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013512

In our news wrap Friday, stocks took a nosedive on Friday facing disappointing corporate earnings and the 
threat of rising interest rates. Firefighters across the southwest are battling wildfires fueled by dry conditions 
and 50 mph winds. A new study finds that firearms were the leading cause of death for children and teens in 
2020.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Economy PBS NewsHour  

013514
In our news wrap Tuesday, a sell-off hit Wall Street as big tech stocks fell sharply amid anticipation of 
higher interest rates, Vice President Kamala Harris tested positive for COVID-19 and will self-isolate and 
continue working, China intensified its effort to control the country's COVID outbreak, and North Korea's 
leader Kim Jong Un is vowing to speed development of nuclear weapons.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013516

The U.S. economy slowed down over the first three months of the year, the first time it has contracted since 
the pandemic brought it to a screeching halt. There have been other troubling signs, most notably inflation 
and concerns over the rise in borrowing costs. Diane Swonk, of the economic services firm Grant Thornton, 
joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013520

The Federal Reserve raised interest rates again Wednesday in an effort to stamp down surging inflation. It 
increased rates by a half-percentage point, a move that will affect the pocketbooks of millions of Americans. 
Fed Chair Jerome Powell said more hikes are planned for this year. The Fed has changed course 
considerably while trying to avoid triggering a recession. Paul Solman reports.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013520

In our news wrap Wednesday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken tested positive for COVID-19, Beijing shut 
down dozens of subway stations and bus routes as it tries to stem a COVID outbreak, Wall Street shot higher 
after Fed chair Jerome Powell played down talk of even larger rate hikes, and Ukrainian refugees are 
crowding into a shelter in Mexico City hoping to gain entry into the United States.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013521

The stock market had its worst day since 2020 on Thursday, just one day after the Dow Jones Industrial 
Index average posted its best day in years. Washington Post columnist Catherine Rampell joins Judy 
Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013523

Nearly nine months since the Taliban took over Afghanistan, the economy is in freefall and about half the 
country is nearing acute food insecurity. But even with this widespread suffering, the Taliban on Sunday 
ordered all women be completely covered - head to toe - when leaving their homes, requiring them again to 
don the burqa that was a telltale of their first rule. Jane Ferguson reports.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013524

In our news wrap Tuesday, President Biden defended his economic policies in the face of the worst inflation 
in 40 years and said his proposal for taxing billionaires could bring down rising costs. Also, Treasury 
Secretary Janet Yellen argued abortion rights are key to economic health, the rate of U.S. gun killings 
jumped 35 percent in 2020, and South Korea's new president takes office

6:00 PM 05/10/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013525

In our news wrap Wednesday, the Labor Department's April consumer price report shows a slight drop in 
inflation increases amid 40-year highs, Hong Kong police arrested a Catholic cardinal for endangering 
China's national security, the Great Barrier Reef suffered its fourth mass-bleaching event in seven years and 
candidates backed by former President Trump had mixed results in Tuesday's primaries.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013532

Financial markets closed out the week with yet another head-spinning day, with one of the main indexes, the 
S&P 500, plunging for almost three hours into bear market territory, signifying a drop of 20 percent or more 
from its prior record. Jason Furman, an economist at the Harvard Kennedy School who served as a top 
adviser to President Obama, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Economy PBS NewsHour  

013532
President Biden has indicated he will soon announce a decision on whether he will cancel $10,000 in student 
debt for college graduates. It’s a decision being widely anticipated but also much debated over its scope and 
merits. Katherine Welbeck of the Student Borrower Protection Center and Marc Goldwein of the Committee 
for a Responsible Federal Budget join Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013532

President Biden's trip to Asia aims to improve economic and security relations with allies in the region, with 
plans to introduce a new regional economic framework designed to counter China's influence. Nick Schifrin 
reports, and Judy Woodruff speaks with Frank Jannuzi of the Mansfield Foundation and Bonnie Glaser of 
the Asia program at the German Marshall Fund of the United States to learn more.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 11 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013539

President Biden called in the head of the Federal Reserve Tuesday to talk about the worst inflation in 40 
years. But he pledged to respect the central bank's independence. The president met with Jerome Powell, 
who recently won senate confirmation to a second term as chair of the Fed. Brian Deese, director of the 
White House National Economic Council, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013542

The May jobs reports showed U.S. employment is still going strong despite higher prices and interest rates. 
Employers added a net 390,000 jobs last month as the unemployment rate remained steady at 3.6 percent. 
Betsey Stevenson, a public policy and economics professor at the University of Michigan and the former 
chief economist for the Department of Labor, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/03/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013544

In our news wrap Tuesday, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told the Senate Finance Committee inflation will 
remain high, the Department of Homeland Security warns of potential new threats from domestic extremists, 
the World Bank lowered its economic outlook, Russia says it now controls most of Ukraine's Luhansk 
province, and an FDA advisory committee recommended approving Novavax's COVID vaccine.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013544

For the past several years, Lebanon has been in economic freefall. Its currency is close to worthless; its 
government is fractured and ineffective; there is almost no electric power, and there is less security. 
Lebanon's people are suffering. Special correspondent Leila Molana-Allen reports from Tripoli on a country 
in collapse.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013546

Leaders from across the Western Hemisphere are in Los Angeles this week for the Summit of the Americas. 
President Biden on Wednesday unveiled a new economic plan to respond to the region’s most pressing 
challenges, but that has been overshadowed by disagreements. Former Mexican Ambassador to the U.S. 
Arturo Sarukhán and former U.S. Ambassador to Panama John Feeley join John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/09/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013547

New inflation numbers out Friday show the nation's economic pain has not peaked, and is still getting worse. 
The U.S. Labor Department reports consumer prices rose 8.6 percent in May from a year ago, marking the 
biggest increase in more than 40 years going back to December 1981. Michelle Singletary, a personal 
finance columnist for The Washington Post, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the impact.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013548

Wall Street has gone into meltdown mode over inflation fears and the possibility that higher interest rates are 
imminent. The Dow Jones Industrial Average, NASDAQ and the S&P 500 all fell significantly. It is now 
officially a bear market, down more than 20 percent from its January high. Julia Coronado, MacroPolicy 
Perspectives president and former Fed economist, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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Economy PBS NewsHour  

013550
The Federal Reserve on Wednesday ramped up its efforts to fight inflation with a notable interest rate hike. 
Officials voted to raise rates by three-quarters of a point, a jump higher than expected just a week ago. Fed 
chair Jerome Powell acknowledged the ongoing rate hikes might slow growth later this year, as the Fed 
projected unemployment would rise to 4 percent by 2024. Paul Solman reports.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013554

It's been a very rough year so far for stocks and other investments as the markets have dropped sharply over 
the past few months. That plunge has been even larger for cryptocurrencies. Since November, the total 
market value of all cryptocurrencies combined is down nearly two-thirds, or about $2 trillion. Dion Rabouin 
of The Wall Street Journal joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy PBS NewsHour  
013555

President Biden is calling on Congress to temporarily suspend the federal gas tax. The president told 
reporters at an event Wednesday that he knows the proposal isn’t a permanent solution to rising prices at the 
pump. White House correspondent Laura Barrón-López has been reporting on the plan, and joins Judy 
Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Economy/Employment Consuelo Mack 
Wealthtrack (APT)

Focuses on long term strategies to build individual wealth in all of the popular investments, including stocks, 
bonds, real estate, and collectibles. Viewers will learn what to do and what not to do in long-term investment 
strategy, including a weekly "to do" item that makes it simple to use the show in their lives. 

12:30 PM Sundays 30 Minutes

Education PBS NewsHour  
013500

A new report from the American Library Association shows that attempts to ban books in the U.S. surged 
last year to the highest level since the group began tracking book challenges 20 years ago. According to the 
study, most of the top targeted books were by or about Black or LGBTQ people. Jeffrey Brown reports from 
one epicenter in Texas for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/06/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013506

The month marks the holy month of Ramadan, a time of fasting and prayer for millions of Muslims in the 
United States. But it can also bring challenges for students and parents trying to navigate school and 
religious observance. NewsHour’s Roby Chavez, who has been reporting on this topic from New Orleans, 
joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013509

Even before the pandemic, higher education had an enrollment problem. The last few years have made it 
worse. That’s particularly true for community colleges, where enrollment dropped 13 percent since 2019. 
The number was 21 percent for Black men. As part of our Rethinking College series, Stephanie Sy reports 
on how some California programs are trying to reverse that trend.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013514

The SAT OR ACT standardized test score used to make or break college applications for high school 
seniors. But the pandemic turned that all on its head as nearly 80 percent of four-year colleges and 
universities went test-optional. Many schools are now evaluating whether that policy should become 
permanent. Hari Sreenivasan reports from Atlanta for our series, "Rethinking College."

6:00 PM 04/26/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013515

America’s oldest institution of higher education, Harvard University, is beginning to come to terms with its 
own history and role in slavery. The school is out with a new report detailing its extensive entanglement and 
legacy. Tomiko Brown-Nagin, dean of the Harvard Radcliffe Institute, joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013520

President Biden proposed providing two years of tuition-free community college after he took office, but the 
idea was dropped after congressional opposition. Yet efforts persist at the local and state level to boost 
college attendance. More than 400 such programs now exist in the U.S., including in San Antonio, Texas. 
Hari Sreenivasan reports for our series, "Rethinking College."

6:00 PM 05/04/22 8 Minute 
Segment
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Education Independent Lens 

#2313 (PBS)
San Francisco's Lowell High, one of the best public schools in the country, draws high achievers from across 
the city into a fiercely competitive universe. Follow seniors as the pressure to impress admissions officers at 
elite universities intensifies.

3:30 PM 05/08/22 1.5 Hours

Education PBS NewsHour  
013524

Over the course of more than 100 years beginning in the 1800s, hundreds of thousands of Native American 
children in the U.S. were removed from their families, placed in federal boarding schools and forced to 
abandon their Native languages and culture. One college in Colorado is now reckoning with that history. 
Hari Sreenivasan reports for our "Rethinking College" series.

6:00 PM 05/10/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013532

President Biden has indicated he will soon announce a decision on whether he will cancel $10,000 in student 
debt for college graduates. It’s a decision being widely anticipated but also much debated over its scope and 
merits. Katherine Welbeck of the Student Borrower Protection Center and Marc Goldwein of the Committee 
for a Responsible Federal Budget join Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Education Independent Lens 
#2315 (PBS)

Following three Indigenous students, Scenes from the Glittering World is a meditation on adolescence, 
trauma, and the power of connecting with an isolated Navajo homeland.

4:00 PM 05/22/22 1 Hour

Education PBS NewsHour  
013545

It is graduation season and that means politicians, actors, athletes and even some of us at NewsHour have 
been giving commencement speeches, hoping to impart some encouragement and advice to college grads as 
they head into their next chapter.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013545

The number of schools that have now dealt with a shooting or a mass shooting keeps growing. And because 
of that there's a group of school principals known as the Principal Recovery Network. They have dealt with 
these events and help other schools after tragedies. One member is George Roberts, who was the principal at 
a Maryland school during a 2012 shooting. He joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013546

The Planet Word Museum in Washington, D.C., which aims to bring language to life, recently opened a new 
exhibit focused on wordplay. Jeffrey Brown takes a look at the many ways words make the world go round. 
It’s part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/09/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013549

Teachers from around the country told our team of producers they have long been frustrated with the larger 
public response to shootings and school safety and many have been particularly angry about the way this has 
long played out in Washington and state capitals. Tragically, the shooting in Uvalde reinforced and 
exacerbated many of these concerns. Here's what some of them had to say.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013552

More than 7 million people have fled Ukraine since the fighting broke out in February. Among them, nearly 
80,000 foreign students, most from developing nations. Indian nationals account for almost a quarter of all 
foreign students enrolled in Ukraine, with the majority of them studying medicine. As Fred de Sam Lazaro 
reports from New Delhi, they now face an uncertain future.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013555

Schools across the U.S. are getting some much-needed upgrades from the COVID relief package known as 
the American Rescue Plan. That's true in Missouri, where the state legislature decided how to allocate the 
federal money just weeks before it was set to expire. But experts say fixing systemic funding gaps in the 
public education system will require long-term investment. Gabrielle Hays reports.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Education PBS NewsHour  
013556

It was 50 years ago on Thursday that Title IX became law and forever changed the landscape of education 
and athletics. Its impact has been enormous but parts of it are subjects of debate, including sexual assault 
claims on campus and the rights of transgender students. Amna Nawaz reports on the legacy of the landmark 
legislation.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 4 Minute 
Segment
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Employment PBS NewsHour  

013497
NewsHour is saying farewell to one of our great producers who is retiring after a long career at the program. 
Lee Koromvokis has worked on hundreds of stories over the years and produced some of our best pieces, 
and the correspondent she has worked with the most is Paul Solman, who pays tribute to a friend and 
colleague.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Employment PBS NewsHour  
013518

Workers at a New York City Amazon site on Monday appeared to reject a union. That loss came just weeks 
after they’d scored a historic win at a much larger, neighboring Amazon warehouse, which created the first-
ever union at the massive online company. Maximillian Alvarez, of The Real News Network and host of the 
Working People podcast, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Employment PBS NewsHour  
013522

In our news wrap Friday, April's jobs report shows the U.S. gained 428,000 net jobs despite inflation, supply 
shortages and rising interest rates. Also, Republican Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene will be allowed to seek 
reelection, the Irish nationalist party Sinn Fein is poised to win elections in Northern Ireland, and the Census 
Bureau reports the median age of women giving birth has risen to 30.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Energy PBS NewsHour  
013504

Inflation numbers released Tuesday by the U.S. Labor Department show prices are up in nearly every 
consumer category, but especially energy costs. President Biden traveled to the midwest to explain how his 
administration is going to ease the pain at the pump. David Wessel, director of the Hutchins Center on Fiscal 
and Monetary Policy at the Brookings Institution, joins Judy Woodruff to explain.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Energy PBS NewsHour  
013510

As leaders around the world search for cleaner energy solutions to fight climate change, a question has 
emerged: Could hydrogen be the clean fuel of the future? Planes, trains, cars and buses need lighter and 
longer-lasting power than batteries can provide, some scientists say. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien 
explores the possibilities of hydrogen-powered engines and whether they can deliver.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Natural Disasters Heartland Local Food 
(NETA)

The local food debate going on at the Farmers' Market in Lawrence, Kansas is representative of the food 
issues facing the entire United States. This film explores questions about what makes food sustainable, how 
farmers' markets build community, and why local food matters. This documentary also examines the 
challenges facing local food systems and how farmers' markets represent the heart of the American Food 
System. By highlighting stories from several Kansas farmers, this documentary explores the challenges of 
growing food in ethical and sustainable ways.

8:00 PM 04/18/22 1 Hour

Environment/Natural Disasters Frontline #4015 
(PBS)

The fossil fuel industry's history of casting doubt and delaying action on climate change. Part one of a three-
part series tracing decades of casting doubt on the science, missed opportunities and the ongoing attempts to 
hold Big Oil to account.

9:00 PM 04/19/22 1.5 Hours

Environment/Natural Disasters Changing Planet #101 
(NPS)

Every year over seven years, conservationist M. Sanjayan anchors a global storytelling effort to monitor 
seven iconic locations across the planet. Featuring the latest science and emphasizing local voices, each 
location represents a unique biome and a litmus test for change happening across the planet. Some locations 
are heavily protected; others will experience pioneering schemes to rebuild the habitats; others could be lost 
forever. There are winners and losers, positive changes and reasons for hope. Locations include the West 
Coast of America, the Great Barrier Reef, the East African Plains, the Arctic, the Sundarbans and the 
Ganges, the Amazon Basin, and coastal Southeast Asia.

7:00 PM 04/20/22 2 Hours

Environment/Natural Disasters Frontline #4016 
(PBS)

The fossil fuel industry's history of casting doubt and delaying action on climate change. Part two of a three-
part series tracing decades of casting doubt on the science, missed opportunities and the ongoing attempts to 
hold Big Oil to account.

9:00 PM 04/26/22 1 Hour
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Environment/Natural Disasters Climate Change - The 

Facts (PBS)
Scientists explore the impact of climate change and what could happen if global warming exceeds 1.5 
degrees. Discover how the latest innovations and technology are posing potential solutions and what 
individuals can do to prevent further damage.

9:00 PM 04/27/22 1 Hour

Environment/Natural Disasters American Experience 
#3403 (PBS)

Explore the 1928 dam collapse, the second deadliest disaster in California history. A colossal engineering 
failure, the dam was built by William Mulholland to ensure the growth of Los Angeles by bringing water to 
the city via aqueduct.

8:00 PM 05/03/22 1 Hour

Environment/Natural Disasters Frontline #4017 
(PBS)

The fossil fuel industry's history of casting doubt and delaying action on climate change. Part three of a three-
part series tracing decades of casting doubt on the science, missed opportunities and the ongoing attempts to 
hold Big Oil to account.

9:00 PM 05/03/22 1 Hour

Environment/Natural Disasters Empty Breadbasket 
(KSU)

Description not available at this time. 11:30 PM     
1:30 PM

06/12/22     
06/19/22

30 Minutes

Environment/Natural Disasters My World Too 
(APTEX)

MY WORLD TOO is a magazine-style series that tackles global issues such as food production, clean 
energy, and housing, among other topics. Throughout the country, people are harvesting a bounty of ideas to 
help care for the only home we have: planet Earth. This series shares these inspirational stories of 
environmental stewardship, organic practices, and Earth-friendly innovations that viewers can learn from 
and apply in their own lives.

8:00 AM Saturdays 
(Starts 5/14)

30 Minutes

Environment/Natural Disasters America's Heartland 
(APTEX)

AMERICA'S HEARTLAND celebrates the men and women across who grow the country's crops, raise its 
livestock, tend its nurseries and prepare its food. AMERICA'S HEARTLAND taps into the national 
fascination with food and curiosity about unfamiliar places and ways of life, while also exploring the 
American values of family, hard work and the spirit of independence. The series, produced entirely on 
location, portrays the worlds of agriculture, horticulture and aquaculture complete with fascinating stories, 
compelling characters, innovative ideas and enticing travel destinations.

12:00 PM Sundays 30 Minutes

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013498

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change laid out its latest report Monday stressing 
the critical need to implement dramatic cuts in greenhouse gasses to head off the worst impacts of climate 
change. Dave Roberts writes a newsletter and hosts a podcast called “Volts,” which covers clean energy and 
the politics of climate policy. He joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013510

We can still fight the worst of climate change, former Secretary of State John Kerry says. At an event 
sponsored by the Center for Global Development, anchor Judy Woodruff spoke with Kerry, the first 
presidential envoy on climate, about the cost of climate change, U.S. progress on climate goals and whether 
Congress will give money to help poorer countries adapt to the changing planet.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013510

As leaders around the world search for cleaner energy solutions to fight climate change, a question has 
emerged: Could hydrogen be the clean fuel of the future? Planes, trains, cars and buses need lighter and 
longer-lasting power than batteries can provide, some scientists say. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien 
explores the possibilities of hydrogen-powered engines and whether they can deliver.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013511

In our news wrap Thursday, winds are expected to intensify as firefighters battle a growing wildfire outside 
of Flagstaff, Arizona. The World Health Organization said today that global COVID-19 cases dropped by 
nearly a quarter last week. And the total number of Americans collecting unemployment aid hit its lowest 
mark in more than half a century -- underscoring the robust U.S. job market.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  

013512
Writer Margaret Renkl doesn’t have to travel far to appreciate nature. She basks in the nearby parks of her 
hometown Nashville to draw inspiration for her essays on the environment. Through a regular column in the 
New York Times, Renkl tackles climate change, racial justice and environmental issues from her “blue dot” 
hometown in a red state.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013514

Winds picked up Tuesday in several states, adding more trouble and complications for firefighters out west 
and in the plains states. Nearly a dozen large fires have burned over 340 square miles in six states recently 
and more than 3,500 firefighters and support personnel are battling the blazes. Stephanie Sy reports on the 
particular problems it's caused in Arizona, New Mexico and Nebraska.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013525

As wildfires continue to rage in the western United States, we look at how these increasingly common events 
are affecting the people in the midst of them. Lucy Walker is a documentary filmmaker whose most recent 
work, "Bring Your Own Brigade," follows residents after the disastrous Camp Fire in California. She offers 
her Brief But Spectacular take on the power of documentary filmmaking.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013526

There’s been an unusually early start to the fire season this year, with blazes already burning for weeks in the 
southwest, mainly in Arizona and New Mexico. The nation’s largest wildfire continues to rage in New 
Mexico near Santa Fe and has burned nearly 260,000 acres with no end in sight. Stephanie Sy reports on the 
toll the massive blaze is taking on both its land and its people

6:00 PM 05/12/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013538

In our news wrap Monday, President Biden spent this Memorial Day honoring U.S. service members who 
have paid the ultimate sacrifice for this country, at least 91 people have died from weekend floods in Brazil, 
the season's first hurricane in the eastern Pacific Ocean region barreled ashore in Mexico, and new COVID-
19 cases in the U.S. were up 21 percent over the last two weeks.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 2 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013540

Coral reefs around the world are in growing danger due to rising temperatures connected with climate 
change. But in Florida and the Caribbean, marine biologists are racing to fight a new deadly threat. Science 
correspondent Miles O'Brien reports.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013541

The megadrought currently choking the western United States is the worst drought in the region in more than 
1,000 years. It's having an enormous impact across many states and on several major reservoirs including 
Lake Mead, a water source for millions of people in the West. Alex Hager, who covers the Colorado River 
Basin for Northern Colorado Public Radio, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013543

The city of Boston faces two enormous problems: Sea level rise in its harbor that is getting worse with 
climate change and a dearth of affordable housing, pricing out many longtime residents. Solutions to one of 
the problems may compound the challenge of solving the other, a phenomenon researchers have called this 
"green gentrification." Paul Solman reports.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013550

The Atlantic hurricane season started June 1, but people in southeast Louisiana are still recovering after 
being hit last year by one of the strongest hurricanes ever to make landfall in the state. Communities 
correspondent Roby Chavez went back to visit the rural, coastal areas where Hurricane Ida’s 150 mile-per-
hour winds left behind a housing crisis.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013552

More than 100 million Americans this week were under some sort of heat advisory, and were warned to stay 
indoors if possible. From Texas to California, a massive heat wave has set record temperatures, raising 
concerns about how hot is too hot. W. Larry Kenney, a professor of physiology and kinesiology at Penn 
State, joins William Brangham for more on how extreme temperatures impact the body.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  

013555
The Taliban leaders of Afghanistan are appealing for outside help after a devastating earthquake killed at 
least 1,000 people Wednesday and injured another 1,500. The quake struck in the eastern mountains near the 
Pakistan border. Officials warned the death toll may still rise as search efforts continue. Samira Sayed-
Rahman, of the International Rescue Committee, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013556

In our news wrap Thursday, rescuers searched for survivors after Afghanistan's worst earthquake in 20 
years, Russian forces gained more ground in eastern Ukraine, EU leaders designated Ukraine and Moldova 
as candidates to join the bloc, former COVID coordinator said former President Trump underplayed the 
pandemic, and a Florida judge approved $1 billion settlement in a deadly condo collapse.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013561

Environmental advocates say the ruling in the EPA case is a blow in the fight against climate change and 
will hamper the Biden administration’s environmental agenda. But West Virginia won the case in front of 
the court after a legal battle over the clean power plan. West Virginia Attorney General Patrick Morrisey, 
who led the legal challenge to the EPA, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Environment/Nature/Natural Disasters PBS NewsHour  
013561

Many environmental advocates acknowledged Thursday that the Supreme Court's decision in the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s case is a significant blow in the government's efforts to limit greenhouse 
gases in the short term. West Virginia won the case after a legal battle over the clean power plan. EPA 
Administrator Michael Regan joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Family/Marriage PBS NewsHour  
013509

A new report from Physicians for Human Rights details the psychological and emotional trauma of the 
Trump administration’s family separation policy. Judy Woodruff asks Chief Correspondent Amna Nawaz 
about ongoing lawsuits on the issue, growing concern about large numbers of migrants expected at the 
Southern border when pandemic restrictions expire, and the politics at play ahead of the midterms.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Family/Marriage PBS NewsHour  
013531

The baby formula shortage in the United States has been severe for some time, with stores now missing 40 
percent of their usual supplies. There have been stories of parents driving hours to find what they need, or in 
some cases, watering down formula. NewsHour's Ali Rogin, who has been reporting on this issue, joins Judy 
Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Family/Marriage PBS NewsHour  
013531

President Biden is under pressure on a number of fronts right now, including getting more done and showing 
better results that people can feel in the near future.That's particularly true when it comes to the shortage of 
baby formula around the country. Brian Deese, the Biden administration's director of the National Economic 
Council, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss some of those concerns.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013497

Shanghai is under lockdown Friday, as COVID cases continue to surge in China’s financial capital. It is the 
most severe measure by the Chinese government to isolate and tract infections since it shut down the city of 
Wuhan after the virus broke out in 2020. William Brangham reports.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013498

In our news wrap Monday, China sent more than 10,000 health workers to Shanghai as a COVID-19 
outbreak spreads, police in Sacramento, California made an arrest after a mass shooting Sunday killed six 
people, Hungary's pro-Russian Prime Minister Viktor Orban and his nationalist party claimed a sweeping 
victory in Sunday's elections, and the 2022 Grammy Awards yield an unexpected big winner.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  

013499
In our news wrap Tuesday, the U.S. Senate moved ahead with debating the nomination of Ketanji Brown 
Jackson to the Supreme Court, China's COVID lockdown in Shanghai has been extended indefinitely in the 
face of a spreading outbreak, Peru's president imposed a day-long curfew amid violent protests, and a trial 
opened at the International Criminal Court on atrocities in Sudan's Darfur region.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013499

President Biden received some help from former President Obama Tuesday, as the White House announced 
a proposal aimed at lowering health insurance costs for millions of Americans. Margot Sanger-Katz, who 
covers health care for The New York Times, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the impact this could have and 
who it could help.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013503

In our news wrap Monday, Philadelphia becomes the first U.S. city to reinstate an indoor mask mandate for 
COVID, campaigning began in France for a presidential election runoff between Emmanuel Macron and 
Marine Le Pen, lawmakers in Pakistan chose opposition leader Shebaz Sharif as interim prime minister, and 
a jury in London convicted an Islamic State supporter of murdering a parliament member.

6:00 PM 04/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013504

In our news wrap, more than 6.5 million people in Shanghai began venturing outside after a two-week 
COVID lockdown, New York's lieutenant governor has been arrested in a federal corruption probe, Britain's 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson fined for violating COVID restrictions, and an Israeli police officer shot and 
killed a Palestinian man at a check point.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013505

In our news wrap Wednesday, the CDC extended a COVID mask requirements for air travel and public 
transit for two more weeks, the head of the WHO said Ukraine gets far more attention than those suffering in 
non-white nations, police in New York arrested the man wanted in Tuesday's mass shooting on a subway 
train, and a dispute over immigration policy led to gridlocked at the Texas border.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013505

Alopecia, an auto-immune disease that causes hair loss, was brought center stage at the Oscars, when actor 
Will Smith slapped comedian Chris Rock over a joke about his wife Jada Pinkett Smith, who suffers from 
the condition. We hear from people across the U.S. who are living with the disease, and correspondent 
Nicole Ellis speaks with a leading expert to learn more about the auto-immune disorder.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013506

In Shanghai Thursday one of the world’s most important financial hubs reported 27,000 cases of COVID, 
the highest single-day total reported anywhere in China at any point during the pandemic. Much of the city’s 
25 million people have been under a strict lockdown for three weeks. Nick Schifrin reports on the backlash 
to China’s zero-COVID policy.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013506

With the rise of the BA.2 variant in some parts of the country, many questions remain about how to best 
navigate daily life and what precautions should or should not be taken. White House COVID-19 response 
coordinator Dr. Ashish Jha joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013507

In our news wrap Friday, new COVID-19 numbers provided the latest evidence of another wave fueled by 
the BA.2 variant, crews in South Africa spent another day searching for survivors after floods killed nearly 
400 people, Palestinian youths battled Israeli police in Jerusalem, Britain is criticized over plans to fly 
asylum seekers to Rwanda, and Christians around the world have mark Good Friday.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013508

In our news wrap Monday, China’s largest city reported its first deaths from the latest COVID outbreak as a 
third week of lockdowns began. According to Shanghai’s official announcement, three people have died. 
Also, Israeli troops shot and wounded two Palestinians in a village in the occupied West Bank. Hours later, 
Israeli forces intercepted a rocket fired from Gaza.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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013508
A federal judge in Florida on Monday struck down a COVID mask mandate for planes, buses and trains, and 
imposed a nationwide injunction. The judge ruled that the mandate exceeds the authority of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. William Brangham talks to Lawrence Gostin of Georgetown University 
about what this means for passengers, public health and the CDC’s ability to act.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013508

Recruitment of foreign-trained nurses has hit a record high in the United States amid the coronavirus 
pandemic. But these workers, many of whom come from the Philippines, can sometimes wait years to come 
to the U.S. due to visa backlogs. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from North Dakota on 
some of the challenges and opportunities they might face when they arrive.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013509

Muslim women in the U.S. experience discrimination in many aspects of their lives, including health care. 
Sahar Pirzada has made it the mission of her work at a national nonprofit to fight the medical mistreatment 
Muslim women experience. She gives her brief but spectacular take on why gendered Islamophobia matters 
in the larger conversation around reproductive justice.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013509

For the first time in two years, many airplane passengers are flying maskless. After a judge’s decision to 
strike down a federal mask mandate for trains, planes and buses, the Justice Department said it would only 
appeal the ruling if the CDC deems the mandate necessary for public health, leaving businesses, local leaders 
and passengers to make decisions in the meantime. John Yang reports.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013510

In our news wrap Wednesday, Arizona’s Tunnel Fire doubles in size overnight, forcing hundreds to 
evacuate. The Justice Department will appeal a judge’s order striking down a federal mask mandate for 
transit after the CDC says it is necessary for public health. And China allows 4 million people to leave their 
Shanghai homes as the city’s COVID lockdown eases.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013511

In our news wrap Thursday, winds are expected to intensify as firefighters battle a growing wildfire outside 
of Flagstaff, Arizona. The World Health Organization said today that global COVID-19 cases dropped by 
nearly a quarter last week. And the total number of Americans collecting unemployment aid hit its lowest 
mark in more than half a century -- underscoring the robust U.S. job market.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013511

After a judge struck down the federal mask mandate for public transportation, the Centers for Disease 
Control says it still recommends masking. On Wednesday, the Department of Justice appealed the decision.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013514

In our news wrap Tuesday, a sell-off hit Wall Street as big tech stocks fell sharply amid anticipation of 
higher interest rates, Vice President Kamala Harris tested positive for COVID-19 and will self-isolate and 
continue working, China intensified its effort to control the country's COVID outbreak, and North Korea's 
leader Kim Jong Un is vowing to speed development of nuclear weapons.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013514

As COVID cases begin to pick up across the U.S. the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on 
Tuesday said that three out of every four children have been infected by COVID. This comes as the White 
House moved to make Paxlovid pills, which can reduce serious illness, more widely available. Dr. Anthony 
Fauci, President Biden's chief medical adviser, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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013516
In our news wrap Thursday, Moderna filed for FDA authorization of its Covid-19 vaccine for children under 
the age of 6, Oklahoma lawmakers gave final approval to ban abortions after six weeks of pregnancy, new 
research warns thousands of new viruses could spread in the next 50 years due to climate change, and 
President Biden is considering canceling additional federal student loan debt.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013516

The FDA is forging ahead with a proposal to ban menthol-flavored cigarettes after more than a decade of 
deliberation. If finalized this summer, the move is expected to reduce smoking levels, especially among 
Black smokers, but the decision has been met with both praise and criticism. Carol McGruder, co-chair of 
the African American Tobacco Control Leadership Council, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013516

It’s a tiny vial with big ambitions to help bring an end to the pandemic everywhere on earth. The developers 
of the so-called “vaccine for the world” hope what’s inside can ease the equity issues surrounding global 
covid vaccine distribution. John Yang has the story.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013520

In our news wrap Wednesday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken tested positive for COVID-19, Beijing shut 
down dozens of subway stations and bus routes as it tries to stem a COVID outbreak, Wall Street shot higher 
after Fed chair Jerome Powell played down talk of even larger rate hikes, and Ukrainian refugees are 
crowding into a shelter in Mexico City hoping to gain entry into the United States.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013520

Just beyond Ukraine's frontlines, there is another fight to keep those injured on the battlefield alive. 
Resources are low, but the volunteers who run a vast network of emergency medical services remain 
committed to their lifesaving work. Elsewhere, care for ailments and illness is hard to come by for ordinary 
Ukrainians Willem Marx and videographer Edward Kiernan report.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013521

Nearly 15 million people around the world have died from COVID's impact, directly or indirectly, during the 
first two years of the pandemic, according to a new World Health Organization report. It’s also about three 
times higher than governments have reported so far. University of Washington's Jonathan Wakefield, whose 
modeling work helped produce the report, joins William Brangham for more.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013523

In our news wrap Monday, the son of one-time Philippines dictator Ferdinand Marcos scored a landslide 
victory in the country's presidential election, Sri Lanka's prime minister resigned after weeks of protests, the 
death toll continues rising in Havana, Cuba after Friday's explosion at a luxury hotel, and authorities in 
Shanghai intensified COVID measures Despite a drop in cases.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013524

The U.S. is in the midst of its worst deadly bird flu outbreak in years. Millions of poultry and wild birds 
have been killed. And although the risk to human health is low, the impacts have trickled down to 
consumers. William Brangham traveled to the Midwest, where producers and scientists are desperately 
trying to stay ahead of the virus.

6:00 PM 05/10/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013525

As the death toll from the coronavirus nears 1 million Americans, we’ve been exploring why the u.S. 
Suffered such a terrible loss, especially when compared to other nations similar to us. While there are many 
reasons for this, one of them is that many Americans have not wanted to be vaccinated. William Brangham 
reports.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013526

In our news wrap Thursday, the Jan. 6 committee in Congress subpoenaed House Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy and four other Republicans, North Korea acknowledged its first COVID outbreak, Palestinians 
mourn journalist Shireen Abu Akleh who was shot dead during an Israeli raid in the West Bank, and 
astronomers captured the first image of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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013526
As we approach the tragic milestone of 1 million deaths from COVID-19 in the U.S. we wanted to bring you 
reflections from some of the people we’ve met over the past two years of this pandemic. A paramedic, a 
nurse, a single mom, a sister, a daughter, a student -- all facing their own challenges and carrying their own 
hopes for what comes next.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013526

President Biden on Thursday marked the U.S. nearing one million lives lost due to the pandemic and called 
on Congress to pass funding for more COVID relief. The pandemic has claimed more than 6 million lives 
worldwide, though WHO estimates the real toll tops 15 million deaths tied to the virus. Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
Biden’s chief medical adviser, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013527

With the U.S. marking the tragic milestone of 1 million lives lost from COVID-19, we wanted to pause to 
acknowledge this immense, collective loss and remember just some of the Americans who have perished 
from the virus since the pandemic began.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013527

Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart and Washington Post columnist Gary Abernathy join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the U.S. marks a million deaths from COVID-19, 
Congress reached an impasse on pandemic funding, and the Jan. 6 committee issued subpoenas for five 
Republican lawmakers.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 12 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013528

The CDC on Monday formally confirmed that COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. have surpassed 1 million. That's 
roughly the American death toll in the Civil War and World War II combined. It’s the highest reported death 
toll of any country, and comes as cases are again on the rise. Dr. Eric Topol, founder and director of the 
Scripps Research Translational Institute, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/16/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013529

In our news wrap Tuesday, the FDA authorized Pfizer's low-dose COVID booster for kids 5 to 11 years old, 
China restricted more Beijing residents to their homes to help control a small outbreak, U.S highway deaths 
shot up last year after a lull during the pandemic, and Congress held its first hearing in half a century on 
unidentified aerial phenomena.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013529

It's impossible to fully convey the staggering toll of COVID-19, with the number of deaths in the U.S. from 
the virus equal to losing the entire populations of Boston and Pittsburgh. But numbers describe just one part 
of this and the lives it has impacted. Ed Yong, of The Atlantic, who has been writing about the COVID-19 
for more than two years, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013530

In our news wrap Wednesday, COVID cases are spiking as federal health officials call for indoor mask 
mandates, Russia released video of Ukrainian soldiers abandoning the Azovstal steel plant, the U.S. embassy 
reopened in Kyiv, Finland and Sweden handed in their applications to join NATO, and a former Minneapolis 
police officer pleaded guilty to a manslaughter charge in George Floyd's death.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013532

In our news wrap Friday, children in the U.S. ages 5 to 11 began receiving their Pfizer COVID vaccine 
booster shots after the CDC gave its final approval, a federal judge rules COVID asylum restrictions must 
continue on the border, the Justice Department unveiled new efforts to combat hate crimes after the massacre 
in Buffalo, and Russia claims it's taken full control of the city of Mariupol.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013533

In our news wrap Monday, Pfizer says three small doses of its COVID-19 vaccine offers strong protection to 
children under 5, the U.S. surgeon general warned of burnout and staffing shortages among health care 
workers, the first Russian soldier to be tried for war crimes during the conflict in Ukraine was sentenced to 
life in prison, and the number of refugees globally crossed the 100-million mark.

6:00 PM 05/23/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013533
Questions are swirling around an apparent outbreak of monkeypox, a rare disease that has been found in a 
number of countries around the world including the U.S. In light of the pandemic, many are asking about 
what they need to know. Dr. Peter Hotez, dean of the National School of Tropical Medicine at the Baylor 
College of Medicine, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/23/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013534

Cases of COVID-19 are moving back up again at a rapid pace, driven by a highly contagious offshoot of the 
original omicron strain. Meanwhile, parents of young kids are eagerly awaiting approval of Pfizer’s and 
likely Moderna’s vaccines for kids under 5 years old. Katherine Wu, a writer for The Atlantic who has a 
Ph.D. in microbiology, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013536

China and Russia on Thursday blocked a U.S. attempt in the United Nations Security Council to punish 
North Korea for testing missiles that are banned by previous resolutions by the council. North Korea’s tests 
this week of ballistic missiles, including one that Pyongyang says can reach the east coast of the U.S., 
coincide with its first major outbreak of COVID-19. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/26/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013538

In our news wrap Monday, President Biden spent this Memorial Day honoring U.S. service members who 
have paid the ultimate sacrifice for this country, at least 91 people have died from weekend floods in Brazil, 
the season's first hurricane in the eastern Pacific Ocean region barreled ashore in Mexico, and new COVID-
19 cases in the U.S. were up 21 percent over the last two weeks.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 2 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013538

Christine Catipon is clinical psychologist at the University of California, Irvine Counseling Center. Growing 
up Filipina, she says that people around her did not want to talk about mental health. Catipon is now working 
to dismantle barriers that keep people away from this crucial therapy. She shares her Brief But Spectacular 
take on Asian American mental health.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013541

It has been just over a week since the shooting in Uvalde, Texas, but families and community members are 
just beginning to navigate their grief. Counselors and mental health services are helping the community cope 
with the trauma and loss. Dr. Martha Livingston, CEO and clinical director of the San Antonio Counseling 
and Behavioral Center, joins Amna Nawaz to talk about her work in Uvalde.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013544

In our news wrap Tuesday, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told the Senate Finance Committee inflation will 
remain high, the Department of Homeland Security warns of potential new threats from domestic extremists, 
the World Bank lowered its economic outlook, Russia says it now controls most of Ukraine's Luhansk 
province, and an FDA advisory committee recommended approving Novavax's COVID vaccine.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013545

India has long been called the world’s pharmacy as the largest producer of generic drugs as well as vaccines 
on the globe. A lot of that capacity was repurposed and increased to produce COVID vaccines, intended 
particularly for low-income countries. But demand has dwindled, creating a glut even as vast regions remain 
largely unvaccinated. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from India.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013547

In our news wrap Friday, the Biden administration says overseas travelers to the U.S. will no longer have to 
test negative for COVID-19 within a day before they fly after the CDC determined the requirement is no 
longer necessary, the U.S. and other Western Hemisphere nations announced principles for handling 
migrants and refugees at the Summit of the Americas, and fighting raged in east Ukraine.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 2 Minute 
Segment
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013549
In our news wrap Tuesday, an FDA advisory panel voted to recommend that the CDC approve Moderna's 
vaccine for kids 6 to 17 years old, the Labor Department says wholesale prices were up 10.8 percent from a 
year ago, the House approved expanding Supreme Court security, Ukraine suffers heavy losses in 
Sievierodonetsk, and Britain pressed ahead with plan to deport asylum-seekers to Rwanda.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013550

Advisers to the Food and Drug Administration on Wednesday endorsed COVID vaccinations for children 
under 5. The FDA approved reduced-strength vaccines from Moderna and Pfizer for the age group. With 
CDC approval, shots could be available as soon as Monday for some 18 million children. Dr. Andrea Singh, 
chief of pediatrics at Park Nicollet Clinics and Hospital, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013552

In our news wrap Friday, the Food and Drug Administration authorized the first COVID-19 vaccines for 
children under age 5, the Federal Reserve doubled down on its pledge to curb soaring inflation, former 
Trump adviser Peter Navarro pleaded not guilty to contempt of Congress, and the British government 
approved the extradition of Wikileaks founder Julian Assange to the U.S on spying charges.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013552

More than 100 million Americans this week were under some sort of heat advisory, and were warned to stay 
indoors if possible. From Texas to California, a massive heat wave has set record temperatures, raising 
concerns about how hot is too hot. W. Larry Kenney, a professor of physiology and kinesiology at Penn 
State, joins William Brangham for more on how extreme temperatures impact the body.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013553

In our news wrap Monday, children under the age of 5 began receiving COVID vaccines, President Biden 
considers a pause on the federal gas tax, militants killed at least 132 villagers in Mali, Israel is headed for a 
new election, the Biden administration reached an agreement with Native American tribes to co-manage 
Bears Ears National Monument in Utah, and Russia unleashed new assaults on Ukraine.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013556

After a two-year review, the Food and Drug Administration announced Thursday it will ban all vaping and e-
cigarette products sold by Juul. It's part of a series of more aggressive moves by the FDA to target vaping 
and smoking. Matthew Myers, president of the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, joins William Brangham 
to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013558

About half of the nation’s hospitals include arts programming, and the trend appears to be growing. One of 
the leading centers for studying how art can influence health is the University of Florida’s arts in medicine 
program, where students can earn a degree in the field. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, 
"CANVAS."

6:00 PM 06/27/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013559

In the days since the Supreme Court’s ruling overturning Roe v. Wade, one state after another has outlawed 
abortion. Illinois is one of the few states in the middle of the country where people can legally access 
abortion care. In a report co-produced with the PBS NewsHour, Kaiser Health News correspondent Sarah 
Varney went to Illinois to see what's happening there.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care PBS NewsHour  
013561

The Biden administration has launched a vaccination campaign against monkeypox, making nearly 300,000 
shots available in the coming weeks. There are around 350 known cases of the virus in the U.S., and zero 
deaths, but there are concerns about its spread. Joseph Osmundson, a molecular microbiologist at New York 
University and author of “Virology,” joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Health/Health Care/Safety Independent Lens 
#2115 (PBS)

Meet a visionary doctor on a journey to find a cure for cancer. Nobel Prize winner Dr. Jim Allison spent 
decades waging a lonely but ultimately fruitful quest to discover a way the immune system can stop cancer in 
its tracks.

3:30 PM 04/17/22 1.5 Hours
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Health/Health Care/Safety Discovering Your 

Warrior Spirit with 
D.J. Vanas (PFP)

Tap into the power of your warrior spirit by applying Native American traditions and philosophy to the 
challenges of everyday life. D.J. Eagle Bear Vanas (Ottawa) provides a clear and compelling guide to 
creating a more rewarding and satisfying life.

3:30 PM 04/30/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Before Stage Four: 
Confronting Early 
Psychosis (APTEX)

BEFORE STAGE FOUR: CONFRONTING EARLY PSYCHOSIS offers a stark yet hopeful look into a 
new movement in the mental health community. The compelling story takes viewers across the country - 
from Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, to San Francisco, California. Episodes of early psychosis, marked by 
temporary breaks from reality and disruptive thoughts and perceptions, often strike during adolescence and 
young adulthood, and all too often the underlying illness isn't treated until it reaches a crisis point. By then, 
young people are likely to leave school or work, only to begin a life-long journey of spotty treatment, 
recurring episodes, and unfulfilled hopes of an education, career, marriage and children. Sometimes the end 
result is suicide. "We don't wait until cancer reaches stage four before we start treating it," says Paul 
Gionfriddo, president and CEO of Mental Health America in Washington, D.C. "But that's how we treat 
psychosis." But groundbreaking data now shows a significant success rate for people who receive early, 
coordinated care. "First Episode Psychosis" (FEP) programs are the latest beacon of light in the mental 
health community. BEFORE STAGE FOUR features several personal stories, including that of Gionfriddo's 
adult son who became a casualty of the mental health system - and is now dealing with long-term 
schizophrenia and chronic homelessness in San Francisco. It also focuses on FEP early treatment programs 
that are literally saving young lives, including a highly regarded center in Philadelphia. Also featured are 
ground-breaking brain studies from the University of Pittsburgh that could one day predict a young person's 
vulnerability to psychosis so that families can intervene "Before Stage Four."

2:30 PM 05/22/22 30 Minutes

Health/Health Care/Safety American Experience 
#3404 (PBS)

Over 100 years before the COVID-19 pandemic set off a nationwide wave of fear and anti-Asian sentiment, 
an outbreak of bubonic plague in San Francisco's Chinatown unleashed a similar crisis. The death of a 
Chinese immigrant in 1900 would have likely gone unnoticed if a medical officer hadn't discovered a 
swollen black lymph node on his groin - evidence of bubonic plague. Fearing the city would become the 
American epicenter of the disease, health officials drew on racist pseudoscience to cover up the threat and 
protect San Francisco's burgeoning economy. As the outbreak continued to spread, public health officer 
Rupert Blue became determined to save his city. He established ties to Chinatown and ultimately proved that 
throngs of flea-infested rats-rather than the "foreign" habits of the Chinese-were the real reason the disease 
persisted. Based on David K. Randall's "Black Death at the Golden Gate: The Race to Save America from 
the Bubonic Plague" and directed by Li-Shin Yu.

8:00 PM 05/24/22 2 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Prevent Deep Vein 
Thrombosis (DVT): A 
Sit and Be Fit Special 
(NETA)

DVT (deep vein thrombosis) is a largely preventable condition that claims 300,000 lives each year in the 
United States. This special Sit and Be Fit episode will help increase awareness of risk factors and symptoms; 
and most importantly will show viewers movement based strategies for preventing this potentially fatal 
condition. March, as National Prevent DVT Month, is the perfect time to share this important information.

6:00 AM 06/04/22 30 Minutes
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Health/Health Care/Safety You, Happier with 

Daniel Amen, Md 
(EPS)

If you're feeling less happy than you did a few years ago, you are not alone. Americans are the unhappiest 
they've been since the Great Depression, and it's causing big problems. Being unhappy is associated with 
increased stress, fatigue, weight gain, heart disease, premature aging, and a harder (and shorter) life. And it 
puts a strain on relationships. Depression has tripled, and anxiety and addictions have reached record highs. 
This is so sad. But it doesn't have to be this way. You can learn to cultivate happiness even when it seems 
like the world is crumbling around you. There's a proven, brain-based solution to this sad problem. In this 
groundbreaking program, world-famous psychiatrist and founder of Amen Clinics, Dr. Daniel Amen, author 
of You, Happier: The 7 Neuroscience Secrets of Feeling Good Based on Your Brain Type will show you 
how you can be 30% happier in just 30 days!

10:00 AM 06/04/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Pain Secrets: The 
Science of Everyday 
Pain (FRP)

Explore the origins of everyday pain and learn ways to help minimize or resolve it. Featuring interviews with 
leading experts, the program explains cutting-edge modalities of treatment that have proven to be powerful 
ways to help diminish pain.

2:30 PM 06/04/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety World of Wisdom & 
Wonder (FRP)

Escape the stress of everyday life with scenes of nature's breathtaking vistas set to soaring original music 
and universal words of wisdom. Offering comfort, encouragement and hope, the program is a soothing balm 
for the soul.

10:00 AM 06/05/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety EAT YOUR 
MEDICINE: The 
Pegan Diet with Mark 
Hyman, MD (EPS)

Dr. Mark Hyman is a practicing medical doctor who has been studying nutrition and treating patients for 
over 30 years. He practices a style of medicine called Functional Medicine which uncovers and addresses the 
root cause of disease-the only way to actually cure and reverse chronic conditions. One of the most common 
conditions he treats is FLC syndrome-that's Feel Like Crap syndrome. Unfortunately, FLC syndrome is 
commonplace among so many of us. But, the good news is, by the end of this 60-minute show, you'll learn 
all about reversing FLC syndrome, along with many other chronic diseases, using the most powerful drug on 
the planet. This medicine is available to everyone, and it works faster, better, and is cheaper than any other 
drug on the market-and all the side effects are good ones.

10:00 AM 06/11/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety The Brain Revolution 
(PFP)

Explore neuroplasticity - the untapped power to improve our lives as we age - to learn how the brain works 
and how we can make it work for us. Features the latest scientific research and an easy-to-follow plan for 
maximizing and protecting the brain.

4:00 PM 06/11/22 2 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Overcoming Anxiety, 
Depression, Trauma, 
and Grief with Daniel 
Amen MD and Tana 
Amen (EPS)

The world is in turmoil and Americans are the unhappiest they've been in 50 years. With millions sickened 
from COVID-19 and more than 300,000 Americans dead in a global pandemic that brought social isolation, 
grief, fear, and an economy in tatters mixed with anti-racism protests after the killing of George Floyd and 
the ongoing political divide, we've been brought to our emotional knees. As a nation, we're feeling so 
stressed and unhappy, it sparked a dramatic rise in the number of new prescriptions for antidepressants, anti-
anxiety medications and sleep aids during and after the pandemic. Depression, the opposite of being happy, 
tripled in just few months in early 2020, from 8.5%, which was already up from the prior decade, to a 
horrifying 27.8%. But you do not have to feel this way even when it seems like the world is crumbling 
around you. In this program, psychiatrist Dr. Daniel Amen, the author of Your Brain Is Always Listening; 
and his wife Tana Amen, an ICU nurse and author of The Relentless Courage of a Scared Child will show 
you how to tame the hidden dragons that cause these problems to help you feel happier, more positive and 
more in control of your own emotions.

10:00 AM 06/12/22 1.5 Hours
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Health/Health Care/Safety Aging Backwards 3 

with Miranda 
Esmonde-White 
(APTEX)

Did you know that you actually have a choice in how you age, and whether you remain mobile, healthy and 
pain-free throughout your life?In the pledge special AGING BACKWARDS 3, former ballerina Miranda 
Esmonde-White uses groundbreaking science to develop a practical six-point plan anyone can use to keep 
their minds sharp and their bodies active using gentle daily movement.

1:30 PM 06/12/22 1 Hour

Health/Health Care/Safety Independent Lens 
#2101 (PBS)

Go inside the lives of four surrogates in Boise, Idaho and the intended parents whose children they carry. 
Follows the women as they navigate the rigors of pregnancy and the mixed feelings of their own families, 
who struggle to understand.

3:30 PM 06/19/22 1.5 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Hiding in Plain Sight 
#101 (NPS)

This series takes a look at the experiences of young people living with mental health conditions with a focus 
on the importance of awareness and compassion. This series will shine a light on what life looks like for 
these young people as well as for the parents, teachers, friends, and healthcare providers in their lives.

8:00 PM 06/27/22 2 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Hiding in Plain Sight 
#102 (NPS)

This series takes a look at the experiences of young people living with mental health conditions with a focus 
on the importance of awareness and compassion. This series will shine a light on what life looks like for 
these young people as well as for the parents, teachers, friends, and healthcare providers in their lives.

8:00 PM 06/28/22 2 Hours

Health/Health Care/Safety Becoming Trauma 
Responsive (APTEX)

Becoming Trauma Responsive, explores the effects of trauma on learning, behavior, and developing 
relationships. Throughout the course of the Covid 19 pandemic, schools across the country were strained to 
meet the social and emotional needs of students. Most school districts throughout the US reported large 
increases in reported depression and general anxiety throughout the 2020 - 2021 school year for students and 
educators in their buildings. Unfortunately for individuals already affected by trauma, the stress and constant 
change during the pandemic was felt even stronger. Our film documents the experiences of three different 
schools in Kansas and Missouri during the pandemic (preschool through high school) to see how each has 
adapted and changed to meet the needs of their students and staff. We also interviewed trauma experts who 
have spent decades in the field of therapy, brain science, and counseling to learn how to teach kids resiliency 
despite hardships and traumatic events in their lives. Finally, we hear the story of Nathan Ross, a victim of 
one of one of the most high-profile cases of child abuse and neglect in Kansas City, MO and how he was 
able to channel his experiences to help others in foster care and adoption. His message to educators provides 
a unique look at what we can do help kids even when we don?t know their background.

3:00 PM     
7:00 PM

05/22/22     
06/28/22

1 Hour

Health/Health Care/Safety Allaire Back Fitness 
(KNME)

Dr. Lisa Allaire, D.C. takes you through a step-by-step progression of exercises designed to help you 
develop a strong and healthy back. Chiropractor, Dr. Lisa Allaire, leads you through a series of exercises-
beginner to intermediate/advanced- that will improve the strength and fitness of your core and postural 
muscles. Join the workouts and gain more strength, flexibility, and stability.

5:30 AM Weekdays 30 Minutes

Health/Health Care/Safety Body Electric 
(KNME)

Motivates participants to develop strong muscles and bones using light resistance with graceful movements 
to popular music.  The mood is definitely upbeat, and viewers of all ages credit the program with increased 
fitness and vitality.

6:00 AM Weekdays 30 Minutes
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Health/Health Care/Safety Classical Stretch: By 

Essentrics (APTEX)
Created, produced and hosted by former professional ballerina Miranda Esmonde-White, the continuing 
series CLASSICAL STRETCH: BY ESSENTRICS helps people of all ages and fitness levels rebalance their 
bodies, increase mobility and keep joints healthy and pain-free. Based on the fitness technique Essentrics, 
developed by Miranda, each 30-minute episode features a full-body workout with dynamic strengthening 
and stretching exercises: all-standing, all-floor or all-barre. In CLASSICAL STRETCH: BY ESSENTRICS 
XI, participants will notice an immediate increase in flexibility and a release of tension in their muscles after 
each episode-improving their posture and range of motion. Stress is released and aches and pains are soothed 
through the gradual unlocking of the entire body.

5:00 AM Weekdays 30 Minutes

Health/Health Care/Safety Happy Yoga with 
Sarah Starr (Acces)

"Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr" is a T.V. program designed to inspire others to greater health and well being 
through a rejuvenating chair yoga practice, all while featuring the beauty of Mother Nature. The chair 
replaces the yoga mat and becomes an extension of your body allowing you to take advantage of yoga's 
benefits, relaxing your body and mind, boosting your fitness, flexibility and improving your overall well-
being from the ease of a chair.

5:00 AM Weekends 30 Minutes

Health/Health Care/Safety Sit & Be Fit (NETA) Addresses the gentle exercise needs of seniors and those with physical limitations. Elements of the show 
include a section devoted to viewer health concerns, exercises set to age-appropriate music, relaxation 
techniques, and strengthening and stretching routines utilizing a variety of easy-to-use items around the 
home.

6:00 AM Weekends 30 Minutes

Health/Health Care/Safety Wai Lana Yoga 
(APTEX)

Instructor Wai Lana's approach to the ancient science of yoga targets overall health by focusing not only on 
the body, but also on the mind and spirit.

5:30 AM Weekends 30 Minutes

Homosexuality PBS NewsHour  
013521

A survey from The Trevor Project found that 45 percent of LGBTQ youth across the U.S. seriously 
considered suicide last year. Fourteen percent attempted suicide and the rate was even higher among 
transgender and non-binary individuals. That builds on what the CDC found last month in its first national 
survey of high schoolers. The Trevor Project's Sam Ames joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Homosexuality PBS NewsHour  
013544

Singer-songwriter Syd is one of the pioneering and most prominent voices to sing about same-sex 
relationships in R&B music. She has now released solo music after working with hip-hop collective Odd 
Future, and her own Grammy-nominated band The Internet. Syd offers her Brief But Spectacular Take on 
her path to being an artist.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013497

The Biden administration announced Friday that it will be phasing out what's known as Title 42, a policy 
that prevented migrants from seeking asylum in the U.S. due to public health concerns amid the COVID-19 
pandemic. Washington Post immigration reporter Nick Miroff joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013497

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's decision to tap the country's strategic 
petroleum reserve, a return to pre-pandemic border policies and the latest on the Jan. 6 investigation.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 13 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013505

In our news wrap Wednesday, the CDC extended a COVID mask requirements for air travel and public 
transit for two more weeks, the head of the WHO said Ukraine gets far more attention than those suffering in 
non-white nations, police in New York arrested the man wanted in Tuesday's mass shooting on a subway 
train, and a dispute over immigration policy led to gridlocked at the Texas border.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  

013515
As the pandemic eases, the influx of migrants on the U.S. southern border is reaching record levels. And the 
Biden administration is facing new questions from both sides of the aisle about plans to roll back Title 42, 
the policy that has kept many migrants out of the country. Lisa Desjardins joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013520

In our news wrap Wednesday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken tested positive for COVID-19, Beijing shut 
down dozens of subway stations and bus routes as it tries to stem a COVID outbreak, Wall Street shot higher 
after Fed chair Jerome Powell played down talk of even larger rate hikes, and Ukrainian refugees are 
crowding into a shelter in Mexico City hoping to gain entry into the United States.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013522

As long as he can remember, author Viet Thanh Nguyen has been interested in how stories about his home 
country of Vietnam are told in America. In his own works, including the Pulitzer-winning novel "The 
Sympathizer," he centers on the voices of refugees like himself. He offers his Brief But Spectacular take on 
writing and memory.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 3 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013547

In our news wrap Friday, the Biden administration says overseas travelers to the U.S. will no longer have to 
test negative for COVID-19 within a day before they fly after the CDC determined the requirement is no 
longer necessary, the U.S. and other Western Hemisphere nations announced principles for handling 
migrants and refugees at the Summit of the Americas, and fighting raged in east Ukraine.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 2 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013550

In the United Kingdom, the Conservative Party is facing criticism for its new migration deal with Rwanda. 
As part of a new resettlement scheme, migrants who arrive illegally on British shores would be flown 4,000 
miles away to Rwanda for resettling. Zoe Gardner of the Joint Council for Welfare of Immigrants, an 
organization among those representing deportees, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Immigration/Refugees PBS NewsHour  
013561

The Supreme Court’s decision on the “Remain in Mexico” policy is a surprise win for the Biden 
administration but comes with complicated political implications. NewsHour's Laura Barrón-López joins 
Judy Woodruff to give us a sense of how the White House is reacting to the news.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Media PBS NewsHour  
013505

It is often said that truth is the first casualty in any war. Propaganda, disinformation and outright lies have 
always been dependable tactics to win hearts and minds. But in a world more connected than ever by 
technology, it is more possible for anyone to root out information. It’s called open source intelligence, and as 
Miles O’Brien reports, some are using it to lift the fog of war in Ukraine.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Media PBS NewsHour  
013517

Imagine a beautiful cube in which you can store all your memories, allowing access to them whenever you 
want. But there is a tradeoff. Others can access it, or, in a sense, you. Jennifer Egan has dreamed up this 
nonexistent technology in her new novel, "The Candy House." Jeffrey Brown talks to the Pulitzer Prize-
winning author about her latest work of fiction for our series, "CANVAS."

6:00 PM 04/29/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Media PBS NewsHour  
013526

In our news wrap Thursday, the Jan. 6 committee in Congress subpoenaed House Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy and four other Republicans, North Korea acknowledged its first COVID outbreak, Palestinians 
mourn journalist Shireen Abu Akleh who was shot dead during an Israeli raid in the West Bank, and 
astronomers captured the first image of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Media PBS NewsHour  

013553
Mark Shields, a syndicated columnist and commentator, was a fixture on the NewsHour for 33 years, 
providing insights into our nation's politics each Friday night before his retirement in December 2020. He 
died on Saturday at the age of 85. His daughter Amy Doyle, and his longtime sparring partner, New York 
Times columnist David Brooks, join Judy Woodruff to remember his life and legacy.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 15 Minute 
Segment

Media DW the Day (PBS) The Day provides viewers with the background and analysis they need to understand the top stories of the 
last 24 hours. Join our Chief News Anchor Brent Goff as he puts the day's events into context and discusses 
them with experts and correspondents in the field.

10:30 PM 
11:00 PM

Tues - Fri      
Mondays

30 Minutes

Media PBS Newshour (PBS) The PBS NewsHour continues to provide in-depth analysis of current events with a news summary, live 
interviews and discussions of domestic and international issues.

6:00 PM Weekdays 1 Hour

Media PBS Newshour 
Weekend (PBS)

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND features a summary of the day's national and international news, using 
renowned experts to offer analysis. Each weekend broadcast will contain original, in-depth field reporting on 
topics including education, healthcare, the economy, energy, science and technology, religion, finance and 
the arts. Hari Sreenivasan anchors.

5:00 PM Weekends 30 Minutes

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013502

Prosecutors this week declined to charge a white Minneapolis police officer in the fatal shooting of a Black 
man, Amir Locke. It comes nearly two years after the murder of George Floyd. Those killings have forced 
parents to grapple with how to talk to kids about racism and policing. Fred de Sam Lazaro looks at 
“Something Happened in Our Town,” a book-turned-play helping with those conversations.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013504

Since 2005, the National Urban League has released an annual "Equality Index" to compare how Black 
Americans are doing in comparison to white Americans. This year, the index shows that Black Americans 
get only 73.9 percent of what white Americans enjoy. Marc Morial, president and CEO of the National 
Urban League, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013521

The pandemic took a particularly heavy toll on the restaurant business, with tens of thousands shutting their 
doors for good. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro visited one unusual establishment that’s bucking 
the trend, and reviving Native American food traditions that disappeared after European settlement in North 
America. It’s part of our series, "Agents for Change."

6:00 PM 05/05/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013525

The federal government on Wednesday detailed for the first time the brutality and treatment Native 
American children suffered when they were forcibly moved into U.S. boarding schools during the course of 
150 years. Deborah Parker, CEO of the National Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition and a 
member of the Tulalip Tribe in Washington, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013528

This attack in Buffalo in a predominantly Black neighborhood, like too many before it, is leading to another 
period of conversation and self-examination for some on questions of race, white supremacy and extremist 
ideology. Eric Ward, of the Southern Poverty Law Center, and Jelani Cobb, the next dean of the Columbia 
Journalism School, join Judy Woodruff to discuss for our series, "Race Matters."

6:00 PM 05/16/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013529

The month of May is dedicated to both Asian American Pacific Islander heritage and mental health 
awareness. The youth mental health podcast "On Our Minds," which is part of Student Reporting Labs 
network, takes a look at the toll Asian American stereotypes take on teen mental health and well being. 
Podcast host Faiza Ashar delves into the topic with student filmmaker Mabelen Bonifacio.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 3 Minute 
Segment
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Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  

013534
New Orleans is a unique city where its people are part of a rich melting pot of diversity that has made its 
food world-famous. But many of the culture bearers of that history are being shut out of the top jobs in the 
city's restaurants, including as leading chefs. And that's had serious consequences for Black workers in the 
industry. NewsHour's Roby Chavez reports.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013535

Wednesday marks the second anniversary of George Floyd's murder at the hands of police in Minneapolis. 
His death touched off protests and a global movement for racial justice. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports on a 
new book, "His Name Is George Floyd," which examines Floyd’s life and America’s ongoing struggle with 
systemic racism.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights Frontline #4012 
(PBS)

Investigating the Minneapolis police in the aftermath of the murder of George Floyd. With Pulitzer Prize 
winning reporters from the Star Tribune - from the killing and protests to the trial of Derek Chauvin to the 
struggle for accountability.

9:00 PM 05/31/22 1.5 Hours

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013549

There have been several recent incidents where far-right, white supremacist groups have targeted LGBTQ 
people, including last weekend at a pride event in Idaho and a during a drag story hour at a library in 
California. J.M. Berger, a writer and researcher who focuses on extremist ideologies and has written four 
books on the topic, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 9 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013553

June marks 40 years since the brutal death of Vincent Chin. The 27-year-old was beaten to death with a 
baseball bat by two men, who were fined $3,000 and received no jail time. His death sparked calls for 
justice and a national movement among Asian Americans. Author Min Jin Lee, a writer-in-residence at 
Amherst College, joins Amna Nawaz for more on his death and Asian American identity today.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights PBS NewsHour  
013553

Monday marked just the second time in U.S. history that the federal government has recognized Juneteenth. 
The holiday celebrates June 19, 1865, when Union soldiers brought word of slavery’s end to Galveston, 
Texas, freeing the last enslaved people after the Emancipation Proclamation was signed. Peniel Joseph, 
founder of The Center for the Study of Race and Democracy, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 10 Minute 
Segment

Minorities/Civil Rights POV #201 (NPS) A young Chinese-American engineer, Vincent Chin, was mistaken for Japanese and beaten to death by 
Ronald Ebens in Detroit. This program investigates Chin's murder and the prejudices that led to his death.

3:30 PM 06/26/22 1.5 Hours

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013498

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the latest political news, including an emerging bipartisan deal on Capitol Hill to give the White 
House some of the money it says it needs for COVID testing and vaccinations, and former Gov. Sarah 
Palin’s pursuit of a vacant congressional seat in Alaska.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013499

In our news wrap Tuesday, the U.S. Senate moved ahead with debating the nomination of Ketanji Brown 
Jackson to the Supreme Court, China's COVID lockdown in Shanghai has been extended indefinitely in the 
face of a spreading outbreak, Peru's president imposed a day-long curfew amid violent protests, and a trial 
opened at the International Criminal Court on atrocities in Sudan's Darfur region.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013499

The atrocities apparently committed by Russia in Ukraine echoed in the halls of the United Nations Tuesday, 
as President Volodymyr Zelenskyy issued a condemnation of the world body, and the UN Security Council 
in particular, where Russia sits as a permanent member. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Linda 
Thomas Greenfield joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 10 Minute 
Segment
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National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  

013500
Text messages uncovered by the Jan. 6 committee between former President Trump's chief of staff and Ginni 
Thomas, wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, have raised ethical questions about the court. 
Gabe Roth, executive director of Fix the Court, and John Malcolm, of the Meese Center for Legal and 
Judicial Studies at the Heritage Foundation, join John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013501

In our news wrap Thursday, a near-unanimous Congress voted to cut off normal trade relations with Russia 
and ban imports of Russian oil, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi tested positive COVID, Pakistan's supreme 
court rejected Prime Minister Imran Khan's bid to stay in power, and the trial in the killing of journalist and 
Saudi dissident Jamal Khashoggi will be moved to Saudi Arabia.

6:00 PM 04/07/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013501

When Will Hurd announced in 2019 he would not seek re-election to his border district's congressional seat, 
the House Republicans' only Black member was known as one of the few in his party to openly criticize then-
President Trump. Now, the former congressman says it's time for a total overhaul of America’s political 
system. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss his new book, "American Reboot."

6:00 PM 04/07/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013501

In a historic first, the Senate Thursday narrowly confirmed Ketanji Brown Jackson to become the first Black 
woman on the Supreme Court. Three Republican senators joined all 50 Democrats in voting for Jackson. 
LaDoris Cordell, who became the first Black woman judge in northern California and recently published a 
memoir titled "Her Honor," joins Amna Nawaz for more on the confirmation.

6:00 PM 04/07/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013502

In our news wrap Friday, a second Proud Boys member pleaded guilty to conspiracy in the Jan. 6 attacks, the 
White House celebrated Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson's Supreme Court confirmation, Pakistan's prime 
minister accepts ruling blocking bid to dissolve parliament, France readies for presidential election, and 
SpaceX launched the first private charter to the International Space Station.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013502

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Geoff Bennett to discuss the week in politics, including Ketanji Brown Jackson's historic confirmation to the 
U.S. Supreme Court and states’ efforts to install restrictive new abortion laws.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 13 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013503

The U.S. Postal Service has secured a major victory that will keep it afloat and address service delays that 
have plagued the agency in recent years. President Biden on Monday signed a sweeping bill into law that 
will overhaul the agency's finances and allow it to modernize. But there are still questions about its future. 
Jacob Bogage, of the Washington Post, joins Geoff Bennet to discuss

6:00 PM 04/11/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013503

Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and Laura Barrón-López of POLITICO join Lisa 
Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including a recharged debate over President Biden's nominee 
to run the agency that regulates guns, legislation on abortion and former President Trump’s influence on key 
races as the primary election season kicks into high gear.

6:00 PM 04/11/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013505

In a survey conducted by the Brennan Center last month, three-quarters of local election officials said they 
think threats against them have increased. One in six say they have personally been threatened because of 
their work. In Maine, a new law now makes those threats against election workers a misdemeanor. Maine 
Secretary of State Shenna Bellows joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  

013507
Since the invasion of Ukraine the Kremlin has further stifled what little freedom Russians had to criticize the 
government. Garry Kasparov, prominent Russian opposition figure, a chess grandmaster, former world 
champion and now chairman of the Renew Democracy Initiative, which promotes democracy in the U.S. and 
abroad, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 10 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013508

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Amna Nawaz to 
discuss the latest political news, including President Biden’s predicament of trying to fulfill his climate 
change agenda while addressing rising energy prices, a new poll finding that Biden is losing support from 
young people, plus former President Donald Trump’s latest political endorsements.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013510

How did the Jan. 6 attack happen? A new podcast, “Will Be Wild,” explores that question. Correspondent 
Lisa Desjardins talked to podcast co-host Andrea Bernstein about what we’re learning about former 
President Trump’s role in the violence, a trend of white supremacist violence and government inaction that 
preceded that day, ongoing Congressional investigations and where the country goes now.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013511

With 201 days away from the midterm elections that will determine which party controls the U.S. Congress 
for the next two years, the process of deciding who will be on the ballot kicks into high gear in a matter of 
weeks with primary battles in several key states.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013512

Michigan State Sen. Mallory McMorrow spoke with John Yang about her powerful floor speech this week in 
which she defended herself against false accusations of “grooming” children from a GOP colleague. 
McMorrow spoke passionately about her responsibility to defend people who are less privileged as a white, 
Christian woman – and why that made her a target.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013512

French voters go to the polls Sunday for a second and final vote between incumbent President Emmanuel 
Macron and far right challenger Marine Le Pen. Le Pen, who has run a Trump-style campaign targeting 
immigration has been labeled by Macron as a radical. Meanwhile Le Pen charges that Macron is anti-France. 
Malcolm Brabant reports.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013512

Leaked audio refuted House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy’s claim that he never considered asking 
President Trump to resign after the Jan. 6 insurrection. Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene, facing disqualification 
from running for reelection over alleged support for the insurrection, was forced to confront her own 
incendiary remarks in court. Lisa Desjardins and Geoff Bennett report.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013512

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Amna Nawaz to discuss the week in politics, including how conspiracy theories are enabling politicians to 
drive a new culture war, revelations about Minority Leader McCarthy after Jan. 6, the Biden 
administration’s numerous challenges and Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene’s day in court.

6:00 PM 04/22/22 12 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013513

France's President Emmanuel Macron has promised to unite his divided country after winning reelection for 
a second five-year term. Macron defeated the extreme right-wing candidate Marine Le Pen by a substantial 
margin even as she still managed to secure almost 42 percent of the vote. Special correspondent Malcolm 
Brabant reports from Paris.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013513

In our news wrap Monday, the top Republican in the U.S. House of Representatives, Kevin McCarthy, again 
denied asking former President Trump to resign over the Capitol attack. Also, a New York state judge found 
Trump in contempt of court for failing to turn over business records, mass COVID testing begins for most of 
Beijing, and tribal clashes in Sudan's Darfur region reach the regional capital.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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013513
NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the latest political news, including the midterm elections season and Republican ties to the lie that the 
2020 election was stolen.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013514

The unfounded belief that the 2020 election was rigged has become an important force in American politics, 
especially in this year's Republican primaries. John Yang has more on what the non-profit news organization 
ProPublica and PBS's Frontline found about how the myth of the stolen election grew and spread.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013515

At Washington's National Cathedral Wednesday nearly 1,500 people gathered to remember former Secretary 
of State Madeleine Albright, who died late last month at age 84. The first woman to hold that post was 
memorialized by two presidents, one of her successors, and her three daughters -- all through laughter, tears 
and memories. Amna Nawaz has the story.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 4 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013515

In our news wrap Wednesday, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy faces new disclosures that he 
criticized Republicans after Jan. 6, former President Trump appealed a New York court's contempt finding, 
a battle over Native American rights returned to the Supreme Court, ousted Myanmar leader Aung San Suu 
Kyi was sentenced to jail, and SpaceX sent four astronauts to the Internationals Space Station.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013516

Lawmakers returned to Capitol Hill this week and were met with a growing list of legislative items to tackle. 
From funding for Ukraine to more COVID relief, there’s a lot they’re hoping to accomplish before the 
legislative calendar is upended by midterm elections. NewsHour congressional correspondent Lisa 
Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013517

A new PBS NewsHour/NPR/Marist poll is out Friday and it has good news for Republicans, but indicates a 
rocky road ahead for President Biden and Democrats as the midterm election season swings into gear. Lisa 
Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013517

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including a PBS NewsHour-Marist poll gives insights into 
what voters are thinking, President Biden asks Congress for a big increase in assistance to Ukraine and the 
GOP is brushing aside audiotapes that captured party leaders criticizing their own.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 13 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013518

Former President Trump’s influence in this year’s midterm elections gets its first big test in Tuesday's Ohio 
Senate Republican primary. As John Yang reports, Trump’s surprise endorsement of a one-time self-
proclaimed “never-Trumper” has shaken up the race.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013518

Every night more than 3 million people tune in to Tucker Carlson's show on the Fox News channel – the 
most-watched cable news show last year. A new analysis from The New York Times explores how Carlson 
is using his platform. Nick Confessore, a Times' political and investigative reporter and the author of the 
assessment, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013518

Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and Annie Linskey of The Washington Post join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including Tucker Carlson's role in the Republican Party, a 
closely watched primary election in Ohio and Democrats consider revamping their midterm strategy.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013519

Even before it was published Tuesday, the new book “This Will Not Pass" has been making waves in 
Washington with its revelations about the fallout from the Jan. 6 insurrection, lingering tensions within the 
Republican Party and the first year of the Biden administration. The authors are New York Times reporters 
Jonathan Martin and Alexander Burns, who join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 9 Minute 
Segment
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013520
A busy month of primary elections kicked off Tuesday with a marquee Republican race in Ohio. It was a 
critical test for former President Trump and his influence on the Republican Party. Kyle Kondik, managing 
editor of Sabato's Crystal Ball at the University of Virginia Center for Politics, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013520

If the Supreme Court strikes down Roe v. Wade it will have a major impact in states across the U.S. that 
have already signaled their intention to restrict or ban abortion. Samuel Rodriguez, president of the National 
Hispanic Christian Leadership Conference, and Michele Goodwin, law professor at the University of 
California, Irvine and author of "Policing the Womb," join Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 10 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013522

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Karen Tumulty join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the latest developments from the U.S. Supreme Court 
leaks, culture wars, what early primary election results could mean for this year's midterms and the war in 
Ukraine.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 12 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013522

Vital Voices is a non-profit aimed at promoting women in leadership roles. Judy Woodruff recently spoke 
with the group's president Alyse Nelson, and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton about the war in 
Ukraine, women's reproductive rights and the leaked Supreme Court documents. The conversation took 
place at the opening of the Vital Voices global headquarters.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 16 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013523

In our news wrap Monday, the son of one-time Philippines dictator Ferdinand Marcos scored a landslide 
victory in the country's presidential election, Sri Lanka's prime minister resigned after weeks of protests, the 
death toll continues rising in Havana, Cuba after Friday's explosion at a luxury hotel, and authorities in 
Shanghai intensified COVID measures Despite a drop in cases.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 3 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013523

A leaked early draft of a coming Supreme Court decision suggests Roe v. Wade could be struck down. The 
landmark decision established the constitutional right to abortion and the last major challenge to it came in a 
1992 case called Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey. Kathryn Kolbert, an attorney 
who argued that case for Planned Parenthood, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013523

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to 
discuss the latest political news, including how government at the state and federal levels are reacting after 
the Supreme Court leak on Roe and Democrats change their focus on the midterm elections.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013524

During the 18 months Mark Esper served as secretary of defense, he often clashed with President Trump, 
who wanted to use the military in ways Esper thought were inappropriate. Trump fired Esper in November 
2020, a few days after Trump lost the election. Esper sat down with Judy Woodruff to discuss his 
experiences, which he details in a new book, "A Sacred Oath."

6:00 PM 05/10/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013526

In our news wrap Thursday, the Jan. 6 committee in Congress subpoenaed House Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy and four other Republicans, North Korea acknowledged its first COVID outbreak, Palestinians 
mourn journalist Shireen Abu Akleh who was shot dead during an Israeli raid in the West Bank, and 
astronomers captured the first image of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013526

Finland announced Thursday it would end its decades-long neutral status and seek to join NATO. A formal 
declaration will be made Sunday, while Sweden is expected to follow suit next week. Both nations have 
resisted joining NATO but were spurred by Russia's invasion of Ukraine to change course. Eric Edelman, 
U.S. ambassador to Finland during the Clinton administration, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013526
Nearly 250 years ago, America's founders declared that everyone has "unalienable rights." What those rights 
are has been debated ever since. As the Supreme Court weighs the future of abortion rights the nation's 
divide has come into sharper focus, as growing political polarization plays out in the midterms. University of 
Virginia politics professor Sidney Milkis joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013527

David Gergen is known to many PBS NewsHour NewsHour viewers as a long time commentator on the 
program. But he is perhaps best known for his role serving as an adviser to four American presidents, 
Republicans and Democrats alike. Judy Woodruff spoke to Gergen this week about his new book, "Hearts 
Touched With Fire: How Great Leaders Are Made."

6:00 PM 05/13/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013529

Voters cast ballots today for primary races in key states across the country, and observers are keeping a close 
eye on how endorsements by former President Trump may help or harm candidates in these hotly contested 
races. NewsHour's political correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013529

If history is any guide, Republicans are poised to retake control of the House of Representatives after this 
year's midterm elections. But a battle is underway within the GOP about its beliefs and its future. Matthew 
Continetti, author of the new book, "The Right: The Hundred-Year War for American Conservatism," joins 
Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013530

On Tuesday, the busiest primary day so far of the 2022 midterm elections, there were mixed results for 
Republican candidates endorsed by former President Trump. And for Democrats, several races provided the 
first true test of what the party’s message will be. Lisa Desjardins reports, and David Wasserman of The 
Cook Political Report, and Errin Haines of The 19th, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 11 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013531

In our news wrap Thursday, President Biden backs Finland and Sweden's bids to join NATO, the U.S. 
Senate voted to send Ukraine an additional $40 billion in military and economic aid, a grand jury indicted 
the white man accused of killing 10 black people at a Buffalo supermarket on a first-degree murder charge, 
and the Jan. 6 panel has requested an interview with Republican Rep. Barry Loudermilk.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013531

With Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the pandemic, climate crisis and extreme political polarization, the 
dangers currently facing the world are stark. A new book, "The Power of Crisis: How Three Threats – and 
Our Response – Will Change the World," delves into those topics. Author Ian Bremmer, who runs the 
Eurasia Group, a global risk research and consulting firm, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013532

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the reaction to the racially motivated massacre in 
Buffalo, the implications of primary results as the U.S. moves toward general elections and public opinion 
Roe v. Wade.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 13 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013533

For the first time ever, the John F. Kennedy Library Foundation on Sunday awarded five people the Profile 
in Courage award for their commitment to protecting democracy in the U.S. and around the globe. This year 
the Kennedy family honored Ukraine's President Zelenskyy for his efforts against Russia and Democrats and 
Republicans for upholding election integrity. Judy Woodruff reports

6:00 PM 05/23/22 3 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013533

Last week’s primaries in Pennsylvania and North Carolina showed that former President Trump still exerts 
real influence on Republican voters. That influence will be tested again this week in Georgia, one of the 
closest battleground states in 2020. William Brangham reports.

6:00 PM 05/23/22 9 Minute 
Segment
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013533
NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join William 
Brangham to discuss the latest political news, including how Georgia’s primary election has revealed a high-
profile disagreement between former President Donald Trump and former Vice President Mike Pence and 
the prevalence of the “big lie.”

6:00 PM 05/23/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013534

In our news wrap Tuesday, President Biden met with leaders of Japan, India and Australia and warned of a 
"dark hour" in history in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, the WHO voiced confidence that a 
monkeypox outbreak is controllable, U.S. births were up 1 percent last year to nearly 3.7 million, and a 
Russian court rejected Alexei Navalny's appeal of his prison sentence for fraud.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013534

Voters in five states on Tuesday headed to the polls to pick party nominees for the midterm election, 
presenting what may be the biggest test yet for President Trump’s influence in the Republican Party. 
NewsHour's Nicole Ellis joins William Brangham to walk us through what's unfolding.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013535

In Georgia, Republican Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger and Gov. Brian Kemp survived primary 
challenges Tuesday against former President Trump's endorsed candidates. Yet Trump's other primary picks 
won easily, including Herschel Walker for Senate and controversial Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene. Stephen 
Fowler, a political reporter for Georgia Public Broadcasting, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013535

Many prior efforts to pass new gun laws have hit a wall in the U.S. Senate and in some state legislatures. The 
National Rifle Association, or the NRA, has been a major part of those debates, particularly at the federal 
level. Mike Spies, a senior writer at The Trace who covers the NRA, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013535

A day after a massacre at a Texas elementary school took the lives of 19 children and two teachers, the 
shooting in Texas has renewed calls for more gun regulations as Congress remains gridlocked on the issue. 
Democratic Sen. Chris Murphy represents Connecticut, where the deadliest elementary school shooting in 
American history happened in 2012. He joins Judy Woodruff from Capitol Hill to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013536

The attack at the Uvalde, Texas elementary school has once again raised questions about how to prevent the 
next tragedy. A bipartisan group of lawmakers met on Thursday in Washington to discuss what, if any, 
potential solutions could earn 60-votes in the Senate. Carl Hulse, chief Washington correspondent for The 
New York Times, joins Judy Woodruff from Capitol Hill to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/26/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013540

The lie that former President Trump won the 2020 election has played out again and again in Republican 
primaries for statewide office. Now, reporting by POLITICO details GOP efforts on the local level to 
challenge and potentially overturn elections. Rick Hasen, a law professor at the University of California, 
Irvine and the author of "Cheap Speech" joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013541

As the nation mourns the victims of mass shootings in Tulsa, Uvalde and Buffalo, President Biden is 
addressing the nation Thursday and urging Congress to pass "common sense" gun laws. This as the House 
Judiciary Committee reviewed a slate of proposals including raising the age to buy weapons and 
incentivizing red flag laws. The Washington Post's Leigh Ann Caldwell joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013541
President Biden addressed the nation Thursday, urging Congress to take action on gun violence. It was his 
second national address in 10 days after mass shootings in New York, Texas, Oklahoma and beyond. He 
called for banning high-capacity magazines and assault weapons, among other measures. The Washington 
Post's Leigh Ann Caldwell and NewsHour's William Brangham join Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013541

New gun regulations may be more likely to emerge out of state houses than in Washington. Nineteen states 
have now enacted extreme risk prevention orders, known as red flag laws, that allow guns to be temporarily 
seized if someone is deemed a risk to themselves or others. Attorney Cole Wist, who tried to introduce law 
during his time as a Colorado state senator, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013543

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson survived a vote of no confidence from the ruling Conservative Party. 
He has been under investigation for violating the very rules his administration wrote when he attended 
parties during the country's strict COVID pandemic restrictions. Robin Niblett, director of the think tank 
Chatham House, joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013543

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Amna Nawaz to 
discuss the latest political news, including a potential bipartisan compromise on guns and the Jan. 6 select 
committee's first televised hearing to present its findings on the Capitol insurrection.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013544

U.S. senators raced on Tuesday to craft a bipartisan deal on gun law reform, aiming to reach an agreement 
by the end of the week. This comes as pressure is building on Congress to act on gun violence. Lisa 
Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss potential legislation.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013544

The U.S. Supreme Court is soon expected to issue what could be a momentous decision upending abortion 
rights. Last month, a leaked draft revealed the conservative justices were preparing to overturn Roe v. Wade, 
leaving abortion regulation to the states. NewsHour's Adam Kemp in Oklahoma City, Gabrielle Hays in St. 
Louis and Cresencio Rodriguez-Delgado in Fresno join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 10 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013545

There were intense and expensive contests up and down the ballot and across the country in Tuesday's 
primary elections as voters hit the polls in seven states. But the recall of a progressive district attorney in San 
Francisco is now drawing the most attention. Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter and 
Marisa Lagos of KQED in San Francisco join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/08/22 9 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013546

As the Jan. 6 committee begins public hearings, we get two perspectives on what happened during the 
Capitol attack and the days leading up to it. Donell Harvin, former head of Homeland Security and 
Intelligence for the District of Columbia and senior policy researcher at the Rand Corporation, and Andrea 
Bernstein, journalist and co-host of the 'Will Be Wild' podcast, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013546

The congressional committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol is unveiling the first details 
of its findings in a prime-time televised hearing. It is the culmination of nearly a year of investigation into the 
events on and before Jan. 6, as former President Donald Trump worked to overturn the results of the 2020 
election. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff with a preview.

6:00 PM 06/09/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013546

While House Democrats plan to shed new light on the events of Jan. 6 during the public hearings, much is 
already known about what happened that day, thanks to thousands of videos and firsthand accounts of 
people who were there, including some of our own reporters and producers. Amna Nawaz takes a look back 
at that historic and deadly day.

6:00 PM 06/09/22 9 Minute 
Segment
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013547
For more takeaways from Thursday night's hearing, we turn to a member of the Jan. 6 select committee, who 
also served as the lead impeachment manager in President Trump's second impeachment trial. Maryland 
Rep. Jamie Raskin joins Judy Woodruff to discuss some of the revelations from the first public hearing on 
the Capitol insurrection.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013547

Opposition to the select committee is nearly unanimous from House Republicans, who've attacked the work 
as illegitimate and politically motivated. Indiana Rep. Jim Banks was House Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy's pick to serve as ranking member on the committee, but Speaker Pelosi blocked his appointment. 
Banks, one of the most vocal critics of the Jan. 6 panel, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013547

The Jan. 6 congressional committee is set to lay out its evidence in detail starting Monday after a dramatic 
opening night. In primetime Thursday, the panel accused then-President Trump of an attempted coup. In 
turn, the former president went online today to deny he urged supporters to storm the U.S. Capitol. Amna 
Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013547

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including how the country is reckoning with the fallout from 
Jan. 6 after the House select committee held its first public hearing on the Capitol attack, and the continued 
debate over gun safety legislation after a spate on mass shootings.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 12 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013548

After weeks of mounting pressure to see action on guns, lawmakers on Capitol Hill have come to an 
agreement on a framework for gun legislation. NewsHour's political correspondent Lisa Desjardins has the 
details.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013549

The House select committee's investigation into the Jan. 6 insurrection is one of the highest-profile 
investigations of its kind since the commission on the 9/11 attacks nearly 20 years ago. That bipartisan 
group worked for almost two years, holding public hearings before releasing its findings. It was chaired by 
former New Jersey Gov. Thomas Kean, who joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013549

The challenges for U.S. foreign policy at this fraught moment in history are many, from Russia's invasion of 
Ukraine and energy production and human rights in the Middle East to competition with China and Iran's 
nuclear program. All of those issues are being tackled by America's top diplomat at the State Department. 
Secretary of State Antony Blinken joins Judy Woodruff to discuss in more detail.

6:00 PM 06/14/22 10 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013550

A bipartisan group of lawmakers on Capitol Hill have agreed on a framework to reform the Electoral Count 
Act. It governs the way Congress counts and certifies Electoral College votes during the presidential 
election, and it has become the subject of scrutiny after the Jan. 6 attack on the Capitol. Lisa Desjardins joins 
Judy Woodruff to explain.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013550

Nearly half of the country has now chosen party nominees for November's midterm elections. Tuesday's 
primaries, from South Carolina to Nevada, made clear that for many Republicans, loyalty to former President 
Trump is still the key to success. The Washington Post's Annie Linskey joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013551

In our news wrap Thursday, leaders of France, Germany, Italy and Romania visited Kyiv and pledged to 
back Ukraine's bid to join the European Union, the World Health Organization reports COVID deaths are 
rising around the globe, the Senate voted to expand benefits for military veterans exposed to toxic burn pits, 
and women's pro basketball legend Sue Bird will retire after this season.

6:00 PM 06/16/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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013552
Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart and Washington Post opinion columnist Michael 
Gerson join Amna Nawaz to discuss the week in politics, including new revelations after the third public 
hearing on the Jan. 6 Capitol attack and a framework for gun regulations is beginning to splinter as senators 
try to turn broad agreements into law.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 13 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013553

For the first time in its history, Colombia has elected a leftist president. Gustavo Petro is a former guerrilla 
who became mayor of Bogota and then a senator. He defeated right-wing populist Rodolfo Hernández. As 
Nick Schifrin reports, his election overturns the center-right political establishment that has long run 
Colombia, and it could usher in a dramatic change with its U.S. relationship.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013553

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Lisa Desjardins to 
discuss the latest political news, including how Republican midterm campaigns are ramping up their rhetoric 
to appeal to the base amid a fight over the party's vision.

6:00 PM 06/20/22 10 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013554

In our news wrap Tuesday, Multiple states are holding primary and runoff elections including Alabama, 
Georgia, Arkansas and Virginia. Also, U.S. Attorney General Merrick Garland met with Ukraine’s 
prosecutor general, historic monsoon floods submerged more of Bangladesh, floods in China displaced tens 
of thousands of people, and railway workers in Britain staged the largest strike in decades.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013554

The Supreme Court handed another victory Tuesday to advocates asserting religious rights over government 
restrictions. The case involved an unusual program in a small town in Maine and the use of public funds to 
help pay for tuition at a religious school. Marcia Coyle, chief Washington correspondent for The National 
Law Journal, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013555

In our news wrap Wednesday, Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell pledged to raise interest rates enough to 
douse inflation without sparking a recession, Russian artillery battered Kharkiv in Ukraine's northeast, Sri 
Lanka's prime minister declared his nation’s economy is in complete collapse and asked for foreign 
assistance, and Yellowstone National Park partially reopened after record flooding.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 3 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013555

Congress appears poised to deliver the biggest overhaul to the nation’s gun laws in nearly three decades. It’s 
a development few observers believed possible, even as mass shootings like those in Buffalo and Uvalde 
shook the country. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to explain what’s in 
the bill, what’s not, and where this proposal goes from here.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013555

Georgia Sen. Raphael Warnock gained national attention in January 2020 when he won a high-profile Senate 
runoff race. But before that, he was best known as a senior pastor at Atlanta's historic Ebenezer Baptist 
Church. He is running for reelection this year. His new book "A Way Out of No Way" looks at his personal 
and professional career. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013556

While Thursday's Supreme Court ruling on gun restrictions is expected to affect laws in only seven states 
and Washington, D.C., those states are home to nearly 90 million people, or more than a quarter of the 
population. Three other states have similar laws but the court's majority said they won't be affected. 
Connecticut Attorney General William Tong joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the impact.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 7 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013556

Three top Justice Department officials on Thursday recounted how former President Trump wanted the 
department to undermine the 2020 election. Andrea Bernstein, co-host of the "Will Be Wild" podcast and a 
frequent NPR contributor, and attorney Michael Zeldin, host of the "That Said With Michael Zeldin" podcast 
who previously served in the Justice Department, join Judy Woodruff to discuss

6:00 PM 06/23/22 8 Minute 
Segment
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National Politics/Government The End of Roe: A 

PBS Newshour 
Special Report (PBS)

Following today's historic Supreme Court decision overturning 50 years of the constitutional right to 
abortion, PBS NewsHour anchor and managing editor Judy Woodruff will anchor a special report on the 
impact of this legal and cultural change. The End of Roe: A PBS NewsHour Special Report will look at the 
division on the court, the anti-abortion activism that led to today's decision, the next steps as the battle over 
abortion access shifts to the states and looks back at the history of pre-Roe America and what will come 
next.

7:00 PM 06/24/22 30 Minutes

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013557

In our news wrap Friday, the House of Representatives gave final approval to a $15 billion gun violence bill, 
the first of its kind in nearly three decades. The measure curbs gun sales to people convicted of domestic 
violence, and helps fund state laws to take guns away from people who are deemed dangerous. Also, 
Ukrainian forces conceded control of the city of Sievierodonetsk to Russia.

6:00 PM 06/24/22 4 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013558

In our news wrap Monday, the Jan. 6 committee is calling a surprise hearing featuring newly collected 
evidence, the Supreme Court sided with a high school football coach in Washington state who lead prayers 
on the field, an Amtrak train with more than 200 passengers and crew hit a truck and derailed in Missouri 
killing at least three people, and artist Sam Gilliam died at 88.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 4 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013559

Historic news from the NATO meeting in Spain took place on Tuesday when Turkey removed its opposition 
to Sweden and Finland joining the alliance. The Scandinavian nations sought membership after Russia's 
invasion of Ukraine, and a deal has now been struck. Nick Schifrin joins Judy Woodruff from Madrid, 
where a NATO summit begins this week.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 4 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013559

As NATO's annual summit begins in Madrid this week amid the backdrop of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, 
the focus of member countries will be on historic shifts in European defenses. U.S. Ambassador to NATO 
Julianne Smith joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 5 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013559

In our news wrap Tuesday, primary elections are being held in six states with several marquee races 
including in Colorado and New York, rescuers in Ukraine searched for survivors in the ruins of a burned-out 
shopping mall hit by Russian missiles, the UN says 300,000 civilians were killed in the first decade of 
Syria's civil war, and Ghislaine Maxwell is sentenced to 20 years in prison

6:00 PM 06/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013559

During the Jan. 6 committee hearing Tuesday, Cassidy Hutchinson, a former aide to White House Chief of 
Staff Mark Meadows presented the most compelling and detailed account yet of the actions of the former 
President Trump's inner circle. Andrea Bernstein, co-host of the “Will Be Wild” podcast, and Jamil Jaffer, a 
law professor at George Mason University, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 8 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013559

The Jan. 6 panel met Tuesday for a quickly scheduled hearing, its sixth this month, to present new and 
"urgent” evidence about what former President Trump knew before, during and after the Capitol 
insurrection. The hearing included the testimony of Cassidy Hutchinson, a former aide to White House chief 
of staff Mark Meadows. Lisa Desjardins and Laura Barrón-López join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/28/22 14 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government PBS NewsHour  
013561

In our news wrap Thursday, judges in Kentucky and Florida became the latest to block new abortion limits 
since the end of Roe v. Wade, Hong Kong prepares for the 25th anniversary of its return from British to 
Chinese rule, Ferdinand Marcos, Jr. was sworn in as president in Manila, and the Justice Department opened 
an investigation of New York City's police unit that handles sex crimes.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 4 Minute 
Segment

National Politics/Government Washington Week 
(PBS)

Join moderator Robert Costa for a robust roundtable discussion with award-winning journalists who provide 
reporting and analysis of the major stories emanating from the nation's capital.

7:00 PM Fridays 30 Minutes
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National Politics/Government Firing Line with 

Margaret Hoover 
(PBSPL)

Join author, activist and political commentator Margaret Hoover for a public affairs talk show that delivers a 
civil and engaging contest of ideas among the brightest minds and freshest voices from across the political 
spectrum.

5:30 PM Sundays 30 Minutes

National Politics/Government Amanpour on PBS 
(PBSPL)

This series, led by award-winning CNN Chief International Correspondent Christiane Amanpour, features 
conversations with global leaders and decision makers on the issues affecting the world today.

11:00 PM 
11:30 PM

Tues – Fri          
Mondays

30 Minutes

National Politics/Government PBS Newshour (PBS) The PBS NewsHour continues to provide in-depth analysis of current events with a news summary, live 
interviews and discussions of domestic and international issues.

6:00 PM Weekdays 1 Hour

Nature Nature #4009 (PBS) Follow the life of an old hippo, a king of its kind, and discover the true character of one of Earth's largest 
land mammals.

7:00 PM 04/06/22 1 Hour

Nature Expedition with Steve 
Backshall: Unpacked 
#104 (NPS)

See the behind-the-scenes camerawork and logistics that made filming five expeditions possible. Working 
together, Steve and the team not only ventured into the unknown; they brought these epic journeys to the TV 
screen.

9:00 PM 04/06/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #4010 (PBS) The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge has long protected survivors of the Ice Age, but this once remote and 
frozen fortress is on the brink of change. Now, for the caribou, musk oxen, polar bears, and Arctic foxes, the 
ice age is slipping away.

7:00 PM 04/13/22 1 Hour

Nature Changing Planet #101 
(NPS)

Every year over seven years, conservationist M. Sanjayan anchors a global storytelling effort to monitor 
seven iconic locations across the planet. Featuring the latest science and emphasizing local voices, each 
location represents a unique biome and a litmus test for change happening across the planet. Some locations 
are heavily protected; others will experience pioneering schemes to rebuild the habitats; others could be lost 
forever. There are winners and losers, positive changes and reasons for hope. Locations include the West 
Coast of America, the Great Barrier Reef, the East African Plains, the Arctic, the Sundarbans and the 
Ganges, the Amazon Basin, and coastal Southeast Asia.

7:00 PM 04/20/22 2 Hours

Nature Nature #4011 (PBS) Discover the wildlife and landscapes of Portugal, impacted by its history as a global trading hub. From forest 
to coast, witness the majesty of the country's wild horses, storks, monk seals and more.

7:00 PM 04/27/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #4001 (PBS) A wildlife cameraman spends his time during the pandemic lockdown filming the bees in his urban garden 
and discovers the many diverse species and personalities that exist in this insect family..

7:00 PM 05/04/22 1 Hour

Nature Extinction: The Facts 
(NPS)

With 1 million species at threat, David Attenborough explores extinction and how this crisis has 
consequences for us all, even putting us at greater risk of pandemic diseases.

9:00 PM 05/04/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #3612 (PBS) The egg is perhaps nature's most perfect life support system. Step by step as the egg hatches, host Sir David 
Attenborough reveals the wonder behind these incredible miracles of nature.

7:00 PM 05/11/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #3904 (PBS) The legendary Rio Grande River cuts deep canyons between the United States and Mexico, creating 
staggering landscapes in the largest protected area of its kind in North America. The most remote corner of 
this infamous borderland is the National Park known as Big Bend -a vast, unspoiled wonderland of serene 
beauty and home to some of America's most glorious wildlife. This is America's true frontier land, where 
horizons never end and stars blaze as they have done for eons. Journey alongside black bears, witness an 
elaborate hummingbird courtship display, and observe bats stalking the desert floor to seek out scorpions. 
New Western dramas unfold in these untamed borderlands.

7:00 PM 05/18/22 1 Hour

Nature Colombia - Wild and 
Free #101 (NPS)

Explore the magnificent eastern region of Colombia, a land defined by two powerful rivers: the Orinoco and 
the Amazon. Along the way, meet amazing wildlife, including jaguars, capybaras, anacondas, and pygmy 
marmosets, the world's smallest monkeys.

9:00 PM 05/18/22 1 Hour
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Nature Nature #3608 (PBS) The relationship between man and his noble steed is almost as old as civilization itself. Ever since the 

mysterious beginning of our extraordinary partnership, horses helped shape the human world. At the speed 
of a horse, our ancestors conquered distances and built empires. Together, humans and horses flourished side 
by side. What makes us so perfect for each other?

7:00 PM 05/25/22 1 Hour

Nature Colombia - Wild and 
Free #102 (NPS)

Journey to the largely uninhabited Pacific coast of Colombia, where humpback whales give birth and fish 
hunt crabs in the mangrove forests. Then ascend to snow-capped Andean volcanoes, home to stunning 
spectacled bears, condors and hummingbirds.

9:00 PM 05/25/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #3609 (PBS) The relationship between man and his noble steed is almost as old as civilization itself. Ever since the 
mysterious beginning of our extraordinary partnership, horses helped shape the human world. At the speed 
of a horse, our ancestors conquered distances and built empires. Together, humans and horses flourished side 
by side. What makes us so perfect for each other?

7:00 PM 06/01/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #3906 (PBS) Learn surprising facts about the sharks that call the warm waters near Hawaii's islands their home. Meet the 
White Tip Reef shark, Whale shark, Tiger shark and more.

7:00 PM 06/22/22 1 Hour

Nature Planet California 
#101 (NPS)

California is a land of extremes - tallest, deepest, highest, hottest.But in a rapidly changing and thirsty world, 
drought, dams and fire pose dire threats to an ecosystem connected by rivers on land, in the air and in the 
sea.

9:00 PM 06/22/22 1 Hour

Nature Nature #3709 (PBS) A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale that breached and almost 
landed on him while he was kayaking. What he discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' 
relationship with whales and their future.

7:00 PM 06/29/22 1 Hour

Nature Planet California 
#102 (NPS)

Hollywood may captivate, but in one of the most biologically diverse places on Earth, the real stars of 
California - a wild and spectacular cast of creatures in the sea and on land, from blue whales to burrowing 
owls - are ready for their close-up.

9:00 PM 06/29/22 1 Hour

Nuclear Issues/WMD PBS NewsHour  
013514

In our news wrap Tuesday, a sell-off hit Wall Street as big tech stocks fell sharply amid anticipation of 
higher interest rates, Vice President Kamala Harris tested positive for COVID-19 and will self-isolate and 
continue working, China intensified its effort to control the country's COVID outbreak, and North Korea's 
leader Kim Jong Un is vowing to speed development of nuclear weapons.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Poverty/Hunger PBS NewsHour  
013531

The U.S. on Thursday accused Russia of using food as a weapon in its war on Ukraine, and in turn, creating 
a global food security crisis. Ukraine grows enough food to feed 400 million people, and Ukraine and Russia 
together account for a third of the world’s wheat exports. But Russia’s invasion and blockade of Ukrainian 
ports are preventing exports of grain and steel. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Poverty/Hunger PBS NewsHour  
013535

News Wrap: U.S. Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Robert Califf acknowledged failings by his 
agency in the baby formula shortage, Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said he would not trade land 
for peace with Russia, the U.S. and allies South Korea and Japan condemn North Korea for firing missiles 
into the sea, and West Virginia reached a tentative opioid settlement for $161 million.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Poverty/Hunger PBS NewsHour  
013544

For the past several years, Lebanon has been in economic freefall. Its currency is close to worthless; its 
government is fractured and ineffective; there is almost no electric power, and there is less security. 
Lebanon's people are suffering. Special correspondent Leila Molana-Allen reports from Tripoli on a country 
in collapse.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013498

South Carolina Gamecocks took home the women's college basketball championship title Sunday, defeating 
the University of Connecticut in a game they largely controlled from beginning to end. Rachel Bachman, a 
senior sports reporter for The Wall Street Journal, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the champions, their coach 
and the state of the women's game.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  

013499
The Kansas Jayhawks defeated the North Carolina Tar Heels Monday after trailing by 16 points in the first 
half. It was the biggest comeback in a national championship in men's college basketball history in a 
tournament with many historic moments, including the final game this weekend of Duke's coach Mike 
Krzyzewski. Author and Washington Post columnist John Feinstein joins Judy Woodruff with more.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013503

It’s been nearly 50 years since the passage of Title IX, the landmark civil rights law prohibiting sex-based 
discrimination at federally funded schools, including in athletic programs. But violations still exist, with 
schools often providing better opportunities and benefits for boys sports. Amna Nawaz takes a look at one 
San Diego-area high school team that fought to settle the score.

6:00 PM 04/11/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013527

In our news wrap Friday, U.S. basketball star Brittney Griner will spend another month in pre-trial detention 
in Russia, South Korea offers medical supplies to North Korea for an apparent COVID outbreak, Israeli 
police charged and beat mourners before an Al Jazeera reporter's funeral, and Elon Musk is delaying his plan 
to buy Twitter for $44 billion dollars.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013530

The U.S. Soccer Federation announced a historic deal Wednesday to ensure equal pay between the men's and 
women's players. U.S. soccer became the first national team to equalize pay and bonuses in the sport, 
including for World Cup play. Briana Scurry, a two-time Olympic gold medalist, 1999 World Cup champion 
and author of the forthcoming book, “My Greatest Save," joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/18/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013539

Recently retired Mike Kzyrzewski, known to many fans as Coach K, is one of basketball's most successful 
coaches during his nearly 50-year career. Judy Woodruff spoke with Kzyrzewski about the state of the 
NCAA and his illustrious career.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 15 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013543

At the age of 36, Rafael Nadal is still making history. He won his 14th French Open championship Sunday 
and secured his 22nd Grand Slam title after defeating Casper Rudd. Nadal now has the most Grand Slam 
titles of any male player and he is the oldest man to win a French Open. Gerald Marzorati, who covers tennis 
for The New Yorker and is the author of “Seeing Serena,”joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/06/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Recreation/Leisure/Sports PBS NewsHour  
013552

After a two-year absence from the playoffs the Golden State Warriors are back on top of the NBA. With 
their fourth title in the last eight years, they are staking a new claim on the reach and influence of their 
dynasty. They were led once again by Step Curry, widely considered the best pure shooter ever seen in the 
league. NBA writer Michael Lee of The Washington Post joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013497

In our news wrap Friday, Pope Francis apologized to Indigenous peoples in Canada for abuses in Catholic-
run residential schools, a Saudi Arabian coalition and rebels backed by Iran agreed to a two-month truce in 
Yemen, Sri Lanka was rocked by mass protests amid an worst economic crisis, and the Transportation 
Department is re-imposing tougher fuel economy standards for new vehicles.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013517

The Anti-Defamation League, which tracks anti-Semitic behavior nationwide, found 2,717 incidents in 
2021. That's a 34 percent rise from the year before and averages out to more than seven anti-Semitic 
incidents per day. Jonathan Greenblatt is the CEO of the Anti-Defamation League and author of the recent 
book "It Could Happen Here." He joins William Brangham to discuss the record-high occurrences.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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Religion/Ethics Inside the Vatican 

(PBS)
Filmed over a historic year INSIDE THE VATICAN gives viewers unprecedented access to the inner 
workings of one of the most important places in the Christian world. From Pope Francis himself and some of 
the highest-ranking officials, to the choristers of the Sistine Chapel and the papal gardener, the film gives 
unique insight into the lives of those who live and work in this independent City State.

8:00 PM 05/06/22 2 Hours

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013526

We are just weeks past Easter, the holiest day of the Christian calendar. For the 70 percent of Ukrainians 
who are orthodox, the day was freighted with extra meaning this year. The Ukrainian Orthodox Church split 
from its Russian parent when Vladimir Putin first invaded Ukraine eight years ago, and now religion's role in 
the conflict is front and center. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013531

The Supreme Court's leaked draft opinion to overturn Roe v. Wade has brought the intersection of politics 
and religion to the forefront, including in the Evangelical Church. The Atlantic's Tim Alberta recently delved 
into these issues in his recent article, "How Politics Poisoned the Evangelical Church." He joins Amna 
Nawaz to discuss the church's swing to the hard right.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013533

A new independent report documents in devastating detail how the past leadership of the Southern Baptist 
Convention ignored sexual abuse allegations for the better part of two decades, and sometimes silenced or 
tried to discredit accusers. Anne Marie Miller, a survivor of the abuse and author of “Healing Together: A 
Guide to Supporting Sexual Abuse Survivors,” joins Amna Nawaz to discuss

6:00 PM 05/23/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Religion/Ethics PBS NewsHour  
013544

A series of recently opened Vatican archives are shedding new light on the relationship between Pope Pius 
XII and Adolph Hitler as he led Nazi Germany during World War II. A new book takes a deeper look at 
these revelations. Historian David Kertzer, author of “The Pope At War: The Secret History of Pope Pius 
XII, Mussolini, and Hitler,” joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology NOVA #4905 (PBS) Follow three women at risk of developing Alzheimer's as they join a groundbreaking study to try to prevent 
the disease - sharing their ups and downs, anxiously watching for symptoms, and hoping they can make a 
difference.

8:00 PM 04/06/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013502

In our news wrap Friday, a second Proud Boys member pleaded guilty to conspiracy in the Jan. 6 attacks, the 
White House celebrated Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson's Supreme Court confirmation, Pakistan's prime 
minister accepts ruling blocking bid to dissolve parliament, France readies for presidential election, and 
SpaceX launched the first private charter to the International Space Station.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology NOVA #4811 (PBS) Cannabis contains chemicals which mimic ones found in our brain. One is THC, which produces the high 
associated with pot use. Another, called CBD, shows promise for treating seizures, addiction, and insomnia. 
NOVA joins scientists and experts around the country. What risks does cannabis pose to the developing 
adolescent brain? Does heavy cannabis use impair intelligence, increase psychosis, or even put future 
generations at risk for addiction? As cannabis becomes socially accepted, scientists are racing to understand 
the long-term health consequences.

8:00 PM 04/13/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology NOVA #4716 (PBS) As global temperatures rise, scientists are exploring geoengineering solutions, from planting trees to sucking 
carbon out of the air to physically blocking out sunlight. But would it work? And what are the risks of 
engineering Earth's climate?

8:00 PM 04/27/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology Independent Lens 
#2312 (PBS)

What begins as a science film emerges far beyond the explicable. Follow six brilliant researchers 
approaching consciousness from different perspectives.

3:30 PM 05/01/22 1.5 Hours

Science/Technology NOVA #4806 (PBS) 80 years after the world's largest airship ignited in a giant fireball, newly discovered footage sparks a 
reinvestigation of what exactly caused the Hindenburg disaster.

8:00 PM 05/04/22 1 Hour
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Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  

013523
The so-called “digital divide” remains a major issue in America when it comes to providing high-speed 
internet, particularly in rural and other low-income communities. The Biden administration on Monday 
announced new commitments from 20 internet providers to help close that gap by lowering the cost for 
millions. The Brookings Institution's Nicol Turner Lee joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology NOVA #4906 (PBS) Sir David Attenborough explores how a North Dakota fossil dig site could hold clues to what happened the 
day an asteroid struck Earth and wiped out the dinosaurs.

8:00 PM 05/11/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology NOVA #4907 (PBS) Sir David Attenborough explores fossils from a North Dakota site that could reveal what happened to the 
animals here the day an asteroid struck Earth and wiped out the dinosaurs.

9:00 PM 05/11/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013526

In our news wrap Thursday, the Jan. 6 committee in Congress subpoenaed House Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy and four other Republicans, North Korea acknowledged its first COVID outbreak, Palestinians 
mourn journalist Shireen Abu Akleh who was shot dead during an Israeli raid in the West Bank, and 
astronomers captured the first image of the black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013527

For decades scientists have believed there is a black hole at the center of our Milky Way galaxy. For the first 
time this week, they released an astonishing image of it, about 27,000 light years away from Earth. An 
international collaboration of scientists and telescopes made the discovery. Miles O'Brien explores some of 
the mysteries surrounding the black hole.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 5 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013529

NASA is aiming to expand its astronaut launches from U.S. soil. Boeing is set for a test launch this week of 
its small spacecraft to the International Space Station. Russia and America have long been partners on the 
space station, but the invasion of Ukraine has led to new tensions and questions about the future. Miles 
O'Brien has our report about the rhetoric versus the reality.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology NOVA #4909 (PBS) When the colossal Ever Given container ship crashed into the bank of the Suez Canal in March 2021, 
international supply chains ground to a halt. How could such a disaster happen? And can the investigation 
help prevent future accidents?

8:00 PM 05/18/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology NOVA #4908 (PBS) Thousands of prehistoric footprints in New Mexico's White Sands National Park capture moments when Ice 
Age humans crossed paths with enormous ground sloths and mammoths. What can this new evidence reveal 
about the peopling of the Americas?

8:00 PM 05/25/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013538

Even before Russian military forces crossed into Ukraine three months ago, private companies were using 
data from satellites and other technology to closely monitor events on the ground. Newshour Special 
Correspondent Mike Cerre explores the ongoing efforts to track the war in Ukraine in real time, digitally.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology PBS NewsHour  
013538

The release of a new trove of hacked Chinese police records offers one of the most extensive accounts yet of 
the mass internment of the mostly Muslim minority Uighurs. Human rights groups have accused China's 
government of detaining more than a million Uighurs in Xinjiang. The files were leaked to Adrian Zenz, of 
the Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation, who joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 8 Minute 
Segment

Science/Technology NOVA #4715 (PBS) If spacecraft OSIRIS-REx can grab a piece of an asteroid and bring it back to Earth, scientists could gain 
great insight into our planet's origins, and even how to defend against rogue asteroids. But NASA only gets 
three shots at collecting a sample.

8:00 PM 06/01/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology NOVA #4505 (PBS) Join archaeologists and divers recovering remains of ships and planes lost during World War II's epic 
Dunkirk operation. Discover new evidence of the ingenious technology that helped save Allied forces from 
defeat by the encircling Germans.

9:00 PM 06/01/22 1 Hour
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Science/Technology NOVA #4619 (PBS) Tech giants and car manufacturers alike are developing self-driving cars - and some of them are already on 

public roads. But what must computers be capable of to truly take the wheel? And could they eventually be 
safer than human drivers?

8:00 PM 06/22/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology NOVA #4807 (PBS) In 2016, Solar Impulse 2, a solar-powered all-electric plane, completed an epic round-the-world flight, a 
landmark in the long pursuit of an alternative to fossil fuel-powered aviation. NOVA looks at the array of 
promising new electric planes on the horizon and takes you for a ride in some impressive prototypes that are 
already in the air-such as Burt Rutan's Long-ESA that can fly at over 200 mph and climb to 3,000 feet in 
under six minutes. Boeing, Airbus, Raytheon and other major companies are currently racing to develop 
practical short-haul passenger planes that promise to slash the operating costs and emissions of regular 
flights. But first, significant hurdles of battery weight, energy storage and cooling must be overcome. How 
long will it be before the dream of super-quiet, super-efficient airliners becomes a reality?

8:00 PM 06/29/22 1 Hour

Science/Technology Make48 (APTEX) MAKE48 is an exciting look at the entire invention process from idea to store shelf. In this unique series, 
teams compete to develop a new product idea, plan it, make a prototype and pitch it - all in just 48 hours. In 
the first four episodes, the viewer is immersed in the action as the invention process unfolds. With the 
constant pressure of the "ticking clock," the teams brainstorm, design and build their ideas in order to pitch a 
working prototype to a team of industry-savvy judges. Industry A-listers roam the competition floor and give 
advice on all facets of product design and development, and a panel of industry experts weigh in on the 
prototype's function and marketability. At the end of the second day, the field will be narrowed down to just 
three teams who advance on the path to market. Judges include: buyers from the home shopping channel 
QVC, Squatty Potty's Judy Edwards (a Shark Tank mega-success), and Wet and Forget's Adam Smith. In 
episode five, the prototype judging begins and only three inventions are chosen to move on to episode six, 
"The Road to Marketplace," where they are fine-tuned, tested, and re-engineered by national design firms. 
Then, in episode seven, the top three teams are paired with national creative marketing firms to dive into the 
world of marketing, creative strategy, crowd- funding, product video production and brand strategy. Episode 
eight is the finale, where the product developers present the final design along with manufacturing and 
marketing plans to an industry panel and crowd-funding experts at Indiegogo. The product crowdfunding 
campaigns are launched on Indiegogo to promote the product and gain critical consumer feedback in 
advance of the actual retail launch. The finale ends with the final outcome of the three new products heading 
to market.

1:00 PM     
8:00 AM

Thursdays     
Saturdays 
(Ends 5/7)

30 Minutes

Sexuality PBS NewsHour  
013511

The Walt Disney Company is more than a giant corporation. To many, it's long been synonymous with 
family entertainment. It's now caught up in a much larger battle in Florida tied to the country's cultural and 
political divides, prompted by its opposition to the governor's stance on LGBTQ issues.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 7 Minute 
Segment

Sexuality PBS NewsHour  
013548

In our news wrap Monday, 31 members of a white supremacist group are free on bail in Idaho after being 
charged for planning violent disruptions at an LGBTQ event, senior officials in Iraq try to form a 
government after more than 70 lawmakers resigned, an Iraqi man held at Guantanamo Bay pleaded guilty to 
war crimes, and China struggles with new COVID outbreaks.

6:00 PM 06/13/22 4 Minute 
Segment

Sports American Masters 
#3501 (PBS)

Narrated by Jason Momoa, discover the inspiring story and considerable impact of five-time Olympic 
medalist Duke Kahanamoku. He shattered swimming records and globalized surfing while overcoming 
racism in a lifetime of personal challenges.

8:00 PM 05/10/22 1.5 Hours
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Sports Ken Burns: Baseball 

(PFP)
Join Bob Costas for a behind-the-scenes look at the making of the Emmy Award-winning series, including 
exclusive interviews with Ken Burns, Lynn Novick and the filmmaking team. Additional interviewees speak 
about the impact BASEBALL had on America.

1:30 PM 06/04/22 1.5 Hours

Sports Black College 
Football Hall of Fame: 
Journey to Canton 
(APTEX)

In 2019, the Black College Football Hall of Fame was officially welcomed to the campus of the Pro Football 
Hall of Fame. Along with it came a celebration of the historically Black college and university brand of 
football. BLACK COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME: JOURNEY TO CANTON tells the story of 
the formation of Black college football, the contributions that players from historically Black colleges and 
universities have made to the NFL, the founding of its Hall of Fame, and why the Hall is in the unexpected 
location of Canton.

3:00 PM 06/26/22 30 Minutes

Transportation PBS NewsHour  
013500

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, fuel prices have shot up and stayed high. Lawmakers on Capitol Hill 
Wednesday were laying blame for rising gas prices on executives from BP, Chevron, Shell, ExxonMobil and 
others. Meanwhile, everyday Americans are feeling the pressure. Amna Nawaz reports.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/National Security/Veterans Frontline #4018 
(PBS)

The inside story of what led to Vladimir Putin's war on Ukraine. The events that shaped the Russian leader, 
the grievances that drive him, and how a growing conflict with the West exploded into war in Europe.

9:00 PM 04/12/22 1 Hour

War/National Security/Veterans PBS NewsHour  
013517

Desperate attempts to evacuate the besieged city of Mariupol continue Friday, with the United Nations trying 
to strike a deal with Russia that would allow more than 100,000 civilians to leave the port city. Fighting 
raged elsewhere in Ukraine's east and in the capital of Kyiv as rescuers took stock of a deadly missile strike 
that hit as the U.N. secretary general visited. Willem Marx reports.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/National Security/Veterans PBS NewsHour  
013517

With the war raging in eastern Ukraine, there is a divide between the war aims declared by the Russian high 
command in Moscow, and the reality of the war on the ground. Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder of the 
Silverado Policy Accelerator, a Washington-based think tank, joins Amna Nawaz for more on the state of 
the war in Ukraine.

6:00 PM 04/29/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013497

Russia on Friday accused Ukraine of entering into its airspace for the first time and striking a fuel facility in 
the western city of Belgorod, 16 miles away from the border. But Ukrainian officials have not confirmed the 
attack as fierce battles continue in major population centers. And in Mariupol there was another failed 
attempt to evacuate civilians. Jack Hewson reports.

6:00 PM 04/01/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013498

Global outrage grew Monday as more horrific revelations surfaced from Bucha, Ukraine outside Kyiv. 
Hundreds of Ukrainians died there, many clearly executed by Russian troops as they retreated last week. 
Meantime, the U.S. says Russians are shifting their military focus to eastern Ukraine. Special correspondent 
Simon Ostrovsky and videographer Yegor Troyanovsky report from Bucha.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013498

Hundreds of miles to the east of Kyiv is what was once Ukraine's second-largest city of Kharkiv. Now it's 
largely emptied of its residents as the Russians pound it with artillery, causing widespread destruction and 
sparking fires. Special correspondent Jack Hewson and filmmaker Ed Ram traveled with fire brigades, 
whose already difficult jobs have become even more terrifying in the midst of war.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013498

U.S. administration officials accused Russia of deliberately killing civilians in Ukraine as part of its 
campaign, and said President Biden would work with allies to determine how to hold Putin accountable. 
Philippe Sands, professor of law at University College London and the author of "East West Street: On the 
Origins of ‘Genocide’ and ‘Crimes against Humanity,'" joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/04/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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013499
As Russian forces redeploy to Ukraine's east and south, pitched battles are being fought near the city of 
Zaporizhya, which has become a refuge for Ukrainians escaping the horrors of Russian attacks on Mariupol 
and other southern cities. Special correspondent Volodymyr Solohub reports from a town on the frontlines 
50 miles outside Zaporizhya.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013499

As the world responds to apparent Russian atrocities in Ukraine, more evidence of the civilian toll is 
emerging near the city of Bucha. Special correspondent Simon Ostrovsky and videographer Yegor 
Troyanovsky report from the town of Borodyanka, where the destruction wrought by Russia is near-total.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013499

Conflicts, wars, and other geopolitical crises around the world have left millions of people without a country. 
They are called “the stateless," and their plight is finally being recognized by the Biden administration. 
Stephanie Sy reports.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013499

The atrocities apparently committed by Russia in Ukraine echoed in the halls of the United Nations Tuesday, 
as President Volodymyr Zelenskyy issued a condemnation of the world body, and the UN Security Council 
in particular, where Russia sits as a permanent member. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Linda 
Thomas Greenfield joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/05/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013500

In our news wrap Wednesday, the U.S. charged a Russian media baron with spreading propaganda on 
Ukraine in violation of U.S. sanctions and seized $10 million in assets, Israel's parliament is in disarray after 
a single lawmaker's defection erased its majority, President Biden extends a pause on student loans through 
Aug. 31, and parts of the South are recovering from tornadoes and thunderstorms.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013500

In Brussels, European Union leaders met to consider a ban on Russian coal, while U.S. Secretary of State 
Antony Blinken gathered with NATO alliance leaders to discuss the war in Ukraine. Josep Borrell, the EU's 
high representative for foreign policy, a position he's held since 2019, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013500

Russian forces have almost completely left the region around Ukraine's capital and are now turning to the 
east, as evidence of atrocities committed by Russian troops mounts. The U.S. announced more economic 
punishment in response as European leaders considered additional sanctions on Russian energy. Nick 
Schifrin reports from Brussels, where Secretary of State Antony Blinken is meeting with NATO.

6:00 PM 04/06/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013501

Like other former Soviet Republics, Moldova has increasing concerns about its security in the wake of 
Russia's war on Ukraine. Not only is it hosting hundreds of thousands of refugees, it has had Russian troops 
on its territory for years in a breakaway region. Special correspondent Willem Marx reports from Moldova 
on how the echoes of war in Ukraine ring in Europe's poorest nation.

6:00 PM 04/07/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013501

Among several former Soviet Republics and satellite states that are now NATO members is the small Baltic 
nation of Lithuania. Fiercely independent, its security concerns are compounded not just by its former 
occupier, Russia, but by the adversaries that border it, including the Russian ally Belarus. Nick Schifrin sat 
down with Lithuania's Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/07/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013501

There were more revelations Thursday of the depth of carnage and devastation across northern Ukraine as 
Russian forces redeploy to the east. The collection of the dead continued throughout the region, as apparent 
orders by Russian forces to kill civilians surfaced from German intelligence. Simon Ostrovsky and 
videographer Yegor Troyanovsky report from a small village outside Kyiv.

6:00 PM 04/07/22 8 Minute 
Segment
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013502
An apparent Russian missile slammed into a crowded rail platform Friday in eastern Ukraine, killing dozens 
and wounding hundreds. Thousands of people were waiting for trains to evacuate the area as Russian forces 
refocused their assault on eastern Ukraine. The Pentagon said Russia will call up as many as 60,000 
reservists as the war inflicts heavy losses on Russian forces. Simon Ostrovsky reports.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013502

Cities and towns across northern Ukraine are being freed by Ukrainian forces as the Russians redeploy to the 
east. One such city is Trostyanets, northwest of Kharkiv, the site of pitched fighting until its liberation two 
weeks ago. Special correspondent Jack Hewson and videographer Ed Ram traveled there, and found a city 
destroyed and its people reeling.

6:00 PM 04/08/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013503

The widespread destruction wrought by Russia across Ukraine is astonishing, with whole towns flattened 
and large swaths of cities sacked. Special correspondent Simon Ostrovsky and videographer Yegor 
Troyanovsky found twin towns where the visible damage was more limited, but the heartache and anger are 
still palpable

6:00 PM 04/11/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013503

The Russian military is beginning to refocus its assault on eastern Ukraine as Vladimir Putin named an 
overall military commander for the war, one with a brutal resume of killing civilians and inflicting 
destruction in Syria. Michael Kofman, senior fellow for Russian studies at the Center for Naval Analyses, 
joins Nick Schifrin to discuss the next phase of the war.

6:00 PM 04/11/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013503

The war has driven millions from their homes in Ukraine. More than 4.5 million have left their nation for 
eastern Europe and beyond, and a further 7 million are displaced within Ukraine. United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees Filippo Grandi joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/11/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013504

Among the cities hit hardest by the Russian invasion is Kharkiv, once Ukraine's second-largest city. It has 
suffered relentless shelling, and is devoid of many of its people. But a core remains, some to fight, others 
with no other choice, and still others trying to save what's left. Special correspondent Jack Hewson and 
filmmaker Ed Ram report from the resiliency of the city and its people.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013504

Russian President Vladimir Putin said Tuesday his war in Ukraine will continue until it has achieved the 
goals he set forth, and he insisted all was going according to plan, despite dogged Ukrainian resistance. This 
came as Ukrainian officials investigated the possible use of a chemical agent in Mariupol. Simon Ostrovsky 
sat down with Ukraine Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba to discuss the war.

6:00 PM 04/12/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013505

In Mariupol Wednesday, Russian troops and their separatist allies drove into a city they’ve already destroyed 
following a six-week siege that gutted 90 percent of the buildings. As Ukrainian forces prepared for more 
intense battles, 120,000 civilians remain trapped in Mariupol. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013505

The White House is facing questions about President Biden's statement this week that Russia's campaign in 
Ukraine was "genocide," a claim he later walked back. But what constitutes genocide, and what's the impact 
of the president’s words? John Bellinger, who served as a lawyer for the National Security Council and State 
Department under the Bush administration, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013505

President Biden on Wednesday approved $800 million in new military assistance to Ukraine, including 
weaponry designed to counter Russian forces who are refocusing their offensive on eastern Ukraine. 
Pentagon press secretary John Kirby joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the impact the aid may have on the 
ground.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013505
It is often said that truth is the first casualty in any war. Propaganda, disinformation and outright lies have 
always been dependable tactics to win hearts and minds. But in a world more connected than ever by 
technology, it is more possible for anyone to root out information. It’s called open source intelligence, and as 
Miles O’Brien reports, some are using it to lift the fog of war in Ukraine.

6:00 PM 04/13/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013506

In our news wrap Thursday, Russia suffered a blow in its war with Ukraine when the flagship of its naval 
fleet in the Black Sea exploded and sank, Pfizer says COVID booster shots for children ages 5 to 11 show a 
strong immune response, Israeli troops killed two Palestinians during raids, and former Trump aide Stephen 
Miller appeared before the House committee investigating the Jan. 6 insurrection.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013506

The U.S. this week authorized one of its largest arms packages yet for Ukraine with $800 million worth of 
weapons designed to help it against an expected battle in the east. The question of whether to arm Ukraine is 
one that has challenged American policymakers for years. Ali Rogin looks back at how recent presidents 
have addressed that question and what the Biden administration has learned.

6:00 PM 04/14/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013507

Russian forces appear close to seizing the port city of Mariupol, where weeks of bombardment have left 
residents without food and other basic needs. This comes as atrocities committed by Russian troops continue 
to be unearthed across the region surrounding Kyiv. David Beasley, executive director of the United Nations 
World Food Program, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013507

New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post associate editor Jonathan Capehart join 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's accusations that Russia 
committed genocide in Ukraine, rising prices in the U.S. continue to outflank the administration's efforts to 
contain inflation, and Saudi Arabia’s $2 billion investment in Jared Kushner.

6:00 PM 04/15/22 12 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013508

In our news wrap Monday, China’s largest city reported its first deaths from the latest COVID outbreak as a 
third week of lockdowns began. According to Shanghai’s official announcement, three people have died. 
Also, Israeli troops shot and wounded two Palestinians in a village in the occupied West Bank. Hours later, 
Israeli forces intercepted a rocket fired from Gaza.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013508

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said Monday that the expected next phase of Russia’s war, 
focusing on the eastern part of his nation, appears to have begun. John Yang reports, then Judy Woodruff 
talks to retired Lt. Gen. Douglas Lute, the former U.S. ambassador to NATO, and Dmitri Alperovitch of the 
Silverado Policy Accelerator about what to expect and what Russia wants.

6:00 PM 04/18/22 13 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013509

In our news wrap Tuesday, the White House said it may appeal a federal court order against mask mandates 
for planes, trains and buses. Bombings targeting schools in Kabull kill at least six people and woundi 17. 
New developments in the killing of a 26-year-old Black man by a white Michigan police officer. And Disney 
escalates a fight with Florida’s governor over the state’s “don’t say gay” bill.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013509

Russian forces have made a push into the contested Donbas region as President Vladimir Putin focuses on 
capturing the Eastern part of Ukraine. To understand why the area is so significant, and the long battle 
ahead, Judy Woodruff talks to Samuel Charap, an author and senior political scientist at The Rand 
Corporation, about the latest and the challenges facing forces from each country.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013509
Russian forces made a push into the contested Donbas region today, attacking the cities, broad farm lands 
and mining towns of the Eastern part of Ukraine. As President Joe Biden pledges more artillery support and 
the UN secretary general called for a four-day truce to deliver aid, experts worry the latest Russian actions 
are just a prelude to a larger offensive to come. Stephanie Sy reports.

6:00 PM 04/19/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013510

Russia launched a barrage of strikes in Eastern Ukraine on Wednesday, marking a new stage of the war 
Ukrainian officials are calling “the battle of the Donbas.” And Ukrainian forces trapped in a Mariupol steel 
plant plead for international assistance as they warn they are losing control. Chief Correspondent Amna 
Nawaz has the latest.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013510

As the U.S. and NATO ramp up billions of dollars in military aid to Ukraine, there are risks to consider -- 
including Russia's military reaction. Chief Correspondent Amna Nawaz talks with former Marine and 
NATO official John Manza about the next phase of the war, whether Ukraine will get the assistance it needs 
and concerns about weapons supplied by other countries ending up in the wrong hands.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013510

Russia invaded Ukraine in late February, but financier Bill Browder said he’s tried to warn governments 
about Vladimir Putin’s corruption and violence for years longer. Judy Woodruff asks Browder about his new 
book, “Freezing Order,” which details what he learned and the risks he faced exposing a money laundering 
ring tied to Putin, and what that tells us about where the war in Ukraine goes next.

6:00 PM 04/20/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013511

More American weapons will soon be on the way to Ukraine as its forces face off with Russia across eastern 
Ukraine. President Biden made that announcement today, and said the U.S. would welcome tens of 
thousands of Ukrainian refugees to the country.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013511

Russian forces have killed civilians across Ukraine, sparking global outrage, and accusations that Russia is 
committing war crimes - even genocide. The barbarity is evident in the Kyiv suburb of Bucha, that was 
liberated three weeks ago. Now, a grim accounting is beginning.

6:00 PM 04/21/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013512

Russian forces loomed over the ghostly ruins of Mariupol, removing bodies while preparing to besiege 
Ukrainian holdouts in a fortified steel plant. Ukrainian officials claim Russian troops are redepolying from 
the southern port city to reinforce their onslaught in the east. Willem Marx reports

6:00 PM 04/22/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013513

Russian forces on Monday struck targets across the Ukraine with missiles. But while Moscow's main focus 
remains on the Donbas region of eastern Ukraine, Ukrainian troops there are resisting Russians across a 
wide battlefront. One day after two top U.S. officials met with Ukraine's president and Cabinet, the U.S. 
vowed to speed more weaponry to aid their fight against Russia. Willem Marx reports.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013513

The Czech Republic was the first country to provide Ukraine with Soviet-era tanks, while it also supplied 
artillery and infantry fighting vehicles. Both nations have similar weapons systems, allowing the Ukrainians 
to use the Czech armaments effectively with little training. Jan Lipavasky, the Czech Republic's minister of 
foreign affairs, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss his country's involvement.

6:00 PM 04/25/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013514

The war in Ukraine is accelerating in the eastern Donbas region. On Tuesday, as ministers from dozens of 
nations met in Germany to coordinate their efforts to arm Ukraine, American leaders changed their tone, 
from one of just helping Ukraine fend off Russia, to helping them defeat and weaken Russia for the long 
term. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 04/26/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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013515
Ukrainians have been living, suffering and dying under withering Russian air, artillery and missile strikes. 
Their plight and resistance are perhaps nowhere better understood than in Syria's Idlib province. There, 
Syrians who oppose president Bashar al-Assad are in their 11th year of resistance against him and his closest 
ally Vladimir Putin. Abdul Razzak el-Shami and Ali Rogin report.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013515

More than two months into Russia's war in Ukraine Vladimir Putin on Wednesday trained his sights on 
Europe's reliance on Russian energy. Moscow cut off supplies of natural gas to Poland and Bulgaria, two of 
the many European countries that rely on Russian energy. It comes a day after the U.S. and European allies 
agreed to step up military aid to Ukraine. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013515

As the war in Ukraine has shifted east, so too have the efforts to aid millions of civilians still stuck between 
warring armies with nowhere to hide. They lack the very basics, but some of their fellow Ukrainians are 
risking everything to help them. Homegrown heroes delivering food, formula, and sometimes, a ride out of 
the war zone. Willem Marx and videographer Ed Kiernan report.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013515

The U.S. and Russia on Wednesday agreed to a prisoner exchange. U.S. Marine Trevor Reed boarded a 
plane back home after a 2019 arrest in Moscow for allegedly assaulting police officers. He was traded for 
Konstantin Yaroshenko, a Russian pilot convicted in a U.S. court of drug trafficking. State Department 
spokesman Ned Price joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/27/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013516

President Biden on Thursday unveiled a $33 billion aid proposal for Ukraine, the latest effort to assist in the 
war against Russia. About two-thirds would go to military assistance, and the rest for economic and 
humanitarian help. Meanwhile, as the war rages on, the U.N. secretary general this week met with the leaders 
of Russia and Ukraine. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013516

President Biden on Thursday said his administration was reviewing ways to convert assets seized from 
wealthy Russians with ties to Vladimir Putin and use them to help Ukraine with arms and reconstruction. 
New Jersey Rep. Tom Malinowski, a Democrat who co-sponsored a bill that passed in the House this week 
called the Asset Seizure for Ukraine Reconstruction Act, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013516

With so much of Ukraine's vital infrastructure targeted by Russia, widespread power outages are the norm. It 
falls to local crews to fix power lines, all the while under fire. Special correspondent Willem Marx and 
videographer Edward Kiernan report from the town of Orikhiv near the frontlines in southeastern Ukraine.

6:00 PM 04/28/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013518

The first evacuations from a steel plant in Mariupol, site of the last stand by Ukrainian troops, continued 
Monday a day after 100 civilians were freed. But more than 100,000 Ukrainians remain in the city, which 
has now been besieged for two months. And in Moscow, Russia's foreign minister ignited a firestorm with a 
claim that Adolf Hitler had Jewish heritage. Nick Schifrin reports from Ukraine.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013518

In the western city of Lviv, the U.S. chargé d’affaires to Ukraine Kristina Kvien returned on Monday to the 
country for the first time since evacuating six weeks ago. Kvien joins Nick Schifrin to discuss new 
shipments of U.S. arms to Ukraine, sanctions against Russia and how the U.S. would define victory in the 
war.

6:00 PM 05/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013519

Russian forces on Tuesday are besieging the Azovstal steel plant, the final holdout of Ukrainian soldiers and 
civilians in Mariupol. This as Ukraine’s top prosecutor unveiled the preliminary results of her investigation 
into war crimes in the Kyiv suburb of Irpin. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/03/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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013520
The wide plains of eastern Ukraine are now the site of a pitched battle between Ukrainian and Russian 
forces. American and allied weapons keep flowing in to assist Ukraine as it fends off fearsome Russian 
artillery and bombing. Meanwhile, a new report shows that the death toll in the war's worst air strike could 
be double what was originally believed. Nick Schifrin reports from Kyiv.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013520

Just beyond Ukraine's frontlines, there is another fight to keep those injured on the battlefield alive. 
Resources are low, but the volunteers who run a vast network of emergency medical services remain 
committed to their lifesaving work. Elsewhere, care for ailments and illness is hard to come by for ordinary 
Ukrainians Willem Marx and videographer Edward Kiernan report.

6:00 PM 05/04/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013521

Russian efforts to seize the Azovstal steel plant in Mariupol are meeting fierce resistance Thursday, as 
Ukrainian fighters continue their last-ditch stand in the port city. This as the United Nations announced a 
new operation to evacuate some of the 100,000 people still trapped in Mariupol. Nick Schifrin reports again 
from Kyiv.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013521

During the past few months the Biden administration's rhetoric about its ultimate goals for Ukraine appears 
to have shifted, with more talk about winning the war against Russia. Evelyn Farkas, executive director of 
the McCain Institute at Arizona State University, and John Mearsheimer, political science professor at the 
University of Chicago, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/05/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013522

As first lady Jill Biden began a tour in eastern Europe, Ukrainian forces have gone on the offensive in 
northeastern Ukraine. Yet one of the deadliest sieges during the battle for Kyiv in April was in Chernihiv, 
outside the capital. Ukrainian forces there stopped Russia forces from advancing south as they left a trail of 
destruction. Nick Schifrin reports on the aftermath and signs of renewal.

6:00 PM 05/06/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013523

In Moscow and Kyiv on Monday, two countries at war fought over the meaning of what used to be the 
shared holiday of Victory Day, when Russia, Ukraine and other former Soviet states celebrate the defeat of 
Nazi Germany. But instead this year, the Kremlin likened Ukrainians to Nazis and Ukrainians compared 
Russian actions to Nazi war crimes. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/09/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013524

Ukraine announced on Tuesday that Russia is withdrawing some troops from the region around Kharkiv, 
Ukraine’s second-largest city and a crucial base for the Ukrainian military. The announcement comes after 
Ukrainian soldiers recently recaptured towns and as top U.S. intelligence officials told senators that 
President Putin was aiming for a longer, wider war. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/10/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013525

President Biden on Wednesday highlighted how the war in Ukraine is raising food prices globally as 
previously neutral countries increasingly seek to join the defensive umbrella of NATO. This as Ukraine's 
counter-offensive around Kharkiv has pushed close to the Russian border, and as Russian missiles again 
struck Odessa in an effort to stop the flow of Western weapons. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013525

Israeli troops on Wednesday reportedly shot dead Al Jazeera correspondent Shireen Abu Akleh during a 
West Bank raid. The 51-year-old Palestinian-American journalist was a household name across the Middle 
East for her coverage of the conflict. Josef Federman, Associated Press news director for Israel, the 
Palestinian territories and Jordan, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/11/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013526

We are just weeks past Easter, the holiest day of the Christian calendar. For the 70 percent of Ukrainians 
who are orthodox, the day was freighted with extra meaning this year. The Ukrainian Orthodox Church split 
from its Russian parent when Vladimir Putin first invaded Ukraine eight years ago, and now religion's role in 
the conflict is front and center. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/12/22 6 Minute 
Segment
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War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  

013527
Nearly three months into this bloody war in Ukraine, much of the focus is now on the eastern Donbas. But 
there is also a southern front, where Russia made early gains and occupied large areas of land. The fighting 
continues in the Kherson region. And as elsewhere, stuck in the middle are families struggling to stay united. 
Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/13/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013528

Russia's invasion of Ukraine has prompted a major shift in public opinion in Finland and Sweden, with 
support for joining NATO recently surging in both countries. Meanwhile, Russian President Putin said the 
expansion of NATO infrastructure would trigger a response. Karin Olofsdotter, Swedish ambassador to the 
U.S., and Mikko Hautala, Finnish ambassador to the U.S., join Judy Woodruff to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/16/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013529

The battle for Mariupol appears to be over, after hundreds of Ukrainian soldiers on Tuesday surrendered 
from their final holdout. The city has suffered one of Europe’s bloodiest battles since World War II. And 
now, Russia appears to hold the entire Ukrainian port city, its largest gain of the war. Nick Schifrin has the 
story.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013529

NASA is aiming to expand its astronaut launches from U.S. soil. Boeing is set for a test launch this week of 
its small spacecraft to the International Space Station. Russia and America have long been partners on the 
space station, but the invasion of Ukraine has led to new tensions and questions about the future. Miles 
O'Brien has our report about the rhetoric versus the reality.

6:00 PM 05/17/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013531

The U.S. on Thursday accused Russia of using food as a weapon in its war on Ukraine, and in turn, creating 
a global food security crisis. Ukraine grows enough food to feed 400 million people, and Ukraine and Russia 
together account for a third of the world’s wheat exports. But Russia’s invasion and blockade of Ukrainian 
ports are preventing exports of grain and steel. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/19/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013532

In our news wrap Friday, children in the U.S. ages 5 to 11 began receiving their Pfizer COVID vaccine 
booster shots after the CDC gave its final approval, a federal judge rules COVID asylum restrictions must 
continue on the border, the Justice Department unveiled new efforts to combat hate crimes after the massacre 
in Buffalo, and Russia claims it's taken full control of the city of Mariupol.

6:00 PM 05/20/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013533

As Russian forces battle for full control of southern Ukraine, it's the small villages that dot the landscape that 
have incurred the brunt of their bombardment. John Ray of Independent Television News reports from one 
town on the frontline, just two miles from where Russian troops are dug in.

6:00 PM 05/23/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013533

President Biden's statement that the U.S. would defend Taiwan from an attack from China triggered a sharp 
response from Beijing. It also raises questions about whether this is changing U.S. policy and making a new 
commitment to Taiwan. Ivan Kanapathy, director for China, Taiwan and Mongolia on the National Security 
Council staff during the Trump administration, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/23/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013534

It has been exactly three months since Russia invaded Ukraine. At its peak the largest war in Europe in 80 
years displaced more than 13 million people. Tens of thousands of Russian and Ukrainian soldiers and 
civilians have been killed in the conflict. Nick Schifrin joins William Brangham to discuss.

6:00 PM 05/24/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013535

News Wrap: U.S. Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Robert Califf acknowledged failings by his 
agency in the baby formula shortage, Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said he would not trade land 
for peace with Russia, the U.S. and allies South Korea and Japan condemn North Korea for firing missiles 
into the sea, and West Virginia reached a tentative opioid settlement for $161 million.

6:00 PM 05/25/22 5 Minute 
Segment
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War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  

013536
In our news wrap Thursday, Russia insisted that Ukraine accept its demands on land as Russian fire pounded 
eastern Ukraine, the Biden administration called for a bloc of nations confronting Russian aggression to join 
in challenging China, China’s top diplomat tours eight Pacific island nations, ousted Pakistan prime minister 
demands new election, and actor Ray Liotta of "Goodfellas" fame has died.

6:00 PM 05/26/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013538

In our news wrap Monday, President Biden spent this Memorial Day honoring U.S. service members who 
have paid the ultimate sacrifice for this country, at least 91 people have died from weekend floods in Brazil, 
the season's first hurricane in the eastern Pacific Ocean region barreled ashore in Mexico, and new COVID-
19 cases in the U.S. were up 21 percent over the last two weeks.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 2 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013538

Russian military forces continue their push in eastern Ukraine. They are making headway into the key city of 
Severodonetsk and threatening the neighboring town of Lysychansk. Dan Rivers of Independent Television 
News was just there and has our report.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013538

Even before Russian military forces crossed into Ukraine three months ago, private companies were using 
data from satellites and other technology to closely monitor events on the ground. Newshour Special 
Correspondent Mike Cerre explores the ongoing efforts to track the war in Ukraine in real time, digitally.

6:00 PM 05/30/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013539

Russian forces kept up a relentless onslaught Tuesday in eastern Ukraine. Ukrainian officials said Russians 
now control half the city of Sievierodonetsk. Meanwhile, Moscow embargoed a European Union agreement 
to ban 90 percent of Russian oil imports. Nick Schifrin reports.

6:00 PM 05/31/22 4 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013540

The U.S. and Germany on Tuesday moved to send advanced weapons to Ukraine to blunt a Russian 
offensive in the east. Steven Simon, who worked on the National Security Council staff during the Clinton 
and Obama administrations and a fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology joins Nick Schifrin to 
discuss the transfer of arms and the importance of diplomacy.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013540

The Biden administration unveiled a new $700 million package of weapons for Ukraine, including the most 
advanced rockets yet to be used in that country's conflict with Russia. The high mobility artillery rocket 
system, or HIMARS, that the U.S. is sending can hit targets 45 miles away. Amanda Sloat, director for 
Europe at the National Security Council, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/01/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013541

In our news wrap: a Texas state senator said panicked 911 calls from children in Uvalde never got to the 
police commander at the scene of last week's school attack, President Zelenskyy says Russia controls one-
fifth of Ukraine, a truce in Yemen is extended for another two months, and the Education Department will 
forgive all remaining student debt for former students of Corinthian Colleges.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013541

This week the Biden administration authorized another $700 million in military aid for Ukraine as its war to 
fend off Russia's invasion grinds into its fourth month. The U.S. has helped bring together NATO in ways 
not seen in recent years to support Ukraine militarily, but some cracks are starting to show. NATO Secretary-
General Jens Stoltenberg joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/02/22 8 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013542

Exactly 100 days ago, Russian soldiers launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, aiming to overthrow a 
democratically elected government. Ukraine won the battle for Kyiv and has achieved some military success. 
But the war has killed tens of thousands of Ukrainian civilians and troops as well Russian soldiers. 
Ukraine’s ambassador to the U.S. Oksana Markarova joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/03/22 9 Minute 
Segment
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War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  

013544
In our news wrap Tuesday, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told the Senate Finance Committee inflation will 
remain high, the Department of Homeland Security warns of potential new threats from domestic extremists, 
the World Bank lowered its economic outlook, Russia says it now controls most of Ukraine's Luhansk 
province, and an FDA advisory committee recommended approving Novavax's COVID vaccine.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013544

A series of recently opened Vatican archives are shedding new light on the relationship between Pope Pius 
XII and Adolph Hitler as he led Nazi Germany during World War II. A new book takes a deeper look at 
these revelations. Historian David Kertzer, author of “The Pope At War: The Secret History of Pope Pius 
XII, Mussolini, and Hitler,” joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/07/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013547

As the war in Ukraine grinds on its fourth month, the fight for the eastern Donbas continues. Relentless 
Russian shelling and Ukrainian counter-strikes have laid waste to vast swathes of the region. As William 
Brangham reports, the daily struggle for those still there, and their loved ones who have left, is immense.

6:00 PM 06/10/22 5 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013550

In our news wrap Wednesday, a white man accused of shooting 10 Black victims in Buffalo will face federal 
hate crimes, President Biden pushed oil companies to produce more gasoline, Michigan police officer 
charged with murdering Patrick Lyoya was fired, federal jury indicts man accused of plotting to murder 
Justice Kavanaugh, and the U.S. will send a $1 billion military package to Ukraine.

6:00 PM 06/15/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013552

The European Union's executive arm on Friday recommended putting Ukraine on a path to membership. 
This comes as the U.S. and Europe pledged earlier this week to support Ukraine militarily. Jeremy Shapiro, 
research director of the European Council on Foreign Relations who was on the State Department's policy 
planning staff during the Obama administration, joins John Yang to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/17/22 10 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013555

Attorney General Merrick Garland traveled to Ukraine this week to review U.S. efforts to help prosecute 
Russian war criminals. Ukrainian officials say they are examining more than 15,000 possible war crimes 
since Russia’s February invasion, while the U.S. and Europe are also supporting an International Criminal 
Court investigation. ICC Prosecutor Karim Khan joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/22/22 7 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013556

In our news wrap Thursday, rescuers searched for survivors after Afghanistan's worst earthquake in 20 
years, Russian forces gained more ground in eastern Ukraine, EU leaders designated Ukraine and Moldova 
as candidates to join the bloc, former COVID coordinator said former President Trump underplayed the 
pandemic, and a Florida judge approved $1 billion settlement in a deadly condo collapse.

6:00 PM 06/23/22 6 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013558

Leaders of the G-7 announced new measures Monday to try and punish Russia for its invasion of Ukraine. 
The steps are designed to target Russia’s economy and military long term. But in the meantime, Russia’s 
total war in Ukraine marches violently on. Alina Polyakova, president of the Center for European Policy 
Analysis, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/27/22 9 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013561

The Russian military on Thursday withdrew from Snake Island off of Ukraine's coast, easing some of the 
pressure on Odessa, the country's most important port. It came as NATO leaders concluded a key summit in 
Madrid. Nick Schifrin joins Judy Woodruff from Madrid to discuss the gains made by Ukraine and NATO's 
invitation to Sweden and Finland to join the alliance.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 3 Minute 
Segment

War/Veterans/National Security PBS NewsHour  
013561

Baltic nations arrived at the NATO summit with a real warning: that they could be Russia' next target. And 
in the last week tensions have increased between Russia and Lithuania. Lithuania's President Gitanas 
Nausėda joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.

6:00 PM 06/30/22 7 Minute 
Segment
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Women Independent Lens 

#2311 (PBS)
Meet the women journalists of India's only all-female news network, who risk everything in a male-
dominated world to uncover their country's political inequities.

3:30 PM 04/03/22 1.5 Hours
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